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Abstract 
Only a small percentage of existing buildings around the world have been designed and constructed 
based on modern seismic codes. Majority of these buildings were designed and built based on older 
codes and thus are now identified as potentially hazardous due to more stringent seismic 
requirements of newer seismic standards. Consequently, these structures are vulnerable to 
earthquakes as has become evident in the recent earthquake events. Mitigating the seismic hazards 
for these deficient structures, instead of replacement, has been increasingly looked at by the 
engineering community due to obvious economic reasons.  
An important first step towards this mitigation is called “Damage Assessment”. Damage 
Assessment by definition is the evaluation of potential damage in a particular structure in a seismic 
event. There exist many indices such as drift based on which the extent of potential damage in a 
building can be described. Choosing the right index and understanding how a particular index 
would correlate with the seismic parameters or how sensitive it would be to a particular seismic 
event is quite important. Many structures, for example, are structurally sound under far fault 
earthquakes but may suffer from extensive damage if a near fault earthquake occurs.  
While many studies have been undertaken in the past towards methods of analysis that best simulate 
the damage and on the development of indices that better represent it, the efforts are isolated and in 
some instances contradictory. The current study thus attempts to address the gaps in the state of the 
art and presents a coherent and consistent understanding of the issue together with the introduction 
of a couple of damage mitigation methods. 
The main achievements of this thesis are as follows: 
 A simplified model for inelastic analysis of RC structures subjected to earthquakes is 
developed. 
 A new damage model that appropriately assesses the damage of RC structures is proposed. 
This new damage model is based on the single parameter of energy which naturally overrides 
and implicitly incorporates a number of parameters such as force, deformation and number of 
cycles. 
 Damage assessment in RC structures using the new damage model is performed. 
 Correlation between seismic parameters and damage indices of structures is investigated. 
 A new definition for near-fault earthquakes is developed and regions with different damage 
potential are established. 
 Strengthening deficient RC structures using two retrofitting techniques: plastic hinge 
relocation and confinement using Fibre Reinforced Polymers (FRP) is explored. The benefits 
ii 
of the two retrofitting techniques in terms of quantitative reduction of damage, expressed by a 
damage index, in RC frames subjected to different seismic intensities is addressed. 
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 STATE OF THE PROBLEM 
The devastating effects of recent earthquakes such as Northridge 1994, Kobe 1995, Chi-Chi 1999, 
Bam 2003, and Christchurch 2011 have directed the attention of both engineers and researchers 
towards retrofitting of deficient structures. The severe damage sustained by the structures in the past 
earthquakes is not only dependent on the strong ground motions but also resulted from the 
inadequacy of the design provisions in the seismic codes with respect to the design spectrum and 
seismic detailing in the older codes. The former relates to the lack of incorporation of near-fault 
pulse-type motions in the design spectrum; the case that even to date is only considered by 
multiplying some amplification factors in the conventional design spectrum of few modern codes 
such as UBC [1] and IBC [2]. Historically, this effect was recognized following the 1966 Parkfield 
and 1971 San Fernando in California earthquakes [3]. Seismic detailing has been another issue 
missing in the older codes. Many structures that have been designed and built based on older codes, 
are now identified as being potentially vulnerable against earthquake considering the more stringent 
requirements in the more updated design codes [2]. Damage assessment of these structures is one 
important step towards mitigation of the potential for severe seismic damage.  
Several damage models were developed in the past in order to quantitatively describe the damage of 
a structure subjected to earthquakes. They usually express the anticipated level of damage by a term 
called Damage Index (DI). The DI is related to a number of parameters including the deformation, 
stiffness, energy absorption, etc. There is no unique range for the magnitude of DI, although it is 
typically considered between 0 (no damage) and 1 (collapse). Currently, there are some limitations 
on the available DIs which may affect their appropriate estimation of damage state. These 
limitations are: the DI of a structure in elastic range is not 0, while either it exceeds 1 or its 
magnitude does not increase with load reversals even when undergoing a number of displacement 
cycles. Amongst different models developed for calculating damage index in the literature, the Park 
and Ang [4] model possess the advantage of simplicity and extensive calibration against 
experimental observations. However, it includes some drawbacks: 1) the DI is not 0 when a 
structure operates within the elastic range; 2) the magnitude of DI exceeds 1; i.e., there is no 
specific upper limit to define the state of collapse. Therefore, an improvement on the older models 
or introduction of a new model should be made in order to have a better tool for the damage 
assessment of reinforced concrete structures in the event of probable earthquakes.  
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Damage potential is a matter of increasing concern amongst engineers, investors, insurance 
companies and public administrators who need to i) predict probable casualties due to future 
earthquakes; ii) evaluate the potential structural damage at different seismic regions and iii) 
differentiate between different seismic regions, for example deciding on the level of exposure to 
danger depending on the proximity to the fault. Over the past decades, many attempts [5-8] based 
on available data after earthquake events have been made to better understand the seismic damage 
potential, which is important for the estimation of potential structural damage in different seismic 
regions. One of the main questions remaining is deciding how close to a fault is actually “near-
fault” with its own peculiar characteristics that normally add to the level of damage. This is vital 
information needed by design engineers who have to provide special detailing of the structures in 
near fault regions. 
Following the damage assessment, a decision can be made on the structural retrofitting approach. 
Among different retrofitting technique, external application of fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) has 
received a great boost due to its distinct characteristics such as high strength, light weight and ease 
of application. FRP materials are available at reasonable costs and provide economical solutions for 
the upgrading of deficient buildings. FRP can be applied to RC beam-column joints in order to 
relocate the potential plastic hinges at the beam and column ends away from the joint core resulting 
in an increase in the earthquake resistance or wrapped around the RC columns to improve their 
strength and ductility by confining the concrete. While many studies [4-7] have been carried out on 
investigating the seismic response of retrofitted structures in the past; to the best of the author’s 
knowledge, none have tried to quantify the beneficial effects of the retrofitting solutions on the 
reduction of potential damage. Most studies have discussed the improvement in the load carrying 
capacity and ductility of the retrofitted structures rather than the reduction, location and distribution 
of the damage when they are subjected to the earthquake loading. Scrutinising the latter provides a 
clear understanding of the structural damage distribution, location and quantification. Consequently, 
the design can be refined in order to optimise the solution. 
1.2 OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of the research are as follows: 
 To develop a simplified model for inelastic analysis of RC structures subjected to 
earthquakes. 
 To develop a new damage model to appropriately assess the damage of RC structures. 
 To evaluate damage in RC structures using the new damage model. 
 To investigate the correlation between seismic parameters and damage indices of structures. 
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 To evaluate the damage potential of a particular earthquake ground motion (here Chi-Chi is 
chosen due to its large set of records). 
 To develop a new definition for the near-fault earthquakes. 
 To strengthen the deficient RC structures using two retrofitting techniques: plastic hinge 
relocation and confinement by FRP. 
 To quantify the damage reduction of the retrofitted RC frames, and consequently to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the adopted retrofitting method. 
1.3 THESIS ORGANIZATION 
The content of this thesis are organized as follows: 
• Chapter 1 introduces statement of the problem, objectives of the research and organization 
of this dissertation. 
• In Chapter 2, a critical literature review of the past studies related to the research is 
presented. The review can be divided into the following parts: i) damage indices for RC 
structures; ii) damage indices for concrete; iii) near-fault earthquakes; iv) constitutive 
models for concrete and steel; and v) scaling methods. In the first part, different aspects of 
the damage indices for RC structures are reviewed while classified into two categories: non-
cumulative and cumulative. Their merits and limitations are also presented. In addition to 
the structures (global scale) and the elements (intermediate scale), damage models can also 
be developed for local scale (sections), in which the damage can be evaluated based on the 
damage of constitutive materials. Hence, the second part is focused on the damage models 
for concrete. In the third part, characteristics of the near-fault ground motions are 
summarized and several models are presented for the near-fault seismic records, followed by 
the discussion on their effects on structures. In addition, the code provisions suggested in 
UBC [1] and IBC [2] to consider the near-fault effects on structures are reviewed and their 
efficiency is discussed. Then, the concrete and steel behaviour are reviewed, followed by a 
description of the existing methods for scaling of the seismic records in the last part. 
• Chapter 3 firstly presents some available hysteretic models for RC structures subjected to 
cyclic loading. Then, a simplified technique for the inelastic modelling of the RC structures 
subjected to the seismic loads is presented. 
• In Chapter 4, a new concept of damage is described and new damage models are developed 
for RC structures subjected to monotonic and cyclic loadings based on the single parameter 
of energy taking into account a number of parameters such as force, deformation and 
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number of cycles. A new model is also developed for the damage analysis of concrete of the 
adopted concrete material. 
• Chapter 5 demonstrates the application of the proposed damage model for RC frames 
subjected to different seismic levels. The vital role of confinement provided by transverse 
reinforcement in reducing the damage of these frames is also presented. 
• The first and second parts of Chapter 6 focus on the correlation between seismic parameters 
and damage indices of RC frames subjected to two types of ground motions: near-fault 
pulse-type and far-fault. The results determine the seismic parameters demonstrating the 
best correlation with the damage of structures. The conventionally used parameter of Peak 
Ground Acceleration (PGA) does not show the best correlation with the structural damage. 
The order of correlation of seismic parameters with the structural damage indices is also 
presented. The third part of Chapter 6 is devoted to damage analyses of the RC frame 
subjected to 740 records of the 21 September 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake. The damage 
potential of the earthquake distributed over the regions is analysed based on seismic 
parameters and damage indices. A definition of the near-fault earthquakes is developed 
based on the case of Chi-Chi earthquake.  
• Chapter 7 aims at exploring the benefits of two retrofit techniques - plastic hinge relocation 
and confinement using Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) - in terms of quantitative reduction 
of damage, expressed by the proposed damage index, in RC frames subjected to different 
seismic levels. The results show the favourable effects of these techniques in reducing the 
damage of the frames. 
• Finally, Chapter 8 includes the thesis summary, conclusions and recommendations. 
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Chapter 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 DAMAGE INDICES FOR RC STRUCTURES 
Available concepts regarding Damage Indices (DIs) can be divided into two categories: non-
cumulative and cumulative. Non-cumulative DIs are generally simple but often cannot indicate the 
state of damage accurately due to the non-inclusion of the effects of cyclic loading. On the other 
hand, cumulative DIs are more rational but relatively more complicated than the non-cumulative 
DIs as they include the effects of cyclic loading. In the following sections, different available DIs 
are reviewed and their characteristics are briefly discussed. 
2.1.1 Non-cumulative damage indices 
The simplest DI is the ductility ratio which is expressed as the ratio of the maximum deformation in 
the loading time history to the yield displacement as shown in Equation 2-1, where, um is the 
maximum deformation and uy is the yield deformation. This concept produces damage indices 
varying from 0 to 1 when a structure works in the region before yield and exceeds 1 when the 
structure goes into the plastic range after yield; i.e., there is no upper limit to define the state of 
collapse. 
 /m yDI u u=  (2-1) 
Lateral displacement is one of the most common parameters which can be used to define the extent 
of damage in a structure. This concept expresses DI as the ratio of the maximum relative lateral 
displacement of a storey to the height of that particular storey. This ratio shown in Equation 2-2 is 
called drift or inter-story drift, in which, ∆u is the maximum relative displacement between two 
adjacent stories and hstorey is the storey height. This ratio always produces damage indices with 
magnitudes much smaller than 1. 
 
max{ }
storey
uDI
h
∆
=  (2-2) 
Drift can be divided into two types: transient drift and permanent drift. Both types of drift are 
closely related to the state of damage in a structure and hence are often used to evaluate the damage 
of a structure. In order to identify the damage state of a structure, the following guidelines are 
available in FEMA 356 [9]. 
+ Very light (operational): No permanent drift and the original stiffness and strength of a 
structure are basically retained. Elements may have minor cracking. 
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+ Light (immediate occupancy): Transient drift < 1% and no or negligible permanent drift. 
+ Moderate (life safety): Transient drift < 2%, permanent drift < 1%, residual strength and 
stiffness remain in structures. Building may be economically un-repairable. 
+ Severe (collapse prevention): Transient or permanent drift < 4%. 
In addition to the drift, FEMA 356 [9] defines different performance levels: Immediate Occupancy 
(IO), Life Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) based on the extent of plastic hinging. 
Roufaiel and Meyer [10] analysed the damage of RC frame buildings and proposed a DI which is 
expressed as the ratio of the initial stiffness to the reduced secant stiffness at the maximum 
displacement. This model ignores tension cracking and produces a value of 0 at yield, whilst 
generates a DI of 1 at ultimate. 
Banon et al. [11] investigated the seismic damage of RC members and proposed a DI based on the 
flexibility of a structure. Their model was later modified by Roufaiel and Meyer [12] and expressed 
by Equation 2-3. However, this model has the same limitations as that proposed by Roufaiel and 
Meyer [10]. 
 
m o
u o
f fDI f f
−
=
−
 (2-3) 
in which, fo is the pre-yield flexibility, fm is the secant flexibility at a given load, and fu is the secant 
flexibility at the ultimate load. 
In recognition of the changing of the fundamental period (T) of a structure at different damage 
states due to seismic excitation, DiPasquale et al [13] proposed an index called “final softening”. 
This index was later exploited by Kim et al. [14] to define a DI as 
 
2
1 initial
final
TDI
T
 
= −   
 
 (2-4) 
The changing fundamental period was later employed in Massumi and Moshtagh’s [15] damage 
model. In Equation 2-4, Tinitial is the fundamental period of the structure. 
Ghobarah et al. [16] adopted a technique similar to DiPasquale et al [13] and Kim et al [14] but 
replaced the fundamental period terms by the stiffness parameters of the structure in order to assess 
the extent of damage. Equation 2-5 shows the DI formulation for the ith storey, whilst Equation 2-6 
gives the DI of the whole frame. 
DI for the ith storey: 
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 1
i
final
i
initial
K
DI
K
= −  (2-5) 
DI for the whole frame: 
 1 final
initial
K
DI
K
= −  (2-6) 
Powell and Allahabadi [17] proposed a DI based on deformations as  
 
m y
u y
u u
DI
u u
−
=
−
 (2-7) 
where, um is the maximum deformation, uy is the yield deformation and uu is the ultimate 
deformation under a monotonic load. It is worth noting that the process of collapse can be clarified 
as: onset of collapse, near collapse (progressing towards collapse), and total collapse. The ultimate 
deformation uu is defined as the deformation at the onset of collapse; therefore, um is larger than uu 
when a structure is at the near collapse and total collapse situations. The limitation of Equation 2-7 
is that DI becomes negative when the structure works in the region before yield and DI exceeds 1 
when the structure is beyond the onset of collapse. 
Mergos and Kappos [18] recently identified the individual effects of flexure and shear on a structure 
and then combined individual DIs to obtain an overall DI for that structure as given by 
 ( ) ( )1 1 . 1tot fl shDI D Dα β= − − −  (2-8) 
In Equation 2-8, Dfl is the flexural DI, ( 0 1flD≤ ≤ ), Dsh is the shear DI ( 0 1shD≤ ≤ ); whilst α and β 
are exponents related to the relative importance of the flexural damage index Dfl and shear damage 
index Dsh to the total damage index Dtot.  
They also proposed α = β = 1, and the flexural and shear DIs are shown in Equation 2-9 and 
Equation 2-10, respectively. 
 
max1 1 ofl
u o
D
ξϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ
 
−
= − − 
− 
 (2-9) 
 
max1 1 osh
u o
D
ργ γ
γ γ
 
−
= − − 
− 
 (2-10) 
Hence, the total DI is shown in Equation 2-11. 
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max max1 1 . 1o otot
u o u o
D
ξ ρϕ ϕ γ γ
ϕ ϕ γ γ
   
− −
= − − −   
− −   
 (2-11) 
where, maxϕ is the maximum curvature, uϕ  is the curvature capacity, oϕ  is the threshold value of 
curvature, maxγ  is the maximum shear distortion, uγ  is the shear distortion capacity, oγ  is the 
threshold value of shear distortion, and ξ  and ρ  are parameters considering the importance of 
flexural deformation ratio and shear deformation ration. Assuming that they are equally important, 
ξ ρ= , then DI is defined as 
 
max max1 1 . 1o otot
u o u o
D
ξ ξϕ ϕ γ γ
ϕ ϕ γ γ
   
− −
= − − −   
− −   
 (2-12) 
Mergos and Kappos [18] assumed that oϕ = oγ = 0 which results in damage indices larger than 0 for 
any small elastic deformation. If oϕ  and oγ  are corresponding to yielding values, the curvature ratio 
of Equation 2-9 and the shear distortion ratio of Equation 2-10 are very similar to the deformation 
ratio of Equation 2-7, in which the deformation is separated into curvature and shear distortion. 
Hence, the limitation of this proposal is the same as that of Powell and Allahabadi [17]. 
 
2.1.2 Cumulative damage indices 
Cumulative damage models are more rational to evaluate damage states of structures under cyclic 
loading or earthquake excitation. A trend to address the issue is to use a parameter which relates to 
damage and is cumulative during the loading time. In a simple way, Banon and Veneziano [19] 
used normalised cumulative rotation as a DI which is expressed by the ratio of the sum of inelastic 
rotations during half cycles to the yield rotation. 
Later, Hwang and Scribner [20] developed a DI concept which gives equal importance to all 
parameters as defined by Equation 2-13. The major drawback is that DI does not always remain 
within the widely accepted limit of 0 to 1 and the proposed concept heavily depends on cross 
sectional property and loading history [21]. 
 
2
2
1
M
mi mi
hi
i o y
K uDI E
K u
=
= ∆∑  (2-13) 
where, i is the cycle number, M is the total number of yield cycles, Ko is the pre-yield stiffness, 
hiE∆  is the hysteretic energy dissipated in the i
th
 cycle, umi is the maximum displacement in the ith 
cycle, Kmi is secant stiffness corresponding to umi and uy is the yield displacement. 
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Park and Ang [4] proposed a DI as Equation 2-14 based on both deformation and hysteretic energy 
due to an earthquake. This is the most widely used DI to date, largely due to its general applicability 
and the clear definition of different damage states. However, the following limitations are worth 
noting – DI > 0 when a structure works within elastic range and DI > 1 when the structure collapses 
with no specified upper limit for DI.  
 
hm m h
u y u u y u
dEu u EDI
u mr u u F u
β β= + = +∫
 (2-14) 
in which, um is the maximum displacement of a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system subjected 
to earthquake, uu is the ultimate displacement under monotonic loading, Eh is the hysteretic energy 
dissipated by the SDOF system, ry is the yield resistance of the system, Fy is the yield force, β is the 
parameter to include the effect of repeated loading and m is the mass of the system. 
Park and Ang [4] classified damage states into the following five levels. 
DI < 0.1:  No damage or localized minor cracking. 
0.1 ≤ DI < 0.25: Minor damage: light cracking throughout. 
0.25 ≤ DI < 0.40: Moderate damage: severe cracking, localized spalling. 
0.4 ≤ DI < 1.00: Severe damage: concrete crushing, reinforcement exposed. 
DI ≥ 1.00:  Collapse. 
DI ≥ 0.8 has been suggested to represent collapse [22]. Park and Ang [4] also proposed DI for an 
individual storey and for an overall structure using weighting factors based on the amount of 
hysteretic energy (Ei) absorbed by the element or the component as shown in Equation 2-15 – 
Equation 2-18, in which, Ei is the dissipated hysteretic energy (the total energy absorbed by the 
element or component). 
 ( )n
, ,
i=1
.storey i component i componentDI DIλ= ∑  (2-15) 
 
1
( ) ii component n
i
k component
E
E
λ
=
 
 
 =
 
  
∑
 (2-16) 
 ( ) ( ){ }
1
n
overall i istorey storey
i
DI DIλ
=
= ∑  (2-17) 
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1
( ) ii storey n
i
k storey
E
E
λ
=
 
 
 =
 
  
∑
 (2-18) 
Park and Ang’s [4] concept has been widely adopted by other researchers and several modifications 
were proposed, which are outlined in the following. 
Modification made by Kunnath et al. [23] are shown in Equation 2-19, in which moment and 
rotation are used to replace the force and deformation in the Park and Ang [4] model.  
 
m r h
u r y u
EDI
M
θ θ β
θ θ θ
−
= +
−
 (2-19) 
where, θm is the maximum rotation in the loading history, θu is the ultimate rotation capacity, θr is 
the recoverable rotation when unloading and My is the yield moment. The major limitation to this 
proposal is that DI > 1 when the structure fails. 
Similar to Park and Ang [4], Fardis et al. [24] proposed an energy-based DI shown in Equation 
2-20, , in which, “max Ed” stands for the maximum deformation energy in the time history analysis, 
“max Ed,u” is the total deformation energy up to failure under monotonic loading. The remaining 
terms have the same meaning as those in Park and Ang [4] DI. The term max Ed represents 
maximum deformation and Ed,u depends on the ultimate deformation at monotonic failure. 
 
,
max d
d u
E dE
DI
E
β+
=
∫
 (2-20) 
Ghobarah and Aly [25] developed a DI which is also similar to Park and Ang [4] DI and is given by 
 
1
1
m h
u u
DI µ µβ
µ µ
−
= +
−
 (2-21) 
where, dµ
 
is displacement ductility factor, uµ
 
is ultimate ductility capacity, hµ  is the cumulative 
energy ductility and β is a constant. 
Bozorgnia and Bertero [26] later modified the Park and Ang’s [4] DI as  
 
( )( )1
1 1
,
1
1
e h
u h u
EDI
E
α µ µ
α
µ
− −
= +
−
 (2-22) 
 
( ) ( )2
2 2
,
1
1
e h
u h u
EDI
E
α µ µ
α
µ
− −
= +
−
 (2-23) 
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where, µe=max(ue)/uy for elastic response and µe=1 for inelastic behaviour, ue is the elastic 
deformation, uy is the yield deformation, Eh,u is the hysteretic energy capacity under monotonic 
loading and 10 1α≤ ≤  and 20 1α≤ ≤  are constants. 
Stephens [27] proposed a DI based on the theory of low-cycle fatigue to analyse the damage of 
structures subjected to seismic loads. However, the calibration of DI is complicated, which relates 
to the whole response history and does not include the effects of plastic deformation [16]. 
Low-cycle fatigue rules are also considered for the model proposed by Reinhorn and Valles [28] 
resulting in the DI defined by 
 
1
1
4( )
m y
u y h
u y y
u u
DI
u u E
u u F
−
=
−  
−  
− 
 (2-24) 
The major limitation to this formula is that DI becomes negative when the structure works in the 
range before yield. In addition, DI > 1 when the structure fails. 
The energy absorbed by a structure can be related to its damage states. This concept has been 
employed to develop damage functions [29-31]. In this way, a DI can be developed based on the 
ratio of hysteretic energy demand to hysteretic energy capacity. Fajfar [29] and Cosenza et al. [30] 
proposed the following DI 
 
1
1 1
h
y y h
u u
E
F u
DI µ
µ µ
−
= =
− −
 (2-25) 
where, 1hh
y y
E
F u
µ = +
 
is the cumulative hysteretic energy ductility. 
The above DI can be expressed as  
 
,
h
h u
EDI
E
=
 (2-26) 
where, 
,h uE  is the hysteretic energy capacity of the system under a monotonically induced 
deformation. 
Rodriguez and Padilla [31] proposed a DI shown in Equation 2-27, which is a similar to that of 
Cosenza et al [30].  
 
hEDI
Eλ
=  (2-27) 
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where, Eλ
 
is the energy absorbed in the system and is equal to the hysteretic energy at collapse. 
The absorbed energy is also used by Teran-Gilmore and Jirsa [32] to propose their damage index as 
shown in Equation 2-28. 
 ( ) ( )2 2 1hsp u
aNEDI b
r µ
= −
−
 (2-28) 
in which, a is the structural parameter that accounts for the energy content of the ground motion; bsp 
is the structural parameter that characterises the stability of the hysteretic cycle; r is the reduction 
factor that characterises the cyclic deformation capacity of a system; /u u yu uµ =  is the ultimate 
ductility capacity; /h h y yNE E F u=  is the normalised hysteretic energy. The parameter b varies from 
1.5 to 1.8 [32]. For seismic design of ductile structures, bsp=1.5 was used [33]. In this case, 
Equation 2-28 can be re-written as Equation 2-29. 
 ( )44 1
h h
u y yu
y y
y
aE aEDI
r u u Fu
r F u
u
= =
   
− 
−  
 
 (2-29) 
The term ( )4 u y yu u F−  is the energy of one ultimate complete cycle in the case of elastic-perfectly-
plastic. In general, Equation 2-29 is basically the ratio of the hysteretic energy demand to the energy 
of one ultimate complete cycle (can be thought of as the energy capacity). However, the 
incorporation of the two factors: a for the energy demand (Eh) and r for the energy capacity makes 
the damage index close to 1 when the structure collapses. 
Colombo and Negro [34] adopted a completely new approach which is based on the actual 
(deteriorated) value of yield moment or force Mac and the value characterizing the yield point in the 
theoretical skeleton curve Myo, as shown in Equation 2-30. It is worth mentioning that while the 
Equation 2-30 looks simple, the fraction Mac/Myo is a complicated function of displacement and 
hysteretic energy. 
 
1 ac
yo
MDI
M
= −
 (2-30) 
2.2 DAMAGE MODELS FOR CONCRETE 
The extent of damage in concrete subjected to loading primarily depends on two factors - the 
concrete itself and the applied external loading. It is now widely accepted that the magnitude of DI 
should, ideally, vary between 0 and 1. A concrete should not suffer any damage when it operates 
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within its elastic limit and hence DI should be equal to 0 at this stage. On the other hand, the 
maximum possible magnitude for DI should be set equal to 1 referring to the event of total collapse.  
Several models were developed for calculating damage index in the past. The commonly used 
parameters in these damage models are stress, deformation, stiffness and modulus. The damage of 
concrete materials subjected to uni-axial compression can be described by Equation 2-31 in terms of 
the ratio of decaying stress to peak stress Yu et al [35]. 
 
'
' '
1 c c c
c c
fDI f f
σ σ−
= − =  (2-31) 
in which, 
cσ  is the stress of concrete on the descending branch and 
'
c
f
 
is the peak stress. 
Following the same pattern, Soh and Bhalla [36] defined the damage of concrete material in term of 
stiffness instead of stress. Their damage index is given by 
 1 d o d
o o
K K KDI
K K
−
= − =  (2-32) 
where, oK is the initial stiffness of concrete and dK is the stiffness of concrete after damage. 
Chen et al [37] defined the damage of concrete as the ratio of modulus loss to the initial modulus of 
elasticity defined by 
 1 d o d
o o
E E EDI
E E
−
= − =  (2-33) 
where, oE is the initial modulus of concrete and dE is the damaged modulus of concrete. Although 
Equations 2-32 and 2-33 look different, they are similar because the stiffness is the product of 
modulus and the cross sectional area. 
In a different way, Amziane and Dubé [38] defined the damage of concrete using the modulus of 
concrete as  
 
0,4
1 irEDI
E
= −  (2-34) 
in which, irE is the initial reloading modulus of concrete and 0,4E is the Young modulus defined at 
the stress of '0.4 cf  as shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1. Parameters for Equation 2-34 [38]. 
2.3 NEAR-FAULT EARTHQUAKES 
2.3.1 Characteristics of near-fault earthquakes 
Near-fault impulsive ground motions and their effects on structures attracted considerable interest 
from seismologists and structural engineers alike. The special characteristics of near-fault 
earthquakes from engineering point of view were first recognized by Bertero et al [39]. Near-fault 
ground motions can greatly differ to those recorded in far-fault regions [40, 41]. The distinguished 
characteristics of near-fault records to those of far-fault can be clearly described based on 
observation in Figure 2-2 [42]. This Figure compares the far-fault earthquake record on the left with 
two near-fault ground motions on the right hand side. 
 
Figure 2-2. Free-field measurements: a) 1940 El Centro earthquake; b) 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake 
inTaiwan at TCU068 station (EW); c) 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan at TCU052 station (NS) 
[42] 
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As observed in Figure 2-2 and under particular circumstances, the near-fault records can include a 
large long period velocity pulse. It may range from 2s to 5s [43-45] which is similar to the 
fundamental natural period range of 15 to 50 storey buildings [44]. This characteristic can be also 
recognized in Figure 2-3 to Figure 2-5 which display some near-fault earthquakes based on Baker’s 
data [46] processed using the SeismoSignal software [47].  
 
Figure 2-3. 1979 Coyote Lake, Magnitude = 5.7, Closest distance = 3.11 km 
 
Figure 2-4. 1979 Imperial Valley-06, Magnitude = 6.5, Closest distance = 0.07 km 
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Figure 2-5. 1979 Imperial Valley, El Centro Array #4, Magnitude = 6.5, Closest distance = 7.05 km, 
Epicentral distance =27.13 km 
In recognition of this characteristics, Baker [46] developed a method to quantitatively classify near-
fault ground motions using wavelet analysis. He extracted the largest velocity pulse from 
earthquake records. Then, based on correlation between the extracted pulse amplitude to that of the 
original record, a quantitative criterion was developed for classifying ground motions of near-fault 
regions. 
In near-fault regions, the characteristics of earthquake records depend on the faulting mechanism, 
rupture propagation and the possible static deformation (fling-step effects) [40, 48]. A record can be 
divided into two components: fault-normal and fault-parallel. The former often produces higher 
demand on structures than the latter described by Alavi and Krawinkler [49] in a study on the 
response of moment resisting frame structures subjected to near-fault earthquakes. Figure 2-6 shows 
the response spectra of four components of the record at Northridge 94 Rinaldi Receiving Station 
(NR94rrs): the fault-normal, fault-parallel and two rotated by 45-degrees. The spectrum of fault-
normal component is observed to be highest comparing with the three others.  
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Figure 2-6. Acceleration (elastic strength demand), velocity and displacement spectra for record 
NR94rrs [49] 
Somerville [50] described the directivity effects on near-fault ground motion records. Due to these 
effects, fault-normal records can be divided into forward directivity and backward directivity. The 
former occurs when the rupture propagates towards the site and the direction of slip on the fault is 
aligned with the site while the latter effect occurs when the rupture propagates away from the site. 
The next characteristic of near-fault earthquake with pulse-type motions is that it transmits a high 
energy to structures at the beginning of the record causing much damage such as observed in 
Northridge 1994, Kobe 1995, Chi-Chi 1999 [51, 52]. This high input energy leads to different 
responses of structures when subjected to near-fault motions compared to the far-fault records. They 
impose high demands on structures and force the structures to absorb a large amount of this input 
energy in few large displacement cycles [40, 43, 53, 54] at the beginning of earthquakes.  
Recognised as strong dynamic motions, near-fault earthquakes usually have high peak ground 
acceleration [55], intense velocity [45, 55, 56], and large displacements (fling-step) [57, 58].  
However, only one parameter cannot fully describe the criteria defining the near-field records. 
Spyrakos et al. [59] adopted the procedure developed by Martinez-Pereira and Bommer [60] in 
order to characterize the near-source region. They established the criteria for record selection based 
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on the ground motion intensity of Modified Mercalli scale (MMI) larger than or equal to VIII. The 
lower bounds for the above criteria are based on the six following parameters: 1) peak ground 
acceleration (PGA); 2) cumulative absolute velocity 
0
( )
rt
CAV a t dt= ∫ , in which, tr is the total 
duration of the acceleration records; 3) peak horizontal ground velocity (PGV); 4) Arias intensity 
2
0
( / 2 ) ( )
d
AI g a t dtpi= ∫  proposed by Arias [61], where, a(t) is the ground acceleration; 5) empirical 
damage potential index 0.25. DI PGV t= proposed by Fajfar et al. [62] for medium-period structures; 
and (6) the root mean square acceleration 
95 95
5 5
2 2
95 5
1 1t t
rms
Dt t
a a dt a dt
t t t
= =
−
∫ ∫ , in which, tD = t5 - t95 
is the duration of strong motion, and t5 and t95 corresponding to the start and the end of strong 
motion where 5% and 95% of the total integral of Arias intensity is accumulated, respectively. The 
lowest values for strong motions are shown in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1. Strong-motion parameters and measured characteristics [59] 
Ground motion 
parameters 
Ground motion characteristics Lower 
bound 
 Amplitude Frequency 
content 
Duration Energy  
PGA √    0.2 g 
CAV √   √ 0.30 gs 
PGV √   √ 20 cm/s 
IA √  √ √ 0.4 m/s 
I √  √  30 cm/s0.75 
arms  √ √ √  0.5 m/s2  
This study concluded that the most effective criteria to define the near-source region is the 
combination of peak ground acceleration, PGA ≥ 0.20g and the damage potential parameter 
proposed by Fajfar, I ≥ 30 cm/s0.75.  
2.3.2 Models of near-fault ground motions 
In recognition of the distinct characteristics of near-fault earthquakes, many models have been 
proposed in the past. Makris [63] studied the issue of protecting base-isolated structures from rapid, 
long-period motions caused by near-fault earthquakes which have generated concerns of 
vulnerability of flexible structures. In order to address the above problem, he proposed two types 
(type A and type B) of the analytical expressions of acceleration, velocity and displacement for 
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long-period pulse-type motions in near-fault regions in the form of tri-geometric functions as 
follows 
Type A:  
( )sin2pp p
v
a tω ω= ; ( )cos2 2p p p
v v
v tω= − ; ( )cos2 2p p pp
v v
d t tω
ω
= −
 (2-35) 
Type B:  
( )cosp p pa v tω ω= ; ( )sinp pv v tω= ; ( )cospp p
p
v
d v t tω
ω
= −
 (2-36)  
In the above equations, vp is the peak ground velocity,
2
p
pT
pi
ω =
 and Tp is the pulse period. 
Later, Makris and Roussos [64] investigated the transient rocking response of rigid blocks subjected 
to near-source ground motions. They utilized the models (Equations 2-35 and 2-36) in their study 
and realized the cycloid pulses of recorded near-fault ground motions; and then, one more 
expression Cn is added to the models having one or more long-duration cycles of displacement. 
Type C (Equation 2-37) stands for the third model (after A and B) and the subscript n represents the 
number of complete cycles which comes from the expressions “(n + half) cycles” or “2n+1” half-
cycle ground displacement. 
Type Cn:  
 
( )
( ) ( )
( )
cos
sin sin
cos sin cos
p p p
p p p
p p
p p
p p
a v t
v v t v
v v
d t v t
ω ω ϕ
ω ϕ ϕ
ω ϕ ϕ ϕ
ω ω


= +


= + −


= + − +


 (2-37) 
where, 0 n pt k T≤ ≤ ; 
1
2n
k n ϕ
pi
= + − ; n is the number of forward and backward pulse cycles and ϕ is 
the phase angle determined by imposing zero ground displacement at the end of the pulse duration.  
Figure 2-7 provides an illustration of all three types of pulse-type motions (A, B and C). 
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Figure 2-7. Acceleration, velocity and displacement time histories of cycloidal pulse type: type A 
(first column), type B (second column), type C1 (third column), type C2 (fouth column) [64]. 
In another study, Sasani and Bertero [65] outlined the significance of intensive pulse-type ground 
motions on seismic performance of buildings. They idealized the velocity pulse as a simple one-
cycle sine function defined by only two parameters: amplitude and period. The idealized motion 
shapes for fault normal and fault parallel are showed in Figure 2-8, in which, td showed the total 
duration (s) of the strong velocity pulse. 
 
Figure 2-8. Idealized ground motion: a) fault normal; b) fault parallel [65]. 
Menun and Fu [66] examined the response of single degree of freedom systems to fault-normal 
components of near-fault records. They developed a near-fault ground motion model in which the 
fault-normal component of the velocity is controlled by five parameters as follows 
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( )1 3 2( , ) exp sin4p p o opv t V n T t t t tT
piθ
   
= − − − −   
     
 
3
4o o p
for t t t T< ≤ +
 (2-38) 
( )2 3 2( , ) exp sin4p o p opv t V n t t T t tT
piθ
   
= − − − −   
     
 
3 2
4o p o p
for t T t t T+ < ≤ +
 (2-39) 
( , ) 0v t θ =  otherwise 
where, θ is the five-parameter vector which defines the model, Vp is the amplitude, Tp is the period 
of the velocity pulse, n1 and n2 are shape parameters, and To is the starting time of pulses. 
Figure 2-9 shows the proposed model for typical fault-normal velocity pulses with different shape 
parameters n1 and n2. 
 
Figure 2-9. Typical fault-normal velocity pulses generated by the proposed model [66] 
In recognition of the degradation of near-fault ground motion records, Agrawal and He [67] used 
decaying sinusoids to model long-period velocity pulses as  
 
2( ) sin 1p pt p pv t se tζ ω ω ζ−= −  (2-40) 
where, pζ  is the damping factor of the decaying sinusoid, pω  is the frequency of the sinusoid and s 
is the initial pulse amplitude. Acceleration and displacement can be obtained by differentiating and 
integrating the above velocity equation. 
 
Figure 2-10. Time history of the proposed near-fault ground motion pulse with different decaying 
factors pζ : a) acceleration; b) velocity [67]. 
In an analytical study, Mavroeidis and Papageorgiou [3] attempted to represent near-fault ground 
motions by effective mathematical functions. They combined the bell-shaped and harmonic 
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oscillation functions to formulate the mathematical model. Their model could approximate a large 
number of near-field impulsive records with a good accuracy [3]. 
Another effort to investigate the response of structures to near-fault earthquake load was made by 
Krawinkler and Alavi [68] and Alavi and Krawinkler [49, 69]. In those studies, they represented 
pulse type ground motions in near-fault regions by using the triangular shapes with one, two and 
five half cycles of velocity named type P1, P2 and P3, respectively, as show in Figure 2-11.  
 
a)     b)   c) 
Figure 2-11. Ground acceleration, velocity and displacement time histories: a) Pulse P1; b) Pulse P2; 
a) Pulse P3 [69]. 
2.3.3 Effects of near-fault earthquakes on RC structures 
Anderson and Bertero [70] studied the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of a representative ten-storey, 
three-bay steel frame in order to investigate uncertainties related to the design earthquakes. Their 
analytical results of the structure subjected to the impulsive ground motions recorded during the 
Imperial Valley 1979 earthquake were greatly different from one place to another. This indicated 
the importance of the selection of the design earthquake. More importantly, the damage potential of 
the near-fault records is higher than that of the El Centro 1940 ground motion which is typical for 
far-fault records. Also, pulse-type motions can more severely damage the lower floors of structures 
because the lower floors tend to impose larger displacement leading to increase the P-delta effect. In 
addition, they concluded that the peak ground acceleration is not a good parameter to classify the 
severity of intensive records in terms of structural damage potential. This is because the response of 
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structures subjected to a near-fault ground motion can be twice that of a far-fault motion with the 
same peak ground acceleration.  
Hall et al. [71] dealt with the structural response under a moderate (Mw7.0) earthquake and studied 
its effects on flexible buildings. They indicated that the selected ground motion contains a large, 
rapid displacement pulse which can impose severe demand on structures. Also, the reversing 
(forward and backward) displacement pulse is directly related to the level of damage. In the same 
year, Heaton [72] investigated the response of a 20-storey steel-frame building and a 3-story base-
isolated building subjected to a hypothetical Mw 7.0 blind thrust earthquake characterized by very 
large displacement pulses (up to 2 meters) and intense velocities. They found that these pulse-type 
motions induced large deformations leading to collapse of the frame buildings. 
Iwan [73] developed drift spectrum as a new measure of demand for seismic ground motions, 
especially for those with pulses. They stated that the response spectrum is not always accurate to 
capture the effects of near-fault ground motions on structures because these pulses propagate 
through the structure as waves. In addition, some drift spectra for near-field motions were proposed.  
Malhotra [74] conducted a study in order to investigate the effects of near-field pulse-like 
earthquakes on the dynamic response of building structures. He compared the response 
characteristics of inelastic SDOF and elastic MDOF structures caused by one artificial and two real 
near-fault pulse-type ground motions to those of the 1940 El Centro record as a representative of 
far-fault motions. Based on his study, the following conclusions were made. Firstly, pulse-type 
motions having high PGV/PGA ratio possess a wide acceleration-sensitive region in the elastic 
response spectrum. This increases the base shear force and inter-storey drifts in high-rise buildings. 
On the contrary, the pulse-type motions containing low PGV/PGA ratio induce the opposite effects. 
Secondly, the contribution from higher modes is less significant in case of high PGV/PGA ratios 
while that increases in case of low PGV/PGA ones. Thirdly, Malhotra stated that some effects such 
as increased base shear force, inter-storey drift of the first storey, the contribution of higher modes, 
etc. of near-fault motions on the elastic response of high-rise buildings cannot be explained by 
singly using the elastic response spectrum. 
Iwan et al [75] studied the important inelastic response features of the structures subjected to near-
field ground motions by employing simplified SDOF and MDOF structural models in order to 
represent the differences in the structural response induced by near-fault and far-fault excitations. 
They found that the strength reduction factor for inelastic structures, whose periods are shorter than 
the pulse periods of near-field motions, is much lower than that for structures with longer periods or 
those subjected to far-fault earthquakes. In addition, inelastic to elastic displacement ratio is 
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considerably larger than that for structures with period less than the period of near-fault pulse. More 
importantly, the local deformations of structures cannot be evaluated using the response 
deformation shape obtained from static pushover or elastic analytical method. 
Sasani and Bertero [65] examined the yield coefficient response spectra of structures subjected to 
the idealized velocity pulse of near-fault records as a simple one-cycle sine function defined by only 
two parameters: amplitude and period. They concluded that structures with short and even medium 
period may suffer very large lateral forces.  
Chopra and Chintanapakdee [76] compared the response of single degree of freedom systems 
subjected to near-fault and far-fault earthquakes in terms of acceleration, velocity and displacement 
response spectra by expanding the concepts and results of elastic and inelastic response spectra of 
far-fault to near-fault ground motions. Their investigation led to the conclusion that fault-normal 
components of many near fault earthquakes impose much larger strength and deformation demands 
on structures in comparison to fault-parallel components mainly because of its higher peak 
acceleration, velocity and displacement, even though its response amplification factors are smaller. 
In addition, the sensitive regions of acceleration and displacement spectra for fault-normal 
component of near-fault earthquakes are much wider, and that of the velocity spectrum shifts to 
longer periods and is much narrower. Especially, for the structures which have the same ductility 
factor, the strength demand for near-fault records in their acceleration-sensitive region is higher 
than far-fault records.  
Liao et al. [51] investigated seismic responses of reinforced concrete moment frames subjected to 
near-fault earthquakes in order to compare the different behaviour of structures under far-fault and 
near-fault ground motions; to compare the ductility demand obtained by nonlinear time history and 
pushover analyses; and to find the parameters which have significant effects on the base shear and 
displacements. They found that the ductility demand is very high when a building structure is 
subjected to the near-fault ground motion. Their results also showed that the spectral displacements 
calibrated from pushover analysis change in a random way when compared with those obtained 
from dynamic analysis. However, the authors stated that more case studies should be performed to 
confirm this issue. The third finding of the study was that the ratio of PGV/PGA, spectral velocity 
and input energy can influence the response of the frame structure, especially in the case of the 
twelve-storey frame they analysed. 
Manfredi et al. [53] investigated the effects of near-fault earthquakes based on parameters related to 
both input energy and plastic cycle demand. The former proposed by Manfredi [77] is related to 
three factors: 1) the square of the peak ground velocity (PGV); 2) the square of the spectral 
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amplification factor of the velocity (AV), and 3) the seismic index /( . );d EI I PGA PGV=  
(2 ) / ;E AI gI pi= 2
0
( / 2 ) ( )
d
AI g a t dtpi= ∫ , where d is the seismic duration, a(t) is the ground 
acceleration. The input energy is described as maximum demand of hysteretic energy for unity of 
mass as ( ) 2 2
max
/ 0.45(1 0.23 )i dE m I AV PGV= + . The latter is expressed in terms of equivalent 
plastic cycles, which is the ratio the absorbed energy to the energy corresponding to the maximum 
amplitude of displacement. They mentioned that the peak ground velocity and maximum 
incremental velocity were the main factors of causing damage in the near-fault ground motions 
which may force structures to absorb a large amount of energy with a single or a few large plastic 
cycles. This is likely to be critical even for structures designed according to advanced seismic 
standards. They found that the number and the amplitude of plastic cycles are well correlated to the 
seismic index (Id). Another conclusion is that the response of structures in near-fault regions is 
governed by peak demand, which rapidly decreases in structures subjected to far-fault ground 
motions. 
Alavi and Krawinkler [49] studied the response of moment-resisting frame structures subjected to 
near-fault earthquakes. In order to achieve their goal, they represented near-fault shaking by 
equivalent pulses defined by a few parameters. Their results show that there is a higher demand of 
elastic shear forces and early yielding occurs in upper parts of the structures which have longer 
periods than the pulse periods. When the ground motions become stronger, the maximum demand 
moves to lower stories. On the contrary, for the structures which have shorter periods than the pulse 
periods, the ductility demand is always highest in the bottom stories. 
Kalkan and Kunnath [40] investigated the effects of near-fault ground motions on steel moment 
frames and contrasted them to the far-fault records. The analytical results show that the structural 
demand for near-fault ground motions is higher than that for far-fault records. The highest 
displacement demand occurs at the onset of the velocity pulse which brings a large amount of 
energy to the structure. As a result, the structure dissipates the input energy in few large 
displacement cycles. The highest demand of structures in near-fault region is closely related to a 
single or few plastic cycles because a large sudden energy given by long-duration pulse needs to be 
dissipated in a short time. On the contrary, the energy of far-fault motions tends to slowly increase 
in a longer time. They also pointed out that the gradual increment of input energy on structures 
subjected to far-fault records leads to increasing reversed plastic cycles and low-fatigue damage 
while near-fault ground motions results in fewer plastic cycles followed by many elastic cycles. 
Therefore, cumulative effect is clearer in far-fault motions. The authors also considered the fling-
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step effects of near-fault ground motions using three different methods: by using the records with 
actual fling-step, by using equivalent pulses and by inserting the calculated pulses into real near-
fault records and then comparing those with far-fault record effects. Findings demonstrated that 
near-fault records containing fling step can cause more damage than far-fault records, typically in 
the first mode. Finally, they examined the spectra of acceleration and velocity and realized that 
those spectra shift to longer period parts. As a result, demands in the fundamental and higher modes 
must be considered. 
Mollaioli et al [43] studied the characterization of damage potential of pulse-type motions in near-
fault regions. They emphasized that the key factor that causes damage to structures are large 
velocity and displacement demands induced by severe, long duration pulses of near-field 
earthquakes which forces the structures to receive a large amount of energy in a short time and its 
response in a way that a high amount of energy needs to be quickly dissipated. In particular, one or 
two large plastic cycles occur in the weakest elements of the structure. On the other hand, far-fault 
records with high frequency generally give structures a longer time to dissipate energy in many 
yield cycles. As a result, low and medium frequency pulses with long duration can give structures a 
considerable amount of input energy, although its intensity is not very strong. On the contrary, 
severe damage may not be caused by high frequency earthquake because the energy is effectively 
dissipated by the structures. Their results show that the influence of long period pulse of near-fault 
records on the inelastic response of structures is great and the structural demands may be many 
times higher than the value calculated based on codes. 
Yang et al. [78] examined the inter-story drift ratio of building structures subjected to near-fault 
ground motions which are idealized into three groups - forward directivity pulses, fling-step pulses 
and without velocity pulse. They modelled structures as a system including a flexural beam and a 
shear beam connected to each other by axially rigid links. The results indicated that the maximum 
inter-story drift ratio moves from the upper floors to lower floors of structures with the increase of 
lateral stiffness ratio which is defined as /H GA EIα = , where H is the height of structure, GA is 
the shear stiffness of the shear beam and EI is the flexural stiffness of the flexural beam. In addition, 
for structures with long periods, pulse-type motions impose much larger inter-story drift demand 
than ground motions without pulses. More importantly, for moment-resisting frames, the forward 
directivity pulses activate higher modes and intensify the drift response, while the first mode 
dominates and large deformation in bottom stories is produced in motions with fling step. 
Yüksel and Sürmeli [79] used the Park and Ang [4] model to evaluate the damage levels of columns 
with different cross-sectional dimensions and longitudinal reinforcement ratio subjected to near-
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fault and far-fault earthquakes. They found that, for a certain reinforcement ratio, the damage 
decreases as the dimensions of cross section increases. In particular, the severe damage and collapse 
probability greatly decrease from 67% to 15% for near-fault ground motions and from 4% to 0% for 
far-fault records when the section dimensions are doubled from 300x300 to 600x600mm. The 
results of their investigation of the relationship between the probability of damage and the 
reinforcement ratio is shown in Table 2-2. 
Table 2-2 Damage probability of column Yüksel and Sürmeli [79]. 
Longitudinal reinforcement ratio of column 
(%) 
Minimum damage probability 
(%)  
for near-fault earthquakes 
1 39 
2 57 
3 59 
They also found that the columns with longitudinal reinforcement ratio of 3% do not collapse under 
either far-fault or near-fault ground motions. In addition, a 600x600mm cross sectional column with 
more than 2% of longitudinal reinforcement ratio does not suffer any damage in either types of 
earthquakes. Another important conclusion from their study is that the near-fault ground motions 
caused more column damage compared with the far-fault ones. Specifically, all of the columns 
experienced moderate and minor damage in the far-fault seismic loads, but in the case of near-fault 
earthquakes, 52% of columns suffered minor or moderate damage, 36% experienced severe damage 
and 13% collapsed. Then, based on the relationship between peak ground velocity, peak ground 
acceleration and damage index, the authors stated that peak ground velocity is a better indicator of 
column damage.  
2.3.4 Review of different standards 
In the current codes, the effects of near-fault earthquakes are included by increasing the design base 
shear force using modification factors or amplifying the ground acceleration [41]. The former is 
applied in the Uniform Building Code (UBC) [1] while the latter is used in the International 
Building Code (IBC) [2]. 
2.3.4.1 UBC [1] 
Near fault earthquake loading is considered in the UBC code [1]. In this code, the base shear force 
of near-fault earthquake (zone 4) is calculated using the near-source factors which depend on the 
distance and seismic source type shown in Table 2-7 and Table 2-8. The design base shear V is 
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calculated using Equation 2-41 and satisfies Equation 2-42 followed by Equation 2-43 to Equation 
2-45. 
 
vC IV W
RT
=  (2-41) 
 1 2 3,V V V V≤ ≤  (2-42) 
 1 0.11 aV C IW=  (2-43) 
 2
0.8 vZN IV W
R
=  (2-44) 
 3
2.5 aC IV W
R
=  (2-45) 
where W is the total seismic dead load; I is Importance factor varying from 1 to 1.25; R is a 
numerical coefficient representing the inherent over-strength and global ductility capacity of lateral-
force-resisting systems. For Special moment-resisting concrete frame, R=8.5; Z is the seismic zone 
factor given in Table 2-3 which depends on the seismic zone determined by the seismic zone map; 
T is the period of structure which can be determined by Method A or Method B. In method A, the 
following empirical equation (Equation 2-46) is employed: 
  ( )3/4t nT C h=  (2-46) 
where, hn is the height of the structure; Ct = 0.0853 for steel moment-resisting frames; Ct = 0.0731 
for reinforced concrete moment-resisting frames and eccentrically braced frames; and Ct = 0.0488 
for all other buildings. 
Table 2-3. Seismic zone factor Z [1] 
Zone 1 2A 2B 3 4 
Z 0.075 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40 
Note: The zone shall be determined from the seismic zone map in Figure 2-12. 
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Figure 2-12. Seismic zone map of The United States [1] 
Table 2-4. Seismic coefficient Cv [1] 
 Seismic zone factor, Z 
Soil profile 
type 
Z=0.075 Z=0.15 Z=0.20 Z=0.30 Z=0.40 
SA  0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.32Nv  
SB 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40Nv 
SC 0.13 0.25 0.32 0.45 0.56Nv 
SD 0.18 0.32 0.40 0.54 0.64Nv 
SE 0.26 0.50 0.64 0.84 0.96Nv 
SF See footnote 1 
1
 Site-specific geotechnical investigation and dynamic site response analysis shall be performed to determine seismic coefficients for Soil Profile 
Type F 
Table 2-5. Seismic coefficient Ca [1] 
 Seismic zone factor, Z 
Soil profile 
type 
Z=0.075 Z=0.15 Z=0.20 Z=0.30 Z=0.40 
SA  0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.32Nv 
SB 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40Nv 
SC 0.09 0.18 0.24 0.33 0.40Nv 
SD 0.12 0.22 0.28 0.36 0.44Nv 
SE 0.19 0.30 0.34 0.36 0.36Nv 
SF See footnote 1 
1
 Site-specific geotechnical investigation and dynamic site response analysis shall be performed to determine seismic coefficients for Soil Profile 
Type F 
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Table 2-6. Soil profile types [1] 
  Average soil properties for top 100 feet (30,480 mm) of 
soil profile 
Soil profile type Soil profile 
name/generic 
description 
Shear wave 
velocity, 
sv
 
feet/second 
(m/s) 
Standard 
Penetration Test 
N
 
or 
CHN
 for 
cohesionless soil 
layers (blows/foot) 
Undrained 
shear strength, 
us
 psf (kPa) 
SA  Hard rock >5,000 
(1,500) 
- - 
SB Rock 2,500 to 5,000 
(760 to 1,500) 
SC Very dense soil 
and soft rock 
1,200 to 2,500 
(360 to 760) 
>50 >2,000 
(100) 
SD Stiff soil profile 600 to 1,200 
(180 to 360) 
15 to 50 1,000 to 2,000 
(50 to 100) 
SE1 Stiff soil profile <600 
(180) 
<15 <1,000 
(50) 
SF Soil requiring site-specific evaluation. 
1 Soil profile SE also includes any soil profile with more than 10 feet (3048mm) of soft clay defined as a soil with a plasticity index, PI>20, wmc ≥ 
40% and su < 500 psf (24 kPa). The Plasticity Index, PI, and the moisture, wmc, shall be determined in accordance with approved national standards. 
Table 2-7 and Table 2-8 show near source factor Na and Nv used when calculating the Ca and Cv, 
respectively. 
Table 2-7. Near-source factor Na1 [1]. 
 Closest distance to known seismic source2,3 
Seismic source type ≤2 km 5 km ≥ 10 km 
A 1.5 1.2 1.0 
B 1.3 1.0 1.0 
C 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1 The near-source factor may be based on the linear interpolation of values for distances other than those shown in the table. 
2 The location and type of seismic sources to be used for design shall be established based on approved geotechnical data (e.g., most recent mapping 
of active faults by the U.S. Geological Survey or the California Division of Mines and Geology). 
3 The closest distance to seismic source shall be taken as the minimum distance between the site and the area described by the vertical projection of 
the source on the surface (i.e., surface projection of fault plane). The surface projection need not include portions of the source at depths of 10 km or 
greater. The largest value of the near-source factor considering all sources shall be used for design. 
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Table 2-8. Near-source factor Nv1 [1] 
 Closest distance to known seismic source2,3 
Seismic source type ≤ 2 km 5 km 10 km ≥ 15 km 
A 2.0 1.6 1.2 1.0 
B 1.6 1.2 1.0 1.0 
C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1 The near-source factor may be based on the linear interpolation of values for distances other than those shown in the table. 
2 The location and type of seismic sources to be used for design shall be established based on approved geotechnical data (e.g., most recent mapping 
of active faults by the U.S. Geological Survey or the California Division of Mines and Geology). 
3 The closest distance to seismic source shall be taken as the minimum distance between the site and the area described by the vertical projection of 
the source on the surface (i.e., surface projection of fault plane). The surface projection need not include portions of the source at depths of 10 km or 
greater. The largest value of the near-source factor considering all sources shall be used for design. 
Table 2-9. Seismic source type1 [1] 
Seismic 
source  
type 
Seismic source description Seismic source definition 
Maximum moment 
magnitude, M 
Slip rate, SR 
(mm/year) 
A Faults that are capable of producing 
large magnitude events and that have a 
high rate of seismic activity 
M  ≥ 7.0 SR ≥ 5 
B All faults other than types A and C. M ≥ 7.0  
M < 7.0 
M ≥ 6.5 
SR < 5 
SR > 2 
SR < 2 
C Faults that are not capable of producing 
large magnitude earthquakes and that 
have a relatively low rate of seismic 
activity 
M < 6.5 SR ≤ 2 
1
 Subduction sources shall be evaluated on a site-specific basis. 
2
 Both maximum moment magnitude and slip rate conditions must be satisfied concurrently when determining the seismic source type. 
 
Figure 2-13. Design response spectra [1]. 
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Vertical distribution of the equivalent horizontal static loads are computed in accordance with the 
Equation 2-47 to Equation 2-50, in which, Fi is the lateral force at level i, Wi is the seismic weight 
of level i, which includes the dead load and 25% live load, hi is the height of level i. 
 
1
n
t i
i
V F F
=
= +∑  (2-47) 
Ft is the additional force for the top storey which is calculated as follows 
 0.07tF TV=  ≤ 0.25V (2-48)
 
 Ft = 0 if T ≤ 0.7s (2-49) 
The force Fi is  
 
1
( ) i ii t n
i i
i
W hF V F
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=
= −
∑
 (2-50) 
2.3.4.2 IBC [2] 
In a different method of dealing with the effects of near-fault ground motion on structures, IBC [2], 
instead of employing the near-sour factors, specifies higher ground motions in near-fault rigions in 
the maximum considered earthquake ground motion maps [44]. It uses mapped values spectral 
ordinates at 1.0 second obtained from the lesser of deterministic maps and probabilistic 2/50 maps. 
These mapped values are then multiplied by 2/3 to have design spectral values which are used to 
calculate the base shear force. 
2.3.4.3 Some conclusions about near-source factors in published papers 
Before the above codes were published, Anderson and Bertero [70] attempted to solve the problem 
of uncertainties in selection of design earthquake. A ten-storey steel building was designed 
according to the current codes. Based on the study results, they showed that the pseudo-static base 
shear force in the current codes can be underestimated by up to 200% because the structures exhibit 
significant plastic behaviour. This is because the current codes do not take into account the 
consequences of two important characteristics of near-fault ground motions: the long-period (1s-3s) 
region of response spectra and the requirement of ductility increase for structures with higher 
rigidity. The former issue should be included in the design response spectra for structures designed 
in near-fault regions. 
In recognition of the above problems, Somerville [80] developed an improved parameterization of 
near-fault shaking for engineering codes. He reported that uniform scaling of a fixed shape of 
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response spectra can be inadequate in considering the near-fault effects because the shape of 
spectrum increases in long period region. Also, the seismic demands of near-fault pulse-type ground 
motions cannot be fully expressed by response spectrum. 
Malhotra [74] studied the effects of near-field pulse-like earthquakes on the dynamic response of 
building structures and concluded that the UBC [1] spectrum is not suitable for designing tall 
flexible structures in near-fault zones because it is over-conservative in the displacement-sensitive 
region.  
Alavi and Krawinkler [49] conducted a study on the response of frame structures subjected to near-
fault earthquakes. They reported that near-fault factors are not adequate because the physical 
response characteristics of near-fault records are under-evaluated. The authors used equivalent 
pulses to represent near-fault earthquakes and studied their effects on structures. The following 
conclusions were established: “Spectral values for individual near-fault ground motions can be 
several times the values given by the UBC 97 design spectrum over a wide range of periods”. 
At the same time, Bray and Rodriguez-Marek [81] stated that “the near-source factors in the UBC 
are compatible with the average of the fault normal and fault-parallel component in Somerville et al. 
[82] model. However, the code does not address the larger fault normal component of motion 
Somerville [80]”. 
Some years later, Kalkan and Kunnath [40] reported that the current seismic design codes based on 
the concept of response spectrum insufficiently represent the near-fault ground motions. They also 
doubted the effectiveness of using constant scaling factors such as the site-source and near-source 
factors (Na and Nv) used to amplify the elastic design spectrum, which is developed from distant 
ground motions, for the design of structures located in near-fault regions. 
2.4 MODELS OF CONCRETE AND STEEL 
2.4.1 Unconfined concrete 
For concrete, the stress–strain curve before maximum stress is widely approximated as a second–
degree parabola [83]. Hognestad [84] model as shown in Figure 2-14 is a widely used parabola 
described by Equation 2-51, followed by Equation 2-52, where, 
cε  is the strain; 0ε  is the strain at 
maximum stress; '
c
f  is the maximum stress reached in concrete which may differ from the cylinder 
strength and 
cE  is the modulus of elasticity. 
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Figure 2-14. Hognestad [84] model. 
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After the maximum stress, the relation between stress and strain is linear. The stress reduces 15% 
comparing to '
c
f  when the strain reaches its ultimate value of 0.0038. 
2.4.2 Concrete confined by transverse reinforcement 
The transverse reinforcement may confine the concrete depending on the levels of stress and the 
spacing of steel spirals or hoops. The strength of concrete increases significantly when confined. 
However, confinement by transverse reinforcement has little effect on the stress–strain curve until 
the uni-axial strength of concrete is reached [83]. Richart et al [85] seems to be the pioneer in 
studying the compressive behaviour of concrete considering the effect of transverse reinforcement. 
Based on their tests using lateral fluid pressure, which was thought to be the same as the 
confinement effect of transverse reinforcement, they proposed a relationship for the compression 
concrete strength ( ''
c
f ) with transverse pressure, the concrete strength ( '
c
f ) without transverse 
pressure and the transverse pressure ( lf ) as shown in Equation 2-53. 
 
'' ' 4.1
c c lf f f= +  (2-53) 
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For concrete confined by circular spirals, the lateral pressure shown in Equation 2-54 can be 
obtained from equilibrium of the forces acting on the half turn of spiral [83]. This pressure depends 
on the diameter of the spiral (ds), the area of spiral bar (Asp), the pitch of spiral (s) and the yield 
strength of transverse reinforcement ( yhf ). 
 
2 yh sp
l
s
f Af
d s
=  (2-54) 
The stress-strain behaviour of concrete confined by rectangular stirrups has been extensively 
studied by researchers and different models have been proposed [86-91]. The features of these 
models were combined in the model proposed by Kent and Park [92] as shown in Figure 2-15, in 
which the stress–strain relationship up to maximum stress is the same as that of unconfined model 
and the strain at the maximum stress remains unchanged at 0.002. The difference between confined 
and unconfined concrete in the Kent and Park [92] model is the descending branch after the 
maximum stress. Therefore, this model underestimates the stress-strain behaviour in most cases as it 
does not take into account the increase in the maximum stress of confined concrete [83].  
 
Figure 2-15. Kent and Park (1971) model for concrete confined by rectangular hoops. 
In the same year and in recognition of the above issue, Park et al [93] modified the Kent and Park 
[92] model by taking into account the enhancement of concrete strength due to confinement and 
thus the modified model is selected for use in this thesis. Figure 2-16 shows the modified Kent and 
Park [92] model in which the maximum stress '
c
f  and the corresponding strain of 0.002 in Kent and 
Park [92] model are multiplied by the factor K as shown in Equations 2-55 to 2-60, where 
sρ  is the 
ratio of the volume of rectangular steel hoops to the volume of concrete core measured to the 
outside of the peripheral hoop; '
c
f  is in MPa; b’’ is the width of the concrete core measured to 
outside of the peripheral hoop; sh is the centre-to-centre spacing of hoop sets. 
Region AB: εc ≤ εo 
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Figure 2-16. Modified Kent and Park [92] model done by Park et al [93]. 
This modified Kent and Park [92] model shows good agreement with the test results of compressed 
concrete confined by hoop reinforcement presented by Scott et al [94]. The issue was later studied 
by many researchers [95-98]. Amongst these, Mander et al [96] model takes into account various 
types of transverse reinforcement. In addition, their model can be applied not only to monotonic 
loads but also to cyclic loads. However, the model has its own limitations. It is valid only within a 
certain range of confinement steel and the model does not include the descending portion of the 
confined concrete stress-strain curve [99]. 
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2.4.3 Concrete subjected to repeated loads 
When concrete is subjected to repeated loads, the stress–strain relation is affected by hysteresis 
behaviour [83] and becomes much more complicated. Many studies of this issue have been 
performed in the past. Figure 2-17 shows the behaviour of concrete cylinder with high-intensity 
repetitive axial compressive load given by Sinha et al [100] based on their test data. 
 
Figure 2-17. Stress-strain curves for concrete cylinder with high-intensity repeated compressive 
loading [100]. 
Karsan and Jirsa [101] also performed some tests on this behaviour. It should be noted that the 
results of the two above mentioned groups showed that the envelope curve was the same as the 
curve obtained from monotonic loading. Up to now, many models for the behaviour of concrete 
subjected to repetitive loads have been developed based on the back bone curve obtained from 
monotonic loading. Park et al [102] model is shown in Figure 2-18 in which the envelope curve 
follows the Kent and Park [92] model for concrete confined by hoops under monotonic 
compression. The stress–strain curve for unloading of this model is described as bi-linear curve. 
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Figure 2-18. Park et al [102] model. 
Mander et al [96] adopted Takiguchi et al [103] approach and had it modified to be suitable for both 
unconfined and confined concrete. The pattern of unloading curves are defined the same as the 
monotonic curve before the maximum stress but the unloading modulus has changed by two 
coefficients which relate to the stress (fun) and strain (εun) of the unloading point on the back bone 
curve as shown in Figure 2-19. 
 
Figure 2-19. Stress-strain curves for unloading and reloading branch in Mander et al [96] model. 
2.4.4 Models of steel 
Figure 2-20 shows the three models of the stress-strain behaviour of steel [83]. Figure 2-20a shows 
elastic–perfectly plastic model; Figure 2-20b represents a tri-linear approximation while Figure 
2-20c illustrates a model with a complete curve after hardening. Figure 2-20a shows the simplest 
stress-strain model of steel as used by the ACI code [104] which ignores the upper yield strength 
and the increase of stress after hardening. This model has the advantage of simplicity and is suitable 
for low yield strength steel though is not accurate, especially for steel with strain hardening that 
starts early after yield. In those cases, models shown in Figure 2-20b and 2c should be considered. 
Eurocode code [105] adopted the model shown in Figure 2-20b with a simplification: the hardening 
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strain is made equal to the yield strain. The difference between these two models and its effect on 
the result of moment-curvature analysis can be negligible. In this thesis, either of these is used. 
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Figure 2-20. Models of stress – strain curve for steel: a) Elastic perfectly plastic approximation; b) 
Trilinear approximate; c) Complete curve [83]. 
2.5 METHODS FOR SCALING SEISMIC RECORDS 
A number of different scaling methods with variety of criteria have been proposed in the literature. 
These can be divided into two categories: scaling methods based on response quantities and scaling 
methods based on ground motion data [106]. 
2.5.1 Scaling methods based on ground motion data 
Parameters representing the shaking intensity of earthquakes are often adopted to propose scaling 
methods. They lead to various scaling factors. The scaling factor based on peak ground acceleration 
(PGA) seems to be the simplest one. PGA closely relates to the intensity of earthquakes; hence, 
selected records can be scaled up or down to have the design PGA which is regulated in design 
codes. It is a good indicator in the elastic range because the maximum response is ultimately 
crucial. However, it fails to include the shaking duration and the characteristics of earthquakes. This 
also leads to the unacceptable implicit conclusion that two earthquakes with the same PGA would 
cause similar damage even though they have different shaking duration and characteristics. This is 
even more pronounced when damage from two far-fault and near-fault earthquake records with the 
same PGA are being compared. The earthquake damage potential is poorly indicated by the ground 
motion maxima [106] as a single indicator. Researchers such as Nau and Hall [106] have shown this 
by presenting the scattered response resulted from PGA scaled records.  
The peak values of seismic records may insufficiently convey the shaking intensity of earthquakes 
[106]. This can be the reason for the suggestion of many other parameters to represent the seismic 
intensity. Arias [61] seems to be the pioneer on this issue. He proposed that the earthquake strength 
based on the energy can be related to damage by defining the input energy capabilities of 
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earthquakes in an elastic system. This parameter which he named as Arias intensity is shown in 
Equation 2-61, in which, a(t) is the ground acceleration. 
 ( )2
02
AI a t dtg
pi ∞
= ∫  (2-61) 
As can be seen in the Arias equation, the integral of squared acceleration plays the most important 
role, which is proportional to the Arias intensity. Based on this idea, Nau and Hall [106] employed 
scaling factors based on the integral of not only squared acceleration but also the squared velocity 
and squared displacement, as described in Equations 2-62 to 2-64. 
 ( )2
0
aE a t dt
∞
= ∫  (2-62) 
 ( )2
0
vE v t dt
∞
= ∫  (2-63) 
 ( )2
0
dE d t dt
∞
= ∫  (2-64) 
Variety of scaling factors is derived from these three parameters: the root-square, mean-square and 
root-mean-square of the integral of the squared motions. Nau and Hall [106] studied the 
effectiveness of these scaling factors and concluded that these scaling factors derived from ground 
motions are not much more effective than a scaling factor based on PGA. They also proved that the 
effectiveness of scaling factors based on the spectrum intensity, which are presented later, is much 
more promising in low and moderate ductility cases. 
2.5.2 Scaling methods based on response quantities 
Spectrum technique provides a useful platform for earthquake design [106]. There has been far 
more research performed on this technique than the methods mentioned in the previous section. The 
idea is to look at the response of a single degree of freedom system subjected to different seismic 
records and then smooth out the record using probabilistic characteristics of the earthquakes.  
Spectrum Intensity (SI) is one of many parameters used in earthquake engineering. Housner [107] 
firstly defined SI as the area under the pseudo-velocity spectrum curve between the periods [0.1s, 
2.5s] as shown in Equation 2-65, where, PSV is the pseudo-velocity spectrum curve, T is the natural 
period of SDOF system and ξ
 
is the damping coefficient. He showed that this parameter can be 
used as a measure of earthquake severity. 
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 ( )
2.5
0.1
,HSI PSV T dTξ= ∫  (2-65) 
An alternative expression of Housner intensity is shown in Equation 2-66, described as the mean 
spectral velocity for the range of periods from 0.1 to 2.5 s. 
 ( )
2.5
0.1
1
,
2.4H
SI PSV T dTξ= ∫  (2-66) 
Housner spectrum intensity-based scaling methods seem to be advantageous over other methods; 
however, they fail to take into account significant factors such as yield period, damage (which 
results in period elongation) and energy distribution [108]. In recognition of these limitations, a 
number of modifications have been proposed in the past. Majority of the modifications are to 
change the integration limit. Hidalgo and Clough [109] proposed a modified spectrum intensity by 
changing the upper limit of the integration to 1.0 s.  
Nau and Hall [106] proposed a system of three scaling factors for different ranges of structural 
frequency. This system can be expressed in the period domain as shown in Equations 2-67 to 2-69. 
They used the average coefficient of variation of the pseudo-velocity spectra for linear and bilinear 
system to evaluate the effectiveness of different scaling methods. The study results show that their 
proposed scaling system provides the most promising demonstration.  
 ( )
0.185
0.028
1
, ,
0.157
a vSI S T dTξ= ∫  for 0.118 s ≤ T ≤ 0.500 s (2-67) 
 ( )
2.000
0.285
1
, ,
1.715
v vSI S T dTξ= ∫  for 0.500 s ≤ T ≤ 5.000 s (2-68) 
 ( )
12.500
4.167
1
, ,
8.333
d vSI S T dTξ= ∫  for 5.000 s ≤ T ≤ 14.085 s (2-69) 
where, aSI , vSI  and dSI
 
are the spectrum intensity in the acceleration, velocity and displacement 
regions, respectively. 
Kappos [110] improved the definition of spectrum intensity by changing the lower and the upper 
limit of the integration to 0.8Tn and 1.2Tn, respectively, where, Tn is the natural period of structures. 
Matsumura [111] studied the intensity parameters of strong records and their correlation with the 
damage of structures. Bilinear SDOF systems with yield period Ty and post yield stiffness equal to 
half of yield stiffness subjected to a set of 12 seismic records were analysed. His results showed that 
the best parameters for shaking intensity for a wide range of periods related well with damage were 
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the mean equivalent velocity Ve computed from input energy and the new spectrum intensity 
MSI defined in Equation 2-70.
 
 ( )
21
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y
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M v
y T
SI S T dT
T
ξ= ∫  (2-70) 
Martinez-Rueda [112] recommended changing the upper integration limit to Th which is the 
hardening period of structure based on the tangent stiffness of the hardening branch of the idealized 
lateral structural response, shown in Equation 2-71.  
 ( )1 ,h
y
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M v
h y T
SI S T dT
T T
ξ=
−
∫  (2-71) 
Some years later, Martinez-Rueda [108] conducted a study comparing the performance of intensity 
parameters based on different definitions and proposed a betterment with combined criteria. This 
combined definition is shown in Table 2-10 based on the system of three parameters: yield period
 (Ty), yield seismic coefficient (Cy=Fy/W) and the post yield stiffness ratio (α=Kh/Ky), where, W is 
the total weight and Fy, Ky and Kh are the yield strength, yield stiffness and post-yield stiffness, 
respectively, of the SDOF system. The combined proposal evidently reveals the drawbacks of 
individual intensity definitions.  
Table 2-10. Best spectrum intensity scale for various ranges of α, Cy and Ty [108]. 
 
Kappos and Kyriakakis [113] proposed that the lower limit of integration should be the fundamental 
period (To) and the upper limit should be the effective period (Tef) which depends on the inelastic 
level of structures. However, Tef is actually still unknown. 
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Satyarno [114] used scaling factors based the maximum base shear directly matching the design 
base shear. This factor is shown in Equation 2-72. Similarly, the inter-storey drift based scaling 
factor (Equation 2-73) is defined as the ratio of the design maximum inter-story drift (IDdesign) and 
the maximum inter-story drift of an un-scaled ground motion (ID).  
 
designVSF
V
=  (2-72) 
 
designIDSF
ID
=  (2-73) 
Dong et al. [115] stated that the intensity of an earthquake can be evaluated by the maximum base 
shear and maximum displacement of elastic structures; hence, the scaled records should match the 
design responses. That seems to be the reason for them to employ the two above factors in their 
study in comparison with the four following scaling methods based on design acceleration spectra, 
expressed in Equations 2-74 to 2-77 followed by Equations 2-78 to 2-81. 
Method 1:  
 1SF R=  (2-74) 
Method 2:  
 1 1 2 2 3 3SF W R W R W R= + +  (2-75) 
Method 3:  
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where, ai is the maximum acceleration at mode i; Wi is the weighting factor; 1effM is effective mass 
for the nth mode; { }nφ  is the nth mode shape; [M] is the mass matrix; { }r  is the displacement vector 
of the structure due to a unit ground displacement in the direction of earthquake motion. 
They concluded that any of the four scaling methods based on design-acceleration-spectrum 
matching may produce large differences between the maximum base shear and the design base 
shear. They also recommended that those acceleration spectrum-matching methods should not be 
used when the design base shear is required to be matched. Instead, the base shear scaling method 
should be applied to meet the mentioned requirement and for short period structures. In addition, 
the inter-storey drift scaling method is reliable when the scaling criterion is to match inter-storey 
drift. They also proposed a scaling procedure with the criteria of matching both base shear and 
inter-storey drift. 
Bazzurro and Luco [116] made a comparison of inelastic behaviour of 0.0625 to 4.0 s period SDOF 
subjected to three sets of 31 actual near-fault records, their spectrum-matched scaled and amplitude-
scaled records. The results show that amplitude-up-scaled records are likely more aggressive than 
the actual un-sacled records. On the contrary, the spectrum-matched scaled method appears to make 
records more benign. 
Scaling methods typically perform well for stiff soil and far-fault records but may not perform well 
under other conditions such as soft soil and near-fault records [117]. In order to explore this further, 
Kurama and Farrow [117] examined the effectiveness of seven scaling methods based on PGA, 
EPA, Arias intensity-based parameter (A95), effective peak velocity (EPV), maximum incremental 
velocity (MIV), Sa(To) and Sa(To-Tµ), in which, Tµ is the elongated period. They used the coefficient 
of variation, which is the ratio of the sample standard deviation and sample mean, to investigate the 
effect of the scaling methods on the scatter of SDOF demand. Their first significant finding was that 
spectral intensity-based scaling methods can give a noticeable scatter in the estimated peak 
displacement demands, especially for buildings experiencing large plastic deformations on soft soil 
zones. Their second interesting conclusion was that MIV method produces much better outcomes 
for different types of soil and structure conditions. However, the MIV has a limitation despite its 
simplicity because of the difficulty in determining the probability of MIV exceeding a certain level. 
Spectrum-intensity based scaling methods are still dominant in current practice codes although the 
shortcomings of those methods have been revealed in recent studies. This might be because the 
number of recent studies is still limited and further investigations need to be carried out. It is worth 
noting that scaling methods without considering the plastic behaviour of structures may not be 
appropriate for near-fault regions where the plastic deformation can be significantly different from 
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the deformation of the corresponding elastic system [118]. In addition, the different meanings of 
elastic and inelastic response spectra should be considered in order to have a correct method of 
scaling seismic records for inelastic analysis. The reason is that the maximum response of structure 
is a good measure in case of elastic analysis; however, it inadequately represents the seismic 
characteristics and the plastic response of structures such as the number of plastic cycles, which are 
very important in plastic analysis. Attempts have been made in the past to obtain inelastic design 
spectra from elastic spectra using reduction factors related to allowable inelastic deformation [106]. 
In general, these all suggest that an appropriate method of scaling should be taken into account the 
whole plastic response of structures and the seismic characteristics, instead of only maximum 
response. 
2.5.3 Review of scaling methods of standards 
In current practice, the selected ground motion is scaled up or down based on a multiplying factor. 
The criteria for this scaling factor differs in different seismic design codes [119]. However, the 
scaling methods implemented in those codes are based on spectrum-matching method for a 
specified range of period. 
BSI [120] allows to generate artificial accelerograms or use recorded accelerograms to represent 
seismic actions. The condition for these accelerograms are that the mean value 5% damped linear 
spectrum of all time histories (calculate from individual time histories) must be higher than 90% of 
the target spectrum in the period region from 0.1T1 to 2T1, where T1 is the fundamental period of the 
structure. In addition, the average spectrum value at zero period should be larger than the 
corresponding value of the target spectrum. 
NZS 1170.5 – “Structural design actions. Earthquake actions” [121] recommends a set of at least 3 
records scaled by the record scale factor (k1) and the family scale factor (k2). The former factor is 
applied to match the scaled record spectrum to the target spectrum by minimizing the square root of 
the sum of the square (SRSS) of the function 1
Recorded Spectrumlog .
Target Spectrum
k  
 
 for the range of periods 
from 0.4T1 to 1.3T1. The latter factor is used to ensure that at least one record of the set has the 
energy in the spectrum greater than the energy of the target spectrum. The code also recommends 
the range of 0.33-3.0 and 1.0-1.3 for k1 and k2, respectively. In case, those recommendations are not 
met, the inappropriate record should be replaced. The structures, in all cases, should be designed 
based on the maximum response. 
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As stated in Section 1.6.2.2 ASCE/SEI 41-06 [122] and Section 1631.6 Uniform Building Code [1], 
these codes allow scaling records based on SRSS of the 5%-damped site-specific spectra over the 
range of period from 0.2T to 1.5T, where T is the fundamental period of structure. The criterion is 
that the average value of the SRSS spectra of scaled records is not less than 1.3 [122] and 1.4 [1] 
times the 5%-damped spectrum of the design earthquake.  
2.6 CONCLUSIONS 
A detailed review of available concepts for DI has been presented in the first part of this chapter 
with brief details on their relative merits and drawbacks. Literature review identified important 
characteristics for a DI: 1) DI should be 0 when structures work in elastic range, 2) the effects of 
cyclic loading on structural damage should be incorporated in an appropriate way and 3) DI should 
vary between 0 and 1. The most widely used DI model was proposed by Park and Ang [4] 
considering changes in both deformation and energy during an earthquake, which was later 
modified by Kunnath et al [23]. However, this model does not specify any upper limit for DI and 
produces erratic results when a structure approaches collapse. In the second part of the chapter, 
available damage models for concrete, in which the parameters stress, stiffness and modulus are 
used, have been reviewed. These models will later be used in subsequent chapters to compare with 
the new damage model for concrete. The third part of this chapter presents the distinct 
characteristics of near-fault motions in comparison to far-fault ones: pulse-type, long pulse-type 
period [43-45], high energy at the onset of records [51, 52], high peak ground acceleration [55], 
intense velocity [45, 55, 56], and large displacements (fling-step) [57, 58]. This is followed by a 
number of models of near-fault ground motions. Due to the above characteristics, the special effects 
of near-fault earthquakes on RC structures which is widely studied by researchers are also 
reviewed. Next, a review of models of concrete and steel, and different methods for scaling seismic 
records was presented. The final part of this chapter was devoted to a review of seismic codes 
dealing with near-fault ground motions and researchers’ points of view on these codes. 
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Chapter 3. A SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR INELASTIC 
ANALYSIS OF RC STRUCTURES SUBJECTED TO 
SEISMIC LOAD 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
RC buildings were found to suffer from minor to severe levels of damage in recent earthquakes 
depending on the type and intensity of earthquakes. Many studies have been undertaken to improve 
the behaviour and response of these structures. Numerous experiments have been performed on 
columns [41, 123-125] and structural frames [126-131]. More recent studies focused on developing 
a better understanding of structural behaviour so that strengthening strategies can be devised as 
needed. This is a complex problem as the inelastic behaviour of frames beyond yielding of tensile 
reinforcements at critical regions must be taken into account along with successive deformation of 
plastic hinges which results in a redistribution of stresses in the structural elements. 
Considering the cost of experimental tests compared to numerical analysis, many studies have 
focused on developing numerical models that can adequately mimic experiments in order to identify 
effective repair and strengthening methodologies. Common numerical analyses are either pushover 
or time history analyses. The former is widely used by researchers [132-134] and has become a 
popular tool because of its simplicity [134]. However, it has certain limitations, and becomes 
inaccurate when higher modes have a dominant presence [135]. The time history analysis method 
moves beyond that limitation but is much more complex. A commonly-used, powerful software for 
time-history analysis is SAP2000 [136]. In this software, the inelastic and hysteretic behaviours of 
RC elements can be taken into account using a variety of simple to complex elements. This chapter 
is aimed at developing a simple, yet accurate model for the time history analysis using SAP2000 
nonlinear Link elements for RC structures. It is proven that using these nonlinear elements, the 
inelastic behaviour of the structural elements can be predicted to a reasonable degree of accuracy, 
thereby eliminating the need for more complex modelling.   
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3.2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Figure 3-1 shows the theoretical background of the modelling for nonlinear analysis using the 
plastic hinge length concept. The beam with plastic hinge zone lp in Figure 3-1a corresponding to 
the idealized curvature in Figure 3-1b can be modelled by combining three types of elements: 
elastic, infinitely stiff and zero-length nonlinear LINK elements, as shown in Figure 3-1c. The 
nonlinear LINK element allows for the incorporation of the moment-rotation property of the plastic 
hinge, which behaves in accordance with the Takeda hysteretic model [137]. Therefore, the 
infinitely stiff elements can purely function as the connection. The nonlinear Link element 
properties allow for the incorporation of the moment-curvature of the hinge; hence, the infinitely 
stiff element can purely function as the connection. For the nonlinear link element in SAP2000, a 
moment-rotation behaviour is required instead of moment-curvature. The plastic hinge length 
concept is employed to obtain moment-rotation curves. 
elastic element infinite stiff element
Link element
p
plastic hinge
y
u
u
y
elastic element
Link element
a)
b)
c)
d)
elastic element
 
Figure 3-1. Theoretical background of modelling with nonlinear Link element. 
Stiffness is another important parameter to consider with respect to the elastic elements. ACI [104] 
uses the secant stiffness corresponding to yield point as the elastic stiffness provisions, and suggests 
a value of 0.35 and 0.7 as the modification factors for EIg of beams and columns, respectively. 
However, it appears to be an approximation for “after cracking” behaviour of structures. It is not 
reasonable to model structures without cracking, particularly in determination of frequencies of the 
modelled frames. In this case, the original stiffness should be used. Considering the above-
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mentioned reasons, with very small excitation such as white noise to determine the structural 
frequencies, the original stiffness is used. Otherwise, the modified stiffness according to ACI [104] 
is used for any analysis after crack.  
For the sake of simplification, in this study – the elastic elements are used to replace the infinitely 
stiff elements shown in Figure 3-1c. This is because 1) the elastic deformation of the assumed 
elastic elements with the length lp seems to be minor, and 2) when structures work in the plastic 
range beyond yield, the modified stiffness may underestimate the deformation of structures. This 
approximation will provide some additional deformation which may cover the underestimated 
amount. As a result, the model in Figure 3-1d is used. Also, the locations of nonlinear Link 
elements of beams and columns in frames are shown in Figure 3-2. 
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Figure 3-2. Locations of nonlinear Links in beams and columns. 
 
3.3 MOMENT-ROTATION CURVES AND HYSTERETIC BEHAVIOUR OF RC 
MEMBERS 
In order to perform an analysis with nonlinear Link elements, moment-rotation curves and a 
hysteretic model, which are described in the following, are required for SAP2000 [136].  
3.3.1 Moment-rotation curves 
The moment-curvature curves are obtained based on the fibre model, in which the cross section is 
discretised into many fibres. The strain distribution is assumed to be linear and the stress in each 
fibre is based on the material models with the strain defined at the centroid of that fibre. The 
iterative loops of strain distribution stop when the equilibrium conditions are achieved. The 
procedure is conducted until the curvature reaches its ultimate. The ultimate condition is considered 
to be the attainment of the ultimate strain of the concrete or longitudinal steel whichever occurs 
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earlier. In this study, the ultimate strains of concrete cmε  and longitudinal steel smε  [138, 139] are 
defined by  
 
'
0.004 1.4 s yh suhcm
cc
f
f
ρ ε
ε = +  (3-1) 
 0.6sm suε ε=  (3-2) 
After the moment-curvature is obtained, simple plastic hinge model with the plastic hinge length lp 
= h proposed by Sheikh and Khoury [140] is used to determine the plastic rotations, where h is the 
depth of beams or columns. The moment-rotation curve after the ultimate point is assumed to drop 
to 0. Figure 3-3 shows a typical moment-rotation curve which includes cracking, yielding, ultimate 
point of unconfined concrete, and the lower of the two possible ultimate points of confined concrete 
and steel. It is worth noting that the ultimate point based on the lower ultimates of confined concrete 
and steel is applied only for confined elements. To obtain the above moment-curvature and thus the 
corresponding moment-rotation curves, appropriate mathematical models of concrete and steel, 
which are presented in Chapter 2, were employed in the analyses. The effect of confinement should 
be considered for the cases of relatively close stirrup spacing; otherwise, it can be ignored. 
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Figure 3-3. Moment-rotation curve. 
3.3.2 Hysteretic behaviour 
Hysteretic models for RC members available in the literature can be classified two types: some 
include the cracking of concrete in the tension zone while others ignore this cracking. In other 
words, some models were developed based on tri-linear curves by incorporating crack, yield and 
ultimate points whilst the rest were proposed based on bi-linear curves by ignoring the cracking 
point. In case of ignoring the tension cracking of concrete, the Pivot model [141] can be used for 
RC structures. However, a tri-linear hysteretic model should be chosen when the damage due to the 
cracking of the concrete tension zone is taken into account. Amongst many available models, 
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Takeda model [137], is selected to be used in this study. The details of this model which 
incorporates the cracking of concrete as shown in Figure 3-4a are described in the following. 
 
Figure 3-4. Hysteretic Takeda model [137]. 
In Figure 3-4a, coordinates (Dcr, Pcr) and (Dy, Py) represent the cracking and yielding point, 
respectively. The slope of the third branch is related to the strain-hardening properties of the 
reinforcement. The seven rules developed by Takeda et al. [137] to capture the response of strutures 
subjected to cyclic loads are shown in Figure 3-4b and 3-15c. A summary of these rules are as 
follows [137]. 
Rule 1: 
Condition: The load is reversed from a load P (Pcr ≤ P ≤ Py) to a load P’ < Pcr. 
Rule: Unloading follows a straight line from P to the cracking point in the other side as shown in 
Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5. Rule 1. 
Rule 2: 
Condition: A load reverses from P1 on the primary curve (Pcr < P1 < Py) to P2 (P2 < P1). 
Rule: Unloading from P2 follows a line which parallels to the loading curve for that haft cycle. 
 
Figure 3-6. Rule 2. 
Rule 3: 
Condition: A load reverses from P1 on the primary curve (Pcr < P1 < Py) to P3 (P3 > P1).  
Rule: Unloading follows a straight line from point P3 on the curve to the cracking point in other 
direction. 
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Figure 3-7. Rule 3. 
Rule 4: 
Condition: Occurrence of one or more zero loading cycles. 
Rule: Connecting the zero point load to the point reached in the previous cycle, if that point lies on 
the primary curve or on a line aimed at a point on the primary curve. 
If the previous loading cycle contains no such point, going to the preceding cycle and continuing 
the process until such a point is found. 
Exception: If the yield point has not been exceeded and if the point at zero load is not located within 
the horizontal projection of the primary curve for that direction of loading, connect the point at zero 
load to the yield point to obtain the loading slope. 
P1
P3
Unload to Cracking point
 
Figure 3-8. Rule 4. 
Rule 5: 
Condition: The load is higher than the yield load. 
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Rule: The slope of unloading curve is given by 
0.4
y
r y
D
k k
D
 
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 
     (3-3) 
where, kr is the slope of unloading curve, ky is the slope of a line joining the yield point in one 
direction to the cracking point in the other direction, D is the maximum deflection attained in the 
direction of the loading, and Dy is the deflection at yield. 
 
Figure 3-9. Rule 5. 
Rule 6: 
Condition: The load is higher than the yield load in one direction but it does not pass the cracking 
load in the opposite direction. 
Rule: Rule 5 is applied for unloading. Loading in the other direction is as follows: 
- Extend unloading line up to cracking load. 
- Then, connect with the yield point. 
 
Figure 3-10. Rule 6. 
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Rule 7: 
Condition: One or more loading cycles have occurred. 
Rule: “If the immediately preceding quarter-cycle remained on one side of the zero-load axis, 
unload at the rate based on rules 2, 3, and 5 whichever governed in the previous loading history. If 
the immediately preceding quarter-cycle crossed the zero-load axis, unload at 70% of the rate based 
on rules 2, 3, or 5, whichever governed in the previous loading history, but not at a slope flatter than 
the immediately preceding loading slope” [137]. Segment 7 in Figure 3-4b is an example for this 
rule. 
3.4 VERIFICATION USING PUSHOVER ANALYSIS 
3.4.1 Portal frame 
3.4.1.1 Description 
In order to verify the accuracy of the suggested model, the experiment performed by Mehrabi [142] 
is considered. The dimensions of columns and beam were 177.8x177.8 mm and 152.4x228.6 mm, 
respectively. The reinforcement arrangement is shown in Figure 3-11. The compressive strength of 
concrete was fc’ = 30.89 MPa. The concrete strain at peak stress was εcu = 0.0018 and the modulus 
of elasticity was 
c
E = 21926 MPa. The properties of reinforcement are shown in Table 3-1. The 
axial force on each column was 293.582 kN. Further details of the frame can be found in the Ref. 
[142]. 
 
Figure 3-11. Reinforcement arrangement [142]. 
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Table 3-1. Properties of reinforcement [142]. 
Bar size Bar type Diameter (mm) Yield stress fy 
(MPa) 
Ultimate stress fu  
(MPa) 
#2 Plain 6.35 367.6 449.6 
#4 Deformed 12.7 420.7 662.1 
#5 Deformed 15.9 413.8 662.1 
3.4.1.2 Modelling 
Figure 3-12 shows the model of the portal frame with nonlinear Link elements. The effects of 
confinement and axial load are taken into account when computing the properties of the nonlinear 
column Link elements. However, the effect of axial load is neglected for the beam Link elements. 
The ultimate condition for these Link elements is considered at the attainment of the ultimate state 
of concrete or longitudinal steel whichever occurs first. 
 
Figure 3-12. Model with nonlinear Link elements. 
Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis of the frame subjected to lateral load is performed until the 
displacement reaches around 75mm. Figure 3-13 shows the analytical force-displacement 
relationship in comparison with the experimental data obtained by Mehrabi [142]. In spite of some 
discrepancies which are typical, an overall agreement is observed between experimental and 
numerical analysis. 
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Figure 3-13. Experimental [142] and analytical force-displacement relationship.  
3.4.2 Eight-storey frame 
3.4.2.1 Description 
An 8-storey RC frame [143, 144] shown in Figure 3-14 with its typical column and beam sections 
shown in Figure 3-15 is revisited. The reinforcement and geometry details of the frame are shown 
in Table 3-2 with different shear steel spacing for intermediate and poorly-confined frames. Grade 
60 (fy = 420 MPa) steel and the concrete compressive strength of 25 MPa were used. The deformed 
steel bars of Φ10mm were designed for transverse reinforcement.  
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Figure 3-14. Eight-storey frame [143, 144]. 
 
Figure 3-15. Typical column and beam sections [143, 144]. 
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Table 3-2. Reinforcement details of the 8-storey intermediate and poorly-confined frames [144]. 
Section b H d d' Ast As A's Shear steel spacing 
        Intermediate Poorly-confined 
A-A 600 600 540 60 16Φ25 - - 150 450 
B-B 600 600 540 60 16Φ18 - - 150 450 
C-C 500 500 440 60 16Φ16 - - 125 450 
D-D 500 500 440 60 - 6Φ25 4Φ25 100 140 
E-E 500 500 440 60 - 6Φ22 4Φ22 100 175 
F-F 500 500 440 60 - 6Φ18 3Φ18 100 250 
The design Live Load was 10 kN/m and the Dead Load was 30 kN/m in addition to the self-weight 
of the structure. The design seismic load was determined based on UBC 1994 [145]. The design 
acceleration of 0.3g representing a high level of seismic hazard, and soil profile type III which is 
similar to class D in FEMA 356 [9] were used for the calculation of the design base shear. The 
corresponding design response spectrum divided by PGA is shown in Figure 3-16. 
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Figure 3-16. Spectral acceleration/PGA. 
3.4.2.2 Modelling 
During the nonlinear time history analyses, the total Dead Load and 25% Live Load as 
recommended by many seismic codes are applied. Figure 3-17 shows the model of the 8-storey 
frame with nonlinear Link elements. The properties of nonlinear Link elements were determined 
based on the moment-curvature and moment-rotation analyses described in Section 3.2. The elastic 
modulus of concrete was taken as 4700c cE f ′=  [104], in which 'cf  is the compressive strength of 
concrete. It is worth noting that the confinement effect is also taken into account in the stress-strain 
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behaviour of concrete. The moment-curvature curves for columns are computed using the average 
axial loads during an earthquake, which are corresponding to the axial loads determined from static 
seismic load case, while the axial loads on beams are ignored. The fundamental period of the 
structure corresponding to the full Dead Load and 25% Live Load was determined as 1.24s which is 
close to the period 1.28s determined by Ronagh and Eslami [143]. 
 
Figure 3-17. Modelling of 8-storey frame using nonlinear Link elements. 
The vertical distribution of the equivalent horizontal static loads were computed in accordance with 
the UBC code [145] (See Section 2.3.4.1). These lateral loads were applied to the model with 
SAP2000 nonlinear Link elements and pushover analysis was performed. The obtained pushover 
curve was plotted in Figure 3-18 in comparison with that obtained by Ronagh and Eslami [143]. A 
good agreement can be observed between two curves. 
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Figure 3-18. Comparison of pushover curves. 
3.5 VERIFICATION USING CYCLIC AND TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS 
3.5.1 Columns  
3.5.1.1 Description 
The experimental tests on columns performed by Ohno and Nishioka [123] are revisited in this 
study. Their specimens 1 and 2 with cross-sectional dimensions of 400x400 mm and length L=1600 
mm are considered in the model. Their concrete strength was 24.8 MPa and the longitudinal 
reinforcement possessed total ratio (ρ + ρ’) equal to 1.42 %, composed of eight D19 bars with the 
yield strength of fy=362 MPa and the ultimate strength of fu=535 MPa. Transverse reinforcement 
was of diameter 9 mm spaced at 100 mm, the yield strength of fyh=325 MPa, and the ultimate 
strength of fu=449 MPa. The columns were subjected to cyclic lateral displacements at the top at the 
presence of a constant axial load of 157 kN. The test set-up is shown in Figure 3-19, while different 
patterns of adopted cyclic displacements are shown in Figure 3-20.  
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Figure 3-19. Test arrangement [123]. 
 
Figure 3-20. Patterns of cyclic displacement 
[123]. 
3.5.1.2 Modelling 
The column was modelled by an elastic element and a nonlinear Link as shown in Figure 3-21. The 
force-lateral displacement relationship from the modelling with nonlinear Link element using the 
Pivot model [123] and the experimental results taken from “Structural performance database” 
website [146] are plotted in Figure 3-22 and Figure 3-23 for specimens 1 and 2, respectively. In 
spite of some differences, the results show that modelling with nonlinear element can capture the 
behaviour of the columns with a reliable accuracy. 
 
Figure 3-21. Model with nonlinear Link element for the column. 
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Figure 3-22. Specimen 1 - Comparison of force-displacement relationship between the experiment 
[123] and the SAP2000 model. 
 
Figure 3-23. Specimen 2 - Comparison of force-displacement relationship between the experiment 
[123] and the SAP2000 model. 
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3.5.2 Two-storey frame  
3.5.2.1 Description 
The general view and detailed dimensions of the tested two-storey frame are shown in Figure 3-24, 
and the reinforcement arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3-25 [128]. The slab thickness was 
120mm, and the dimensions of column and beam were 260x260 mm and 260x400 mm, 
respectively. The compressive and tensile strengths of concrete were fc’ = 20 MPa and ft’ = 2 MPa, 
respectively. The ultimate strain of concrete was εcu = 0.004, and the modulus of elasticity was 
taken as cE = 25 545 MPa. The yield and ultimate strength of steel were fy = 551 MPa and fu = 656 
MPa, respectively. The dead loads were calculated from the self-weight of beams, columns and 
slabs. The assumed uniform load on the beam (from beam, slab and steel plate) was determined to 
be 19.621 kN/m. The loads from columns and transverse beams were considered to be concentrated 
at the value of 8.913 kN for each of the first storey columns and 6.398 kN for each of the second 
storey columns. Further details of this full scale frame can be found in elsewhere [128, 147]. 
 
Figure 3-24. General view and dimensions of the tested two-storey frame [128]. 
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Figure 3-25. Reinforcement arrangement for beams and columns [128]: a) first storey; b) second 
storey. 
3.5.2.2 Modelling  
The axial force in the first storey columns is 93.795 kN and in the second storey columns is 45.640 
kN. Figure 3-26 shows the model of two-storey frame with nonlinear Link elements, and Figure 
3-27 demonstrates the first two mode shapes with their periods in seconds. Those modelling periods 
are represented in Table 3-3 in comparison with the experimental results and as can be seen, are 
very close to each other. 
 
Figure 3-26. Modelling the two-storey frame with nonlinear Link elements. 
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a)  b)  
Figure 3-27. Mode shapes: a) First mode with 0.55s period; b) Second mode with 0.19s period. 
Table 3-3. The structural period (s). 
Mode Experiment [128] Model 
1 0.53 0.55 
2 0.18 0.19 
The model is then subjected to earthquake records, and time history dynamic analyses are 
performed with three different PGAs: 0.05g and 0.20g. The modelling results are presented in Table 
3-4 in terms of the maximum inter-storey drift (%) of storey 1 and storey 2 and in comparison with 
the experimental results. There is a very good agreement in the cases of PGA of 0.05g and 0.20g. 
Table 3-4. Maximum inter-storey drift (%). 
PGA Storey Experiment [128]  Model  
0.05g 2 0.2 0.2 
 1 0.2 0.2 
0.20g 2 1.2 1.1 
 1 1.4 1.3 
3.5.3 Three-storey frame  
3.5.3.1 Description 
The model shown in Figure 3-28 [148] is a one-third scaled three-storey RC frame designed only 
for gravity load. Its dimensions (in inches) and reinforcing details are presented in Figure 3-29. 
Concrete strength varied from 20.2 to 34.2 MPa (the average can be taken as fc’ = 27.2 MPa), and 
the average modulus of elasticity was taken as cE = 24200 MPa. The mechanical properties of the 
different types of steel rebar used as reinforcement are shown in Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-5. Properties of reinforcement. 
Reinforcement Diameter 
(mm) 
Yield strength 
(MPa) 
Ultimate strength 
(MPa) 
Modulus 
(MPa) 
Ultimate strain 
D4 5.715 468.86 503.34 214089.8 0.15 
D5 6.401 262.01 372.33 214089.8 0.15 
12 ga. 2.770 399.91 441.28 206160.5 0.13 
11 ga. 3.048 386.12 482.65 205471 0.13 
The Dead Loads were calculated from the self-weight of beams, columns, slabs and additional 
weights attached to the model, as shown in Figure 3-28. The total weight of each floor was found to 
be approximately 120 kN. Further details of this frame can be found elsewhere [127, 148]. The 
selected seismic record was the N21E ground acceleration component of Taft earthquake occurred 
on 21 July 1952 at the Lincoln School Tunnel site in California. The record was scaled to the peak 
ground accelerations (PGA) of 0.05g, 0.20g and 0.30g representing minor, moderate and severe 
shaking, respectively. 
 
Figure 3-28. Three storey frame [148]. 
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Figure 3-29. Dimensions and reinforcement arrangement of three storey frame model [148]. 
3.5.3.2 Modelling 
The axial loads in columns are assumed to be constant during excitations and are shown in Table 
3-6. Figure 3-30 shows the model with nonlinear Link elements in SAP2000. The first three mode 
shapes are shown in Figure 3-31 while their structural frequencies are determined in Table 3-7 in 
comparison with the experimental results. They are very close in the first and second modes, but 
there is little difference in the third mode. However, the first mode plays the most important role. 
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Table 3-6. Axial load in columns. 
Storey 
Axial load (kN) 
External column Internal column 
1 30 60 
2 20 40 
3 10 20 
 
Figure 3-30. Modelling of the three-storey frame with nonlinear Link elements. 
a) 
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b) 
 
c) 
 
Figure 3-31. Mode shapes: a) Mode 1; b) Mode 2; c) Mode 3. 
Table 3-7. Modal frequencies (Hz). 
Mode Experiment [148] Model 
1 1.78 1.70 
2 5.32 5.30 
3 7.89 9.03 
Inelastic time history analyses of the SAP2000 model subjected to Taft earthquake ground motions 
are performed. The results in terms of maximum inter-storey drift and maximum storey 
displacement are presented in Table 3-8 in comparison with those obtained from experiments [148]. 
Although they are not completely matched, the model provides an overall good approximation.  
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Table 3-8. Comparison between experimental [148] and analytical results. 
PGA Storey Maximum inter-storey drift (%) Maximum storey displacement (mm) 
    Experiment Model Experiment Model 
0.05g 3 0.23 0.21 7.6 7.9 
  2 0.24 0.25 5.6 5.6 
  1 0.28 0.23 3.6 2.8 
0.20g 3 0.54 0.83 33.5 38.9 
  2 1.07 1.17 29.0 30.7 
  1 1.33 1.31 16.3 16.0 
0.3g 3 0.89 1.18 59.7 58.4 
  2 2.24 1.91 52.1 46.1 
  1 2.03 1.96 24.6 23.9 
 
3.6 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter aimed at developing a simplified numerical model of RC structures using SAP2000 
Link elements. The verification case studies are for columns, one-storey, two-storey, three-storey 
and 8-storey frames which were tested/analysed by others under seismic loading conditions. 
Comparison of analytical and experimental results was performed in terms of structural period, 
inter-storey drift, and maximum storey displacement. The closeness of results shows that the 
models built using the simplified modelling strategy adequately capture the inelastic responses of 
RC structures.  
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Chapter 4. A NEW DAMAGE INDEX FOR RC 
STRUCTURES 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Earthquake excitations may cause damage to structures, the extent of which can be quantitatively 
described by an index called the Damage Index (DI). Many proposals are currently available to 
calibrate DI based on a number of parameters such as deformation, stiffness, energy absorption etc. 
However, there is no universally accepted range for the magnitude of DI, although a scale varying 
between 0 (no damage) to 1 (totally collapse) would be rational [149]. Damage analysis has 
increasingly attracted many researchers to come up with both empirical and theoretical approaches 
in order to propose appropriate DIs. Currently available DIs possess some merits and limitations, 
and in some cases fail to reflect the state of damage appropriately. The most common drawbacks 
identified as part of the current research are: (a) the DI is not 0 when a structure operates within 
elastic range (b) the magnitude of DI often exceeds 1, which indicates that there is no specific upper 
limit to define the state of collapse and (c) non-cumulative DIs do not include the effects of cyclic 
loading. 
In this Chapter, a new concept based on residual deformation is proposed in order to develop a new 
damage model. The model takes into account a number of parameters such as force, deformation 
and number of cycles. It is calibrated using a number of case studies and modified in order to satisfy 
all basic requirements. The proposed DI can be applied to both static and dynamic loadings and is 
expected to predict the damage state of a structure with adequate accuracy. Also, a damage 
classification is made based on the performance levels as defined in FEMA 356 [9].  
The structural damage level can be evaluated not only for structures (global scale) and elements 
(intermediate scale) but also for sections (local scale) [38] using a damage index. In the local scale, 
the damage can be addressed based on the damage of the constitutive materials [38, 150]. Concrete 
is one of the most common materials used in construction due to its inherent advantages such as 
durability, forming convenience, etc. However, high compressive strength of concrete is probably 
its most striking feature which facilitates the construction of buildings and bridges when combined 
with steel as tensile reinforcing or prestressing element. In some RC structural members subjected 
to large axial loads such as columns, or beams-column members with high compressive loads and 
low bending moments, the load capacity mainly depends on the concrete. Hence, the damage 
mechanism of these members relates mostly to the concrete. As a result, many studies were 
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conducted on the damage of concrete in the past years by researchers such as Cao and Chung [151], 
Puri and Weiss [152] and recently Malecot et al. [153], Poinard et al. [154] and Markovich et al. 
[155]. 
The parameters employed in the damage models for concrete suggested in the past studies such as 
Yu et al [35], Soh and Bhalla [36], Chen et al [37], and Amziane and Dubé [38] are stress, stiffness 
and modulus. Instead of using these parameters, in the latter part of this chapter, the single 
parameter of “energy” is used. The proposed model is then used together with other available 
models to evaluate the damage of concrete elements based on the compressive test results on 
concrete specimens. It is shown that the proposed damage model can be utilised as a useful tool for 
the damage assessment of structures made from concrete. 
4.2 ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A DAMAGE INDEX 
The extent of seismic damage in a structure mainly depends on two factors: the structure itself and 
the applied external loading. The important parameters within a structure that affects the extent of 
damage are its stiffness, strength and damping characteristics. For the case of loading, the intensity, 
energy and frequency content play a vital role in causing damage. It is now widely accepted that the 
magnitude of DI should, ideally, vary between 0 and 1. A structure should not suffer any damage 
when it operates within its elastic limit and hence DI should be equal to 0 at this stage. On the other 
hand, the maximum possible magnitude for DI should be equal to 1 referring to the total collapse. It 
is worth noting that most of the currently available concepts produce positive DI within the elastic 
range while their DI exceeds 1 in the event of failure. 
According to FEMA 356 [9], the damage is neglected before yielding. This is a commnly adopted 
technique to simplify the relevant formulations for performance evaluation. Tension cracks are, 
however, inevitable and should be considered in damage models although the DI at the post-crack 
pre-yield state would be much smaller than those after yield. This can be presented by changing the 
slope of load-deformation curve in the post-crack pre-yield state comparing to pre-crack. The load–
deformation curve in FEMA 356 [9] is modified as shown in Figure 4-1 to include the damage due 
to the tension cracks represented by point A.  
Figure 4-1 shows three performance levels (IO, LS and CP). Points A, B and C represent the 
cracking, the yield and the ultimate state, respectively. The structure moves to near collapse 
situation when the load drops from C (ultimate load) to D (residual load), which is assumed to be 
20% of the load at C [9], and then arrives at complete collapse at point F. The following conditions 
should be satisfied to achieve appropriate definitions for different states of damage. 
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Figure 4-1. Load-deformation relations considering tension cracking. 
 
From O to A:  DI should be 0 when the RC structure (both concrete and steel) operates within the 
elastic range. 
From A to B:  DI should have a small positive magnitude. This is assumed to be a state when 
tension cracks start to appear i.e. concrete shows some hairline cracks but the 
reinforcement is yet to reach the yield limit. DI for a structure operating within this 
region will be small. 
From B to C:  DI is assumed to increase sharply in this region producing larger positive magnitudes 
but will be smaller than 1. Yielding of reinforcement will initiate at this stage, 
resulting in larger cracks in the tension region. At the same time, the strain in the 
compressive concrete will rapidly increase to the strain at maximum stress. These 
conditions occur simultaneously and will result in an increase in damage. DI should 
increase sharply at this stage and will have a large value. 
From C to F:  DI will reach its maximum value of 1. The concrete in compression zone fails and 
the structure is unable to sustain any additional load representing the state of 
collapse. 
In addition, DI should be cumulative to include the effects of cyclic loading as the extent of damage 
increases with an increase in the number of cycles. Hence, if a structure undergoes the same 
amplitude in every cycle, the cumulative damage until the (n-1)th cycle should be less than the 
cumulative damage until the nth cycle. 
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4.3 CONCEPT OF THE PROPOSED DAMAGE INDEX 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Concept of the proposed DI based on residual deformation. 
The proposed concept for a DI is primarily based on residual deformation. Figure 4-2 shows two 
simple structures: in Figure 4-2b, a stub column is subjected to a vertical load, whilst in Figure 4-2e, 
a column is subjected to a lateral force. The considered structures are assumed to experience a total 
deformation um at which the applied forces are released. A portion of the total deformation um may 
be recovered (called recoverable deformation, urec), whilst the rest may remain within the structure 
(called residual deformation, ures). The overall behaviour of the structure may be divided into two 
categories: (1) Elastic range, in which there is no residual deformation when the load is released and 
hence DI = 0; and (2) Plastic range in which there will be some residual deformation left within the 
structure after unloading. In the latter case, DI should produce a positive magnitude between 0 and 
1.  
In simple terms, initially, DI may be defined as the ratio of the residual deformation ures to the total 
deformation um given by 
 
res
m
uDI
u
=
 (4-1) 
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Considering elastic, perfectly-plastic behaviour, Equation 4-1 may be modified to include the yield 
force Fy and expressed as  
 
. .
.( ) . . 2
y res y res non rec
y res rec y res y rec non rec rec
F u F u EDI
F u u F u F u E E
−
−
= = =
+ + +
 (4-2)  
where, Erec is the recoverable energy and Enon-rec is the non-recoverable energy. 
4.4 THE PROPOSED DAMAGE INDEX FOR RC STRUCTURES 
Equation 4-2 will produce DI = 0 when a structure behaves within the elastic range. In terms of 
moment-rotation, this is equivalent to saying that if the rotation of a member is smaller than the 
cracking rotation, the rotation will be fully recovered and hence the residual rotation is 0. As a 
result, Enon-rec = 0 and thus DI becomes 0. RC structures generally experience negligible damage 
when working within the range between tension cracking of concrete and yielding of steel. This 
leads to ignoring the effects of tension cracking in analysing RC structures to facilitate the adopted 
procedures. As discussed in Section 4.2, tension cracking in RC structure is a potential type of 
damage and thus should be considered in an appropriate damage model although the obtained DI 
will be a small positive number. The first two following damage states, as shown in Figure 4-3 are 
proposed herein to appropriately identify the significance of tension cracks: (1) No damage: DI = 0 
(before cracking point A); (2) Minor damage (operational): 0 < DI ≤ DIy (between points A and B), 
where DIy is the DI at yield. 
Gradual increase in loading initiates yielding in the tensile reinforcement, increases the crack width 
and then results in failure in the concrete compression zone. Significant damage in RC structures 
occurs after yielding and hence DI should be large and increase until the structure reaches its 
ultimate point. After the ultimate point, the DI should sharply increase and have values close to 1 to 
capture the damage state when the load carrying capacity of RC structures is almost lost. The rate of 
increase of DI at this stage corresponding the dropping rate of the load will be the largest when 
compared to any other states. RC structures typically experience three performance levels [9] called 
IO, LS and CP while operating in the plastic range. Additional three intermediate states of damage 
including light damage, moderate damage and severe damage are proposed in the current research 
based on these performance levels. The aforementioned analysis leads to the proposed damage 
classification as shown in Figure 4-3. The damage levels are shown in Table 4-1. It is worth noting 
that in the current study the legends in the first column of Table 4-1 are used to express the damage. 
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Figure 4-3. Damage classification proposed in the current study. 
Table 4-1. Damage levels. 
Legends Damage index Description 
. 0 - 0.05 No or minor 
+ 0.05 - 0.25 Light 
x 0.25 - 0.50 Moderate 
▲ 0.50 - 0.75 Severe 
● 0.75 - 1.00 Collapse 
The proposed definition of DI given by Equation 4-2 is modified in the following sections to 
include the essential characteristics of a DI. 
4.4.1 DI for monotonic loading 
Equation 4-3 gives DI for an individual structural element (i.e. beam, column etc.). The DIs for 
individual elements may be combined using Equations 4-3 and 4-4 to obtain the overall DI of a 
structure. It is worth mentioning that Equations 4-4 and 4-5 exploit the concept proposed by Park 
and Ang [4]. Equations 4-6 and 4-7 show the definitions of the parameter N and i.  
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where, Enon-rec,y and Enon-rec,collapse are non-recoverable energy at yield and at collapse, respectively, 
under monotonic loading. DIk,element is the damage index of the kth element and λk, element is the 
weighting factor based on hysteretic energy. Energy parameters used in the proposed concept are 
determined as shown in Figure 4-4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Definition of energy parameters: a) Enon-rec,collapse, b) Enon-rec,y and c) Enon-rec and Erec. 
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4.4.2 DI for cyclic loading 
As the number of cycles has a significant influence on the extent of damage, its effect should be 
considered whilst devising an appropriate formulation for DI. The proposed Equations 4-3, 4-6 and 
4-7 can be modified as follows: 
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where, 
,1h collapseE  and ,1h yE  are the hysteretic energy of one complete ultimate (Figure 4-5a) and 
yielding cycle (Figure 4-5b), respectively. N is the equivalent number of yielding cycles to collapse 
whilst i is the equivalent number of yielding cycles at the current time of loading (i ≤ N). γ is a 
factor that takes into account the difference between the theoretically defined Eh,1collapse and the real 
Eh,collapse. This parameter can be different from 1 depending on the displacement cycles; whether the 
structure undergoes a large number of small amplitude cycles or a small number of large amplitude 
cycles [32]. For simplification, γ is assumed to be one in this study. More research is needed to 
quantify the factor γ. α is a modification factor which takes into account the effect of number of 
cycles. The sensitivity analysis of this factor is performed in Section 4.5.2.  
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Figure 4-5. A structure subjected to one complete cycle based on Takeda model [137]: a) one 
ultimate cycle; b) one yielding cycle. 
4.5 VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED DAMAGE INDEX FOR RC STRUCTURES 
4.5.1 Monotonic loads 
4.5.1.1 Numerical damage analysis for static load case 
Cantilever beams/columns with a cross-section of 400mm×400mm have been analysed. The axial 
force for the beam is neglected. For the column, a constant axial force equal to 0.2 '
cf Ag [156], in 
which '
cf  is the concrete compressive strength and Ag is the cross-sectional area, is adopted. The 
total longitudinal reinforcement ratios are assumed to be 1% and 1.5%. Distance from the concrete 
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surface to the centre of the longitudinal reinforcement is 50mm. The stirrup spacing is 100mm. 
Behaviour of concrete is assumed to follow the modified Kent and Park [92] model (made by Park 
et al [93]) with fc’ = 30MPa, ft’ = '0.75 cf MPa, and εcu = 0.004. The modulus of elasticity of 
concrete is taken as '5000c cE f=
 
MPa. Simple model [83] for steel is used with Es = 2×105 MPa, fy 
= 500 MPa, fu = 540 MPa, εsh = 0.015 and εsu = 0.05. The 10mm stirrup reinforcement with fy = 300 
MPa is used. The moment-rotation curves for nonlinear Link elements are obtained as explained in 
Chapter 3 using the plastic hinge length lp = 0.5d proposed by Paulay and Priestley [138]. FEMA 
356 [9] guidelines are followed to obtain the post-ultimate behaviour leading to collapse. It is worth 
noting that the confinement effect is taken into account for the columns whilst ignored for the 
beams in this case study. Also, possible buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement is neglected. 
Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 compare the proposed DIs with those calculated following the model 
proposed by Kunnath et al. [23], which is a modified version of the model proposed by Park and 
Ang [4], for cantilever beams and columns respectively. The figures also show the normalised 
moment–rotation curves. Both models give DI = 0 when the structure works in the elastic range 
(before cracking). However, Kunnath et al. [23] model produces values larger than 1 when the 
collapse state is approached, whilst the upper limit for the proposed model is 1. In addition, 
Kunnath et al. [23] model produces much larger values for DI when the structures work around 
their yielding point. This consequently leads to the difference between the two models in the plastic 
range, especially for the beams.  
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a. 
 
b. 
 
Figure 4-6. Comparison of the proposed and the Kunnath et al [23] damage models for the 
considered cantilever beams: a) ρ = ρ’= 0.50%; b) ρ = ρ’= 0.75%. 
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a. 
 
b. 
 
Figure 4-7. Comparison of the proposed and the Kunnath et al [23] damage models for the 
considered cantilever columns: a) ρ = ρ’= 0.50%; b) ρ = ρ’= 0.75%. 
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4.5.1.2 Portal frames 
To capture the damage distributed in the portal frame described in Section 3.4.1, each beam and 
column is discretised to a number of elements, within which the damage is assumed to be uniform. 
The number of elements is selected so as to properly distinguish the regions of damage along the 
beam or column members. In this case, the number of elements for each column and beam is chosen 
as 10 which is sufficiently large for the above mentioned purpose. The lengths of each column and 
beam element are 153.67 and 231.14mm, respectively. Each element is modelled by a nonlinear 
Link element which is available in SAP2000 [136]. The moment-rotation required for the nonlinear 
Link property is obtained using MATLAB based on fibre model. 
The proposed damage model is then implemented to calculate the damage indices in different 
elements of the frame tested by Mehrabi [142]. Figure 4-8 compares the analytical damage levels to 
the damage pattern observed during the experimental test. The damage levels shown in Figure 4-8b 
are calculated based on the proposed damage model of this study as designated in Table 4-1. The 
proposed damage model well quantifies the severe damage state of the frame although it cannot 
explain the cracks in the middle regions of the beam and columns. The more severe damage in the 
columns than in the beam can be due to the effect of axial load which reduces the ductility capacity 
of the columns. The damage of the columns in the bottom regions is more severe than the top 
regions. This can be explained by the smaller rotation of columns at the top due to the rotation from 
the beam while the bottoms of the columns are fixed. 
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a) 
 
 
b) 
 
Figure 4-8. Damage of the specimen: a) Experiment [142]; b) Damage analysis using the proposed 
damage index. 
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4.5.2 For cyclic load cases 
4.5.2.1 Columns 
As another experimental study to verify the proposed model, the experimental test performed by 
Tanaka [125] are also employed in this study. His specimens 1 to 4 with cross-sectional dimensions 
of 400x400mm, and length of L=1600mm are re-visited. The concrete strength was 25.6 MPa while 
the yield strength of longitudinal and transverse steel reinforcements were fy=474 MPa and fyh=333 
MPa, respectively. The total ratio (ρ + ρ’) of longitudinal reinforcement was 1.57% comprising six 
20mm diameter bars. Transverse reinforcement was ϕ12mm with the spacing of 80mm. The axial 
load on columns was equal to 819 kN. The analytical static force-displacement relationship was 
computed based on fibre model. The simple plastic hinge length Lp = 0.5d proposed by Paulay and 
Priestley [138] and FEMA 356 [9] guidelines were ued. An average value of 0.1 [21] was used for 
factor β in the Park and Ang model while the factor α in the proposed model was changed from 0.02 
to 0.15 to obtain damage indices which cover Park and Ang [4] indices. This is later proved to be a 
reasonable value for the factor α. Figure 4-9 to Figure 4-12 show the sensitivity of the proposed 
damage index with the modification factor α in comparison with the Park and Ang model based on 
the experimental results obtained by Tanaka [125].  
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Figure 4-9. Force-deformation of Specimen 1 [125] (above) and damage analysis (bottom). 
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Figure 4-10. Force-deformation of Specimen 2 [125] (above) and damage analysis (bottom). 
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Figure 4-11. Force-deformation of Specimen 3 [125] (above) and damage analysis (bottom). 
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Figure 4-12. Force-deformation of Specimen 4 [125] (above) and damage analysis (bottom). 
As observed in Figure 4-9 to Figure 4-12, the two models demonstrate a good agreement at a 
particular value of α around 0.04. This indicates that the proposed model with this modification 
factor can produce damage indices similar to the Park and Ang model. However, the reliability 
associated with the Park and Ang model itself is questionable. For example, the collapse probability 
with DI = 1, computed according to the Park and Ang model, is around 50% with a standard 
deviation of 0.54 [157]. Hence, a value of 0.04 to 0.06 is proposed instead for the modification 
factor α. Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 show the damage indices obtained using the proposed and Park 
and Ang models for the states of first yield of steel and the onset of spalling of the concrete cover 
respectively. These damage states are shown on the experimental force-deformation curves in 
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Figure 4-9 to Figure 4-12. The average damage indices obtained at the first yield of steel are 0.184 
(α=0.04), 0.121 (α=0.05) and 0.079 (α=0.06). Either of these show the light damage state based on 
the damage levels shown in Table 4-1. This agrees with the average Park and Ang damage index of 
0.192, representing damage with light cracking throughout. 
Similarly, the average damage indices at the onset of spalling of concrete cover are 0.337 (α=0.04), 
0.257 (α=0.05) and 0.196 (α=0.06). The first two values indicate the moderate damage state, while 
the third value shows light damage. The average Park and Ang damage index is 0.417 which 
indicates the severe damage state described as concrete crushing and reinforcement exposing [4]. In 
this state, it seems that Park and Ang model overestimates the damage index because this is the 
onset of the spalling of the concrete corresponding to the moderate damage level defined by Park 
and Ang [4]. In spite of a conservative demonstration of the value α=0.06, the proposed damage 
indices increase with a faster rate after the onset of the spalling as observed in Figure 4-9 to Figure 
4-12. The value of 0.06 is proposed for α and proved to work well for the frame in Section 4.5.2.2. 
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Table 4-2. Damage indices at first yield of tension reinforcement. 
Specimen 
Damage index 
Proposed Park and Ang 
 α=0.04 α=0.05 α=0.06  
1 0.181 0.118 0.077 0.205 
2 0.201 0.134 0.090 0.203 
3 0.184 0.120 0.079 0.170 
4 0.171 0.110 0.071 0.188 
Average 0.184 0.121 0.079 0.192 
Table 4-3. Damage indices at the onset of spalling of concrete cover. 
Specimen 
Damage index 
Proposed Park and Ang 
 α=0.04 α=0.05 α=0.06  
1 0.345 0.264 0.202 0.443 
2 0.343 0.262 0.201 0.445 
3 0.338 0.258 0.197 0.373 
4 0.324 0.245 0.185 0.408 
Average 0.337 0.257 0.196 0.417 
4.5.2.2 Three-storey RC frames 
The proposed damage model is also employed to identify, locate and quantify the damage imparted 
to the three-storey frame described in Section 3.5.3 under different seismic excitations. Figure 4-13a 
to Figure 4-15a present the experimental damage states obtained from Bracci [127], while Figure 
4-13b to Figure 4-15b show the analytical damage states for the Taft record with PGAs of 0.05g, 
0.20g and 0.30g, respectively. It should be noted that the analytical damage states are plotted for 
different damage index levels as shown in Table 4-1. The damage indices less than 0.005 are 
ignored, and not shown in these Figures. Overall, the damage states obtained from analyses are 
reasonably close to those obtained from experiment. Figure 4-13c to Figure 4-15c show the 
magnitude of damage indices distributed in the storeys of the frame. 
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Figure 4-13. Damage state – Taft 0.05g: a) Experiment [127]; b) Analytical damage state; c) 
Damage indices of storey elements. 
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Figure 4-14. Damage state – Taft 0.20g: a) Experiment [127]; b) Analytical damage state; c) 
Damage indices of storey elements. 
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Figure 4-15. Damage state – Taft 0.30g: a) Experiment [127]; b) Analytical damage state; c) 
Damage indices of storey elements. 
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4.6 THE PROPOSED DAMAGE INDEX FOR CONCRETE 
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Figure 4-16. Concept of the proposed DI for concrete. 
Figure 4-16 shows the concept for the proposed damage model based on residual deformation or 
non-recoverable energy. Concrete sustains a total deformation of um when it is subjected to a load, a 
portion of which may be recovered (recoverable deformation, urec), whilst the rest may remain 
within the structure (residual deformation, ures) after unloading. The overall behaviour of concrete 
may be sub-divided into two ranges: (1) Elastic range in which there is no residual deformation 
after unloading, thus DI = 0, and (2) Plastic range in which there will be some residual deformation 
left within the structure after unloading. In the latter, DI should produce a positive magnitude 
between 0 and 1.  
More generally, the overall behaviour of concrete is described in Figure 4-16d in terms of energy. 
The concrete (at point A) receives a total energy of Etotal = Enon-rec + Erec when it is subjected to 
loading. After unloading (the concrete at point B), a portion of the total energy may be recovered 
(Erec) and the rest is absorbed by the concrete (Enon-rec). 
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In simple terms, initially, DI may be defined as the ratio of the recoverable energy (Erec) to the total 
energy (Etotal) defined by 
 
non rec non rec
total non rec rec
E EDI
E E E
− −
−
= =
+
 (4-11) 
where, Erec is the recoverable energy.  
The damage level in concrete when it is loaded up to ' / 2
c
f  can be reasonably assumed to be zero. 
The reasons for this is that concrete’s stress–strain curve (up to ' / 2
c
f ) is almost linear (Park and 
Paulay, 1975). As a result, the residual strain is 0 after unloading. Hence, it suffers no damage. It is 
worth noting that although a wider linear range up to 0.6 '
c
f  was adopted by Kwak and Filippou 
[158], the elastic range up to ' / 2
c
f  [83] is used in the current study. 
From ' / 2
c
f  up to '
c
f , however, the curve loses its linear elastic behaviour and therefore some 
residual strains are left after unloading. These strains refer to micro cracks and therefore represent 
some damage. The higher is the residual strain, the higher would be the damage. The deviation from 
linearity becomes worse as the stress moves higher from ' / 2
c
f  up toward '
c
f . It may speed up at 
around '0.75
c
f  which is mid-point of the two. 
As a result, the “threshold value” proposed for the calculation of the non-recoverable energy is 
called Enon-rec,0.875f’c which is non-recoverable energy at ¾ of the second half (from ' / 2cf  up to 'cf ), 
as shown in Figure 4-17b. Figure 4-17a shows the parameter non-recoverable energy at collapse 
(Enon-rec,collapse), while Figure 4-17c represents the non-recoverable energy (Enon-rec) and recoverable 
energy (Erec) at a certain loading. 
It is widely known that the damage of concrete at peak stress is minimal. The damage index should 
increase significantly when the strain goes beyond the strain at maximum stress. Hence, the damage 
index for this ultimate state should be close to 1. It will reach 1 when the stress drops from '0.85
c
f  
to 0. 
In order to sastify the above conditions, Equation 4-11 is modified as  
 
( )N i
non rec
non rec rec
EDI
E E
−
−
−
 
=  + 
 (4-12)
 
 
,
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non rec f
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N
E
−
−
=  (4-13) 
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Ei
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−
−
=  (4-14) 
where, Enon-rec,0.875f’c and Enon-rec,collapse are the non-recoverable energy at '0.875 cf  and at the total 
collapse, respectively. Enon-rec is the non-recoverable energy. These are shown in Figure 4-17. 
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Figure 4-17. Definition of energy parameters: a) Enon-rec,collapse; b) Enon-rec,basic and c) Enon-rec and Erec. 
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4.7 VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL FOR CONCRETE 
As shown in Figure 2-17, the hysteretic stress–strain curve of concrete is complicated. The effect of 
unloading and reloading on the damage of concrete should be considered under repeated loading 
because the energy absorbed during cyclic loading affects the damage of concrete. In this study, 
only monotonic loading is considered for the damage analysis of concrete. The total energy at any 
point on the stress-strain curve can be divided into two parts: non-recoverable energy and 
recoverable energy.  
As mentioned before, the parabolic Equations of the Hognestad [84] and the modified Kent and 
Park [92] models are the same. The strain at maximum stress in Hognestad [84] shown in Equation 
2-51 varies in a similar manner to that of Equation 2-55. In addition, if the maximum stress '
c
f  is 
taken as the strength of confined concrete; those two models seem to have little difference. 
Furthermore, as the target of this paper is to evaluate the damage of concrete, the Hognestad [84] 
model will be used herein due to its simplicity. The stress after the strain of 0.0038 in Hognestad 
[84] is assumed to drop to 0 with a small slope to avoid difficulty in calculation without affecting 
the results. 
The proposed damage model, together with the models proposed by Yu et al [35], Chen et al [37] 
and Amziane and Dubé [38], is applied to assess the damage of different concrete with the strengths 
varying from 20 MPa to 35 MPa. The modulus of elasticity of concrete is taken as '5000c cE f=
 
MPa. The ultimate strain of concrete is assumed to be 0.0038 as given in the Hognestad [84] model. 
The line connecting the unloading point (εun,fun) to the plastic strain at zero stress (εpl,0) in Mander 
et al [96] model is employed to calculate parameters for Yu et al [35], Chen et al [37] and Amziane 
and Dubé [38] models. Figure 4-18a, b, c and d show the damage analyses of concrete with the 
strength of 20, 25, 30, 35 MPa, respectively. Overall, the damage indices produced by Chen et al 
[37] and Amaziane and Dubé [38] seem to be large; on the contrary, Yu et al [35] model 
underestimates the damage of concrete. 
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Figure 4-18. Damage analysis of concrete: a) '
c
f = 20 MPa; b) '
c
f = 25 MPa; c) '
c
f = 30 MPa; d) 
'
c
f = 35 MPa. 
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Figure 4-19. Damage of concrete at specific stresses: a) at ' / 2
c
f ; b) at '
c
f ; c) at '(1 0.15)
c
f− ; d) at 
total collapse. 
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Figure 4-19a shows the damage of concrete at ' / 2
c
f , at which the concrete suffers no damage. The 
proposed index and that of Yu et al [35] both show a damage index of zero while Chen et al [37] 
and Amaziane and Dubé [38] models produce damage indices of 0.06 and 0.08, respectively. Figure 
4-19b represents the damage of concrete at its maximum stress. The Yu et al [35] model generates a 
damage index of zero and the proposed model gives a damage index varying from 0.01 to 0.06 
while the other two models produce very large damage indices (0.33 for Chen et al [37] model and 
around 0.45 for the Amaziane and Dubé [38] model). Figure 4-19c represents the damage indices at 
the stress dropped by 15% which is also the damage index that Yu et al [35] model gives. This 
clearly underestimates the damage of the concrete. Chen et al [37] and Amaziane and Dubé [38] 
models produce the damage indices varying from 0.55 to 0.75 while the proposed model gives the 
index from 0.81 to 0.86. Figure 4-19d shows the damage index at total collapse. The proposed index 
and that of Yu et al [35] damage model generate damage indices of 1 while the two others produce 
indices around 0.8. 
4.8 CONCLUSIONS 
The formulation of a new concept for damage index based on residual deformation has been 
presented in this chapter. The proposed model has been developed both for static and cyclic loading 
and it takes into account the whole response of structures. In addition to including the effects of 
cyclic loading, the proposed DI satisfies the essential characteristics of an appropriate damage 
model and produces rational values of damage indices. It also shows a good agreement with the 
Park and Ang [4] model at a specific value of modification factor α. A damage classification was 
proposed following the performance levels defined in FEMA 356 [9]. A number of case studies 
were presented demonstrating the performance of the proposed model. Although the model was 
demonstrated to work properly for the studied cases, more research has to be directed to investigate 
the hysteretic energy at collapse or the factor γ and to more accurately define the damage levels for 
wider range of axial loads and reinforcement ratios. 
A new single-parameter model for the damage analysis of concrete is also proposed based on 
energy. The new model alongside other available models is then used to evaluate the level of 
damage in the tested concrete specimens. The proposed model shows little to no damage up to 
' / 2
c
f  as expected simply because of the linear elastic behaviour of concrete up to that point. The 
damage index within the range ' / 2
c
f  up to '
c
f  increases to 0.06 as gradually the concrete stress-
strain curve deviates from linearity. This is unlike some other models that present either no damage 
or severe damage for the same range. The correct capturing of the behaviour confirms the proposed 
model as a potentially useful tool in the damage assessment of concrete. 
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Chapter 5. SEISMIC DAMAGE ASSESSMENT OF RC 
FRAMES 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Evidence from the past earthquakes such as Northridge (1994), Kobe (1995), Chi-Chi (1999), Bam 
(2003), Christchurch (2011) have shown the vulnerability of many “existing” buildings. This was 
found to be due to the inadequacy of the seismic design provisions in the older design codes 
compared to the recent design codes; resulting in a vast amount of research into the strengthening of 
the more vulnerable structures, examples include those in [128, 159, 160]. 
The first step of strengthening is comprised of seismic assessment in order to identify, locate and 
quantify the damage potential in the existing structures under anticipated seismic loads as suggested 
by the current codes. This will provide adequate information for the strengthening design. 
Evaluating the performance and damage of RC structures subjected to seismic loads has 
increasingly attracted a lot of attention from researchers and structural engineers alike. In this 
regard, shake table tests were performed by a number of researchers such as Bracci [127], Garcia et 
al. [128], Sharma et al [129]. Due to the limited capacity of the shake tables, pseudo-dynamic 
testing was also chosen to test large structures as implemented by Pinto et al [126], Corte et al 
[161], Ludovico et al [160]. In these experimental studies, apart from the damage observations, 
maximum inter-storey drift has been used as the main tool to evaluate the performance and damage 
of the structures. For the sake of simplicity, also, the maximum inter-storey damage has been 
widely used as a feature to evaluate the structural damage. However, the absolute maximum inter-
story drift throughout a seismic event cannot adequately capture the cyclically fluctuating effects of 
the seismic loading. For instance, in an RC column subjected to constant cyclic displacement 
loading on the top, cumulative damage until the ith cycle is obviously larger than the cumulative 
damage until the (i-1)th cycle. However, the drift remains unchanged, thus incorrectly describing the 
damage of the column. To overcome this shortcoming, many new design methods have recently 
been developed based on cumulative parameters such as energy [162, 163] and damage [21, 164, 
165]. In spite of the above mentioned limitation; drift, with its strikingly simple characteristics, is 
widely adopted in current seismic codes. 
On the contrary, a DI or damage model can overcome the above-mentioned limitation because of its 
cumulative characteristics during loading. It takes into account a number of important parameters 
containing number of cycles, force, deformation, axial load, ductility and confinement. In addition, 
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it can identify, locate and quantify the damage levels in structures. For example, the inter-storey 
drift fails to predict the damage in two similar columns with different confinement levels having the 
same inter-storey drift, while damage index successfully produces different damage indices for 
those columns. For frames, inter-storey drift cannot capture the damage distributed in the critical 
zones such as plastic hinges. Furthermore, the accuracy of the inter-storey drift, which does not 
relate to the number of cycles, axial load, ductility and confinement, is doubtful when used to 
evaluate the damage of structures.  
In this chapter, the inter-storey drift and a damage model are used to evaluate the damage in 
different seismically detailed RC frames subjected to earthquakes. The results show that the 
existence of transverse reinforcement significantly reduces the damage indices, brings down the 
damage of these frames one or two damage levels. This leads to a considerable positive alteration of 
the damage states of the frames. The results also show that inter-storey drift suffers from a number 
of limitations while the damage model does not have any of those limitations. Particularly, the 
damage model can quantitatively capture the damage distributed in beams and columns, providing 
an insight into the damage state of the frames. These confirm the superiority of the damage model 
for the assessment of RC structures.  
5.2 THREE-STOREY FRAMES 
5.2.1 Selection of ground motions for different seismic levels 
Ground motions used in this study are selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research 
Center database software [166]. The acceleration spectra based on UBC [1] code is used as a 
criterion for this selection to represent different seismic levels or zones. In selecting the seismic 
records, the case-study structure is assumed to be located in soil profile type SD (stiff soil profile), 
and seismic source type A. Six sets of records are used to represent six different seismic zones, 
namely zone 1 (Z1), zone 2A (Z2A), zone 2B (Z2B), zone 3 (Z3), and zone 4 Far-Fault (Z4FF). 
Each set contains 14 fault-normal and fault-parallel ground motion records of seven earthquakes. 
The Joyner-Boore distance (R_JB) and the closest distance (R_rup) to rupture plane [166] are 
assumed to vary from 20 to 200 km for zones 1, 2A, 2B, 3 and 4 Far-Fault. Also, all fault types are 
selected. Then, each series of selected records is scaled to match the corresponding design response 
spectrum, established for the seismic design of buildings in UBC [1]. Parameters for the design 
spectra based on the UBC code are presented in Table 5-1, in which the control periods (Ts) and 
(T0) are also included. Figure 5-1 shows the design response spectra established based on these 
parameters. Also, Table 5-2 to Table 5-6 depict the earthquake records with scaled factors obtained 
from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center database software [166]. Both fault-
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normal and fault-parallel components of each earthquake record are considered. The selected 
records representing five different seismic levels are employed for the analyses.  
Table 5-1. Parameters for design spectra. 
Seismic zone factor, 
Z 
Near source 
factor Na 
Near source 
factor Nv 
Seismic 
coefficient 
Ca 
Seismic 
coefficient Cv 
Ts (s) T0 (s) 
0.075 - - 0.12 0.18 0.60 0.12 
0.15 - - 0.22 0.32 0.58 0.12 
0.2 - - 0.28 0.40 0.57 0.11 
0.3 - - 0.36 0.54 0.60 0.12 
0.40 (far fault (≥ 
10km)) 
1.0 1.0 0.44 0.64 0.58 0.12 
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Figure 5-1. Design response spectra. 
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Table 5-2. Earthquakes for Zone 1. 
No. NGA# Scaled Factor Earthquake Year Station Magnitude 
1-01 2478 4.15 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 CHY056 6.20 
1-02 644 1.93 Whittier Narrows-01 1987 
LB-Harbor 
Admin FF 5.99 
1-03 3498 3.14 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 TCU113 6.30 
1-04 1318 1.44 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 ALAO14 7.62 
1-05 153 1.57 Coyote Lake 1979 SJB Overpass Bent 5 g.l. 5.74 
1-06 1804 13.28 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-04 1999 KAU001 6.20 
1-07 1952 27.45 Anza-02 2001 Mill Creek Ranger Station 4.92 
Table 5-3. Earthquakes for Zone 2A. 
No. NGA# Scaled Factor Earthquake Year Station Magnitude 
2A-01 1096 3.40 Northridge-01 1999 Wrightwood-Jackson Flat 6.69 
2A-02 2536 26.68 Chi-Chi Taiwan-03 1999 HWA033 6.20 
2A-03 294 8.82 Irpinia, Italy-01 1980 Tricarico 6.90 
2A-04 2162 15.10 Chi-Chi Taiwan-02 1999 CHY027 5.90 
2A-05 2940 6.38 Chi-Chi Taiwan-05 1999 CHY019 6.20 
2A-06 1256 3.71 Chi-Chi Taiwan 1999 HWA002 7.62 
2A-07 2384 9.85 Chi-Chi Taiwan-02 1999 TCU068 5.90 
Table 5-4. Earthquakes for Zone 2B. 
No. NGA# Scaled Factor Earthquake Year Station Magnitude 
2B-01 2209 26.64 Chi-Chi Taiwan-02 1999 CHY107 5.90 
2B-02 2698 25.44 Chi-Chi Taiwan-04 1999 CHY022 6.20 
2B-03 2921 19.79 Chi-Chi Taiwan-04 1999 TTN027 6.20 
2B-04 2162 18.88 Chi-Chi Taiwan-02 1999 CHY027 5.90 
2B-05 2240 14.23 Chi-Chi Taiwan-02 1999 HWA033 5.90 
2B-06 2752 2.39 Chi-Chi Taiwan-04 1999 CHY101 6.20 
2B-07 2536 33.34 Chi-Chi Taiwan-03 1999 HWA033 6.20 
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Table 5-5. Earthquakes for Zone 3. 
No. NGA# Scaled Factor Earthquake Year Station Magnitude 
3-01 2478 12.44 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 CHY056 6.20 
3-02 644 5.80 Whittier Narrows-01 1987 
LB-Harbor 
Admin FF 5.99 
3-03 3498 9.43 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 TCU113 6.30 
3-04 1318 4.33 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 ILAO14 7.62 
3-05 2804 39.77 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-04 1999 KAU001 6.20 
3-06 153 4.70 Coyote Lake 1979 SJB Overpass Bent 5 g.l. 5.74 
3-07 1952 82.36 Anza-02 2001 Mill Creek Ranger Station 4.92 
Table 5-6. Earthquakes for Zone 4-far fault. 
No. NGA# Scaled Factor Earthquake Year Station Magnitude 
4FF-1 1096 6.81 Northridge-01 1994 Wrightwood-Jackson Flat 6.69 
4FF-2 2536 53.35 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 HWA033 6.2 
4FF-3 294 17.64 Irpinia, Italy-01 1980 Tricarico 6.90 
4FF-4 2162 30.21 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-02 1999 CHY027 5.90 
4FF-5 2940 12.77 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-05 1999 CHY019 6.20 
4FF-6 1256 7.42 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 HWA002 7.62 
4FF-7 2384 19.71 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-02 1999 TCU068 5.90 
5.2.2 Inelastic time history and damage analyses 
5.2.2.1 Poorly-confined frame 
The 3-storey model containing nonlinear Link elements was analysed in SAP2000 [136] under the 
selected earthquake records representing five seismic levels. The results of the nonlinear time-
history analysis using this model are used to identify the potential damage indices and the inter-
storey drifts. Figure 5-2 to Figure 5-6 show the damage states (Figure 5-2a to Figure 5-6a), damage 
indices for every element (Figure 5-2b to Figure 5-6b) and the inter-storey drifts (Figure 5-2c to 
Figure 5-6c). It should be noted that the horizontal axes in Figure 5-2b to Figure 5-6b represent the 
damage index and the vertical axes refer to the relevant storeys. For illustration purpose, the 
damage indices for each earthquake are plotted under the grid lines corresponding to the storey 
levels while the average damage indices from a series of seven earthquakes are plotted above the 
grid lines. The maximum of these average damage indices is termed as the maximum damage index, 
and is more discussed later. It can be observed that the damage levels of structures increase as the 
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seismic zone changes from Zone 1 to Zone 4 far-fault. In addition, it is confirmed that the damage 
level of structure is governed by the damage of the first storey which may lead to the collapse of the 
whole building. The damage distributions in the structure are also presented in Figure 5-2a to Figure 
5-6a with the most severe damage at the first storey and the least damage at the top storey. This 
agrees with the conclusion from the other study [127] that the structural behaviour is governed by 
the first mode. Overall, the maximum local damage indices increase from 0.27 to close to 1 as the 
seismic zones change from zone 1 to zone 4 far-fault as observed in Figure 5-2 to Figure 5-6. 
Turning to the details, it is should be noted that the inner first storey columns suffered more damage 
than the outer first storey columns. Also, beams seem to suffer much less damage compared to the 
columns. Majority of the beams have DI close to 0. This matches the test results quite well. Even 
though under strong earthquake in zone 4, columns suffer high levels of damage while damage 
indices of beams are almost zero (less than 0.005).  
For zone 1 as depicted in Figure 5-2, the inter-storey drift shows that the structure suffers light 
damage while the plot of damage indices points out that it experiences moderate damage because 
two inner columns have the damage indices exceeding 0.25. Both the damage index and the inter-
storey drift in zone 2A show that the structure is in moderate damage state as illustrated in Figure 
5-3. For zone 2B as shown in Figure 5-4, the inter-storey drift confirms that the structure suffers 
moderate damage while the plot of damage indices shows that it experiences severe damage 
because two inner columns have the damage indices exceeding 0.50. For zone 3 and zone 4 Far-
Fault as shown in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, respectively, both the damage index and the inter-
storey drift refer to a severe damage state of the structure.  
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Figure 5-2. Damage state – Zone 1: a) Damage state; b) Damage indices of storey elements; c) 
Inter-storey drift. 
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Figure 5-3 Damage state – Zone 2A: a) Damage state; b) Damage indices of storey elements; c) 
Inter-storey drifts. 
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Figure 5-4. Damage state – Zone 2B: a) Damage state; b) Damage indices of storey elements; c) 
Inter-storey drifts. 
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Figure 5-5. Damage state – Zone 3: a) Damage state; b) Damage indices of storey elements; c) 
Inter-storey drifts. 
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Figure 5-6. Damage state – Zone 4 far-fault: a) Damage state; b) Damage indices of storey 
elements; c) Inter-storey drift. 
Figure 5-2a to Figure 5-6a show that the distributed damage in the structure can be identified, 
located and quantified by the damage index. Damage index provides a more reliable prediction and 
is closer to the experimental damage states shown in Figure 5-2c to Figure 5-6c than the drift. Drifts 
of storey 1 and 2 are almost similar, which inappropriately interpret the more severe damage in 
storey 1 compared to storey 2 as evidenced in the experiment. 
5.2.2.2 Intermediate frame 
The analyses are also performed for another frame with a similar geometry to the poorly-confined 
frame but with intermediate design detailing of transverse reinforcement. Based on the ACI code 
[104], the spacing of transverse reinforcement for columns in accordance with the intermediate 
frame design rules shall be selected as h/2=50.8mm, where h is the dimension of the column. Figure 
5-7 to Figure 5-11 show the damage states of the poorly-confined frame and the intermediate frame 
subjected to different seismic intensities represented by five seismic zones. As observed in these 
figures, the first storey suffers the most severe damage while the third storey experiences the least 
damage due to higher axial forces and moments on the columns in the first storey. In each storey, 
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the damage in the two inner columns is more severe than that in the outer columns. Due to the 
confinement effect of transverse reinforcement, damage of the intermediate frame is much lower 
than that of the poorly-confined frame. This confinement effect reduces the damage and as such 
makes positive changes to the damage states of the frame. 
 
Poorly confined frame 
 
Intermediate frame 
Figure 5-7. Damage states of the frames - Zone 1. 
 
Poorly confined frame 
 
Intermediate frame 
Figure 5-8. Damage states of the frames - Zone 2A. 
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Poorly confined frame 
 
Intermediate frame 
Figure 5-9. Damage states of the frames - Zone 2B. 
 
Poorly confined frame 
 
Intermediate frame 
Figure 5-10. Damage states of the frames - Zone 3. 
 
Poorly confined frame 
 
Intermediate frame 
Figure 5-11. Damage states of the frames - Zone 4. 
The reduction in the damage indices of the 3-storey intermediate frame is significant as shown in 
Figure 5-12 and Table 5-7. The damage index of the intermediate frame reduces by 0.22 for seismic 
zone 1 and around 0.3 for other zones. Consequently, the damage of the intermediate frame is 
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reduced one or two damage levels compared to that of the poorly-confined frame. This 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the confinement in RC frames. 
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Figure 5-12. Maximum damage indices of the 3-storey poorly-confined and intermediate frames. 
 
Table 5-7. Reduction of damage indices of the 3-storey frames. 
Seismic intensity MaxDIpoorly-confined - MaxDIintermediate 
Z1 0.22 
Z2A 0.29 
Z2B 0.31 
Z3 0.33 
Z4 0.33 
5.3 EIGHT-STOREY FRAMES 
5.3.1 Selection of seismic records 
The intensities used for damage analyses are chosen to be equal or larger than the design PGA of 
0.3g. These intensities are selected as 0.3g, 0.45g and 0.6g and are used to establish the 
corresponding spectra. These spectra are used as the targets for scaling of the ground motions. The 
scaling criterion is based on ASCE [167] which requires that the mean value of the 5%-damped 
response spectra for the set of scaled ground motions shall not be less than the target response 
spectrum over the range of periods from 0.2T1 to 1.5T1, where T1=1.24s is the fundamental period 
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of the structure. In addition, the demand parameter such as drift, force and deformation can be taken 
in different ways, depending on the number of ground motions in each set. Specifically, if each set 
contains 7 ground motions or more, the demand parameter is the average value; otherwise, the 
maximum can be used for the demand parameter. 
 
Figure 5-13. Scaling records to match the target spectrum. 
The ground motions used in this study are selected using the Pacific Earthquake Engineering 
Research Center database software [166]. The selected records are scaled to match the target 
spectrum in a range of periods from 0.2T1=0.248s to 1.5T1=1.86s. Figure 5-13 illustrates an 
example of the scaling results. Three sets of records with different intensities represented by PGAs 
0.3g, 0.45g and 0.6g are used. The effect of near-fault ground motions was not considered for the 
design; hence pulse-type motions are not selected. Each set includes 14 scaled fault-normal and 
fault-parallel ground motion records of seven stations and the average value of the demand 
parameter is used. Table 5-8 shows the earthquake records with different Next Generation 
Attenuation number (NGA#) and scaling factors for the three intensities obtained from the Pacific 
Earthquake Engineering Research Center database software [166]. 
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Table 5-8. Records with scaling factors for the seismic intensities of 0.3g, 0.45g and 0.6g. 
No. NGA# 
Scale Factor for intensity of 
Event Year Station Magnitude 
0.3g 0.45g 0.6g 
1 1497 2.8719 4.3074 5.7432 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU057 7.62 
2 1215 5.5179 8.2761 11.035 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY058 7.62 
3 1488 3.1241 4.6857 6.2476 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU048 7.62 
4 3441 32.4018 48.5983 64.798 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 TCU007 6.3 
5 2822 31.6713 47.5026 63.337 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-04 1999 KAU055 6.2 
6 3537 15.0175 22.5242 30.032 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 TTN032 6.3 
7 1243 4.9909 7.4857 9.9809 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY100 7.62 
5.3.2 Inelastic time history and damage analyses 
5.3.2.1 Intermediate frame 
The inelastic time history analyses of the frame under the scaled selected ground motions are 
performed. For each record, the inter-storey drifts are obtained and then the average inter-storey 
drifts from 14 records are plotted in Figure 5-14c to Figure 5-16c for the intensities of PGA 0.30g, 
0.45g and 0.60g, respectively. The results from inelastic time history analyses are used to conduct 
damage analyses. The damage indices are determined for every nonlinear Link element together 
with the maximum damage indices in each storey. The distribution of damage indices around the 
frame are plotted in Figure 5-14a to Figure 5-16a, while the maximum damage indices of all storeys 
are plotted in Figure 5-14b to Figure 5-16b. These can be compared with the distribution of the 
inter-storey drifts plotted in Figure 5-14c to Figure 5-16c. It should be noted that the damage levels 
in Figure 5-14a to Figure 5-16a are referred to Table 4-1. 
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b) Distribution of the maximum damage 
indices 
c) Distribution of the inter-storey drifts 
Figure 5-14. Damage mode of the 8-storey intermediate frame subjected to seismic intensity 0.3g.  
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b) Distribution of the maximum 
damage indices 
c) Distribution of the inter-storey drifts 
Figure 5-15. Damage mode of the 8-storey intermediate frame subjected to seismic intensity 0.45g. 
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a) Distribution of the damage indices. 
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b) Distribution of the maximum damage 
indices. 
c) Distribution of the inter-storey drifts. 
Figure 5-16. Damage mode of the 8-storey intermediate frame subjected to seismic intensity 0.6g.  
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5.3.2.2 Poorly-confined frame 
A similar procedure to the above intermediate frame is carried out for the poorly-confined frame. 
The results can be observed in Figure 5-17 to Figure 5-19. 
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a) Distribution of damage indices 
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b) Distribution of the maximum damage indices c) Distribution of the inter-storey drifts 
Figure 5-17. Damage mode of the 8-storey poorly-confined frame subjected to seismic intensity 
0.3g. 
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a) Distribution of damage indices 
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b) Distribution of the maximum damage 
indices 
c) Distribution of the inter-storey drifts 
Figure 5-18. Damage mode of the 8-storey poorly-confined frame subjected to seismic intensity 
0.45g. 
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a) Distribution of damage indices 
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b) Distribution of the maximum damage 
indices 
c) Distribution of the inter-storey drifts 
Figure 5-19. Damage mode of the 8-storey poorly-confined frame subjected to seismic intensity 
0.60g. 
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5.3.2.3 Comparison of the damage index and the inter-storey drift 
It is evident in Figure 5-14 to Figure 5-19 that both the damage index and the inter-storey drift 
conclude the most severe damage at the fifth storey while the top storey experiences the least 
damage. However, drift cannot provide further details of damage in the frame while the damage 
model can provide a “clear picture” of damage by locating and quantifying the damage distributed 
at critical zones in beams and columns of the frame as shown in Figure 5-14a to Figure 5-19a. For 
example, the damage in the two inner columns is more severe than that in the outer columns of the 
same storey. Moreover, drift under-evaluates the damage of the first storey by giving smaller drift 
than any other storey except the top storey. This may result in misleading of engineers to the wrong 
interpretation that the damage of the first storey is not as critical as others. However, the damage of 
the first storey is higher than that indicated by the drift. In comparison to the damage of stories 1 
and 2, for instance, the drift of storey 1 is much smaller than that of storey 2 while the geometrical 
design (section sizes and reinforcement amount and arrangement) of these two storeys is similar. 
The low drift value of storey 1 is due to the columns of the first storey being fixed to the foundation 
thus greatly restraining its drift. On the contrary, the drift of other storeys can be greatly increased 
by the contribution of rotation of their storey elements and adjacent storeys. The higher damage 
experienced in storey 1 comparing to storey 2 is due to higher axial forces and moments on the 
columns of the first storey, a matter ignored when damage is measured by the drift. 
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5.3.2.4 Comparison of damage states of the poorly-confined and intermediate frames 
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c) Distribution of the maximum damage indices 
Figure 5-20. Damage mode of the 8-storey frame subjected to seismic intensity 0.3g.  
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c) Distribution of the maximum damage indices 
Figure 5-21. Damage mode of the 8-storey frame subjected to seismic intensity 0.45g.  
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c) Distribution of the maximum damage indices 
Figure 5-22. Damage mode of the 8-storey frame subjected to seismic intensity 0.6g.  
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Figure 5-20 to Figure 5-23 illustrate the damage location and quantify it in terms of the damage 
indices for the intermediate and poorly-confined frames. The fifth storey sustains the most severe 
damage while the top storey experiences the least damage. Also, the damage in the two inner 
columns is more severe than that in the outer columns of the same storey. More damage in storey 1 
compared to storey 2 is due to the higher axial forces and moments on the columns of the first 
storey. The damage of the intermediate frame is significantly less than that of the poorly-confined 
frame. Generally, due to the effect of transverse reinforcement, the damage of the intermediate 
frame is reduced one or two levels compared to that of the poorly-confined frame. Specifically, for 
the seismic intensity of 0.3g, the poorly-confined frame suffers moderate damage while the 
intermediate frame experiences light damage. For the seismic intensity of 0.45g, the fifth storey of 
the poorly-confined frame reaches the collapse state while the intermediate frame experiences 
moderate damage. The collapse of the two inner columns of the fifth storey may trigger the collapse 
of the structure. For the seismic intensity of 0.6g, the poorly-confined frame collapses while the 
intermediate frame experiences severe damage.  
Figure 5-23 shows the maximum damage indices of the intermediate frame in comparison with 
those of the poorly confined frame. Significant reductions in the maximum damage indices of the 
intermediate frame can be seen in Figure 5-23 and Table 5-9. The maximum damage index of the 
intermediate frame reduces by 0.28 for seismic intensities 0.30g and 0.60g, and by 0.42 for the 
seismic intensity of 0.45g. Consequently, the damage of the intermediate frame is brought down 
one damage level at the intensities of 0.30g or 0.60g, and two damage levels at the intensity of 
0.45g. This leads to considerable positive alteration of the damage states and exhibits the 
effectiveness of confinement in RC frames. 
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Figure 5-23. Maximum damage indices of the 8-storey poorly-confined and intermediate frames. 
Table 5-9. Reduction of damage indices of 8-storey frames. 
Seismic intensity MaxDIpoorly-confined - MaxDIintermediate 
0.30 g 0.28 
0.45 g 0.42 
0.60 g 0.28 
5.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Inelastic time history and damage analyses of 3- and 8-storey intermediate and poorly-confined 
frames were performed for different seismic intensities. The confinement effect of transverse 
reinforcement on the damage of these frames was investigated. For the 3-storey frame, the 
maximum damage index of the intermediate frame reduced by 0.22 for seismic zone 1 and around 
0.3 for zone 2A to zone 4 far-fault. For the 8-storey frame, the maximum damage index of the 
intermediate frame reduced by 0.28 for the seismic intensities of 0.30g and 0.60g, and by 0.42 for 
the seismic intensity 0.45g. These damage reductions bring down the damage of these frames one or 
two damage levels, resulting in a significant positive alteration of the damage states.  
Also, the damage index was compared to the drift. It was confirmed that drift cannot be used as a 
reliable indicator of the damage states in RC frames unlike the case with the damage model. The 
latter was also found to be a very unreliable indicator of structural damage in the first storey of RC 
buildings. On the contrary, the results demonstrated the efficiency of using a damage model to 
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quantitatively identify and locate the damage distribution in the frames and to provide a “clear 
picture” of the potential damage state. The damage states at different locations can be predicted 
more accurately using the distribution of damage indices around the structures than the inter-storey 
drift. This confirmed the superiority of the damage model in the seismic assessment of RC 
structures. 
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Chapter 6. ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGE POTENTIAL AND 
SEISMIC PARAMETERS 
 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The intensity of an earthquake can be defined by many seismic parameters available in the 
literature. However, the accuracy of these seismic parameters in representing the structural damage, 
which may depend on a number of factors such as amplitude, duration, number of cycles, frequency 
content, etc. is questionable. The importance of the correlation between these seismic parameters 
and the damage to structures has been increasingly reported by researchers [168]. The correlation 
between 10 seismic parameters of 20 well-known acceleration records and the responses of an RC 
building frame in terms of maximum inter-storey drift, overall structural damage index and 
maximum floor acceleration was investigated in many studies [169-174]. They concluded that 
spectral and energy parameters demonstrate a strong correlation, while PGA weakly correlates with 
the damage indices. They also recommended further studies with larger numbers of seismic records 
in order to confirm their conclusions. Another attempt was made by Nanos et al [175] to investigate 
the relationship between overall damage indices of a 6-storey RC frame subjected to 450 artificial 
records and seismic parameters. Their conclusions outlined that Arias intensity and PGA exhibit a 
strong correlation with the damage indices while the degree of correlation between the parameter of 
strong motion duration and damage indices variably depends on the definition of duration. 
Recently, mountain tunnels subjected to earthquakes were analysed by Chen and Wei [176] with the 
objective of finding the correlation between the overall lining damage indices and the seismic 
parameters. They used a total sample of 89 seismic motions including 19 velocity-pulse near-fault, 
30 without-velocity-pulse near-fault, and 40 far-fault ground motions for the analyses. They found 
that PGA, spectral acceleration, spectral velocity and spectral displacement demonstrate a weak 
correlation with the damage indices while velocity-related seismic parameters correlated strongly 
with the damage indices. The above-mentioned studies attempted to provide the best seismic 
parameters to represent the potential structural damage. However, further studies should extensively 
address the issue. While the issue is not fully addressed, the simplest and most convenient 
parameter of PGA has continued to be used as the dominant parameter in earthquake and structural 
engineering research over the past years. In the following, it is attempted to find the correlation 
between damage indices and seismic parameters of near-fault pulse-type and far-fault motions, 
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separately. Comparison of the results can assist in identifying the best seismic parameter which can 
represent the seismic intensity. 
Over the past decades, many attempts [5-8] based on available data after earthquake events have 
been made to better understand seismic damage potential in different seismic regions in the 
proximity to the fault. Damage potential in the near-fault regions is much higher than that in the far-
fault regions. Several studies have addressed the effects of near-fault earthquakes on structures. 
However, no clear definition of near-fault earthquakes can be found in terms of either magnitude or 
closest distance to fault rupture [59]. UBC code [1] defines a near-fault earthquake based on two 
near-source modification factors (Na and Nv) for different closest distances to seismic source less 
than 10 and 15 km respectively. However, these factors have been reported to be inadequate in 
taking into account the devastating effects of near-fault earthquake [40, 49, 74, 80, 81]. Kalkan and 
Kunnath [40] also concluded the inefficiency of using constant scaling factors such as the site-
source and near-source factors in order to amplify the elastic design spectrum for structures located 
in the near-fault regions. This is mainly due to the fact that the elastic design spectrum suggested in 
the codes was developed from far-fault ground motions. 
The first part of this chapter deals with the issue of correlation between the seismic parameters of 
near-fault motions and the damage to structures, providing information for engineers and 
researchers in the selection of appropriate seismic parameters. Towards this, almost all available 
near-fault pulse-type records (204 records) occurred worldwide are selected. A three-storey non-
seismically designed RC frame is subjected to 204 selected near-fault motions and the maximum 
inter-storey drifts are obtained for each record. Damage analyses are also conducted using the Park 
and Ang [4] damage model. It should be noted that the limitations of the Park and Ang index - 
larger than 0 in elastic range and no specific upper limit - would be helpful for correlation analysis; 
therefore, this damage model is used in this chapter. Finally, correlation between the structural 
damage in terms of either inter-storey drifts or damage indices and seismic parameters are 
performed. The results show that Velocity Spectrum Intensity is the best parameter to represent 
potential structural damage, followed by Housner Intensity and Spectral Acceleration. Correlations 
of other available seismic parameters with structural damage are also presented.  
For the second part, a total of 1040 records are selected from different earthquakes with a distance 
to rupture plane larger than 20 km, which can be considered as far-fault [1], up to around 100km. 
The 3-storey frame is then subjected to the 1040 selected far-fault motions. Next, damage analyses 
are conducted using the Park and Ang [4] damage model and maximum inter-storey drift. Finally, 
conclusions are made based on the findings of the correlation between the above damage indices 
and the seismic parameters.  
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The third part of this chapter is motivated by the above-mentioned issues and is a complement to 
the past studies. This part attempts to provide a better understanding of the damage potential 
distributed over seismic regions based on the seismic parameters of the earthquake records and the 
structural damage indicators. For this purpose, records from the Chi-Chi earthquake occurred on 21 
September 1999 were selected due to the existence of a large set of Chi-Chi ground motion data 
recorded from different stations, a number of which show features of near-fault motions. In this 
part, almost all records of Chi-Chi earthquake are selected using the Pacific Earthquake Engineering 
Research Center database software [166] and their seismic parameters are determined using the 
SeismoSignal software [47]. Time history and damage analyses of the 3-storey frame are performed 
subjected to these seismic motions. Variations of the best parameters with respect to the closest 
distance to the fault rupture (Rrup) are examined. Variations of structural damage indicators with 
respect to Rrup are also analysed. Consequently, regions are categorised with respect to the seismic 
damage potential and a new definition of near-fault earthquake based on Rrup is proposed.  
6.2 SEISMIC PARAMETERS 
Seismic parameters can be extracted from accelerograms directly or from time history analysis 
indirectly [169, 174]. The 20 seismic parameters which are implemented in SeismoSignal [47] are 
summarised in the Table 6-1. Definition of these parameters can be found in the References given 
in Table 6-1. A detailed description of these parameters and discussion of their applications can be 
found in Kramer [177].  
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Table 6-1. Seismic parameters. 
 No. Seismic parameter Unit  Reference 
1 Peak Ground Acceleration (g) g 
2 Peak Ground Velocity (cm/sec) cm/sec 
3 Peak Ground Displacement (cm) cm 
4 PGV / PGA  sec  [177] 
5 Acceleration Root-mean-square (RMS) g  [178] 
6 Velocity RMS  cm/sec  [177] 
7 Displacement RMS  cm  [177] 
8 Arias Intensity  m/sec  [61] 
9 Characteristic Intensity -   
10 Specific Energy Density  cm2/sec   
11 Cumulative Absolute Velocity (CAV) cm/sec  [179] 
12 Acceleration Spectrum Intensity (ASI)  g*sec  [107, 180] 
13 Velocity Spectrum Intensity (VSI)  cm  [107, 180] 
14 Housner Intensity  cm  [107] 
15 Sustained Maximum Acceleration (SMA) g  [181] 
16 Sustained Maximum Velocity (SMV)  cm/sec  [181] 
17 Effective Design Acceleration (EDA)  g  [182] 
18 A95 parameter  g  [183] 
19 Predominant Period (Tp) sec  [177] 
20 Mean Period (Tm)  sec  [184] 
21 Spectral acceleration (Sa) g  
22 Spectral velocity (Sv) cm/s  
23 Spectral displacement (Sd) cm  
 
6.3 NEAR-FAULT PULSE-TYPE MOTIONS  
6.3.1 Selection of the near-fault pulse-type motions 
The near-fault pulse-type motions used in this study are selected from the Pacific Earthquake 
Engineering Research Center database software [166]. The selected 204 pulse-type records of 102 
near-fault earthquakes covered almost all earthquake events occurred worldwide, as given in Table 
A-1 with the names varying from 001 to 102 in the first column. The 23 seismic parameters of 204 
near-fault pulse-type records are then obtained by data analysis using the SeismoSignal software 
[47].  
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6.3.2 Damage and correlation analyses 
The modelling of the previously tested three-storey frame is followed by numerical analyses of the 
structure subjected to 204 records of near-fault pulse-type earthquakes. The damage sustained by 
the structure under these records is then determined using Park and Ang damage index [4] and the 
commonly used inter-storey drift. The results are then used for correlation analyses. This was a 
cumbersome and challenging task leading to results that provide interesting insight to the issue. 
Correlation coefficient [185] is employed to analyse the relation between the seismic parameters 
and the structural damage in terms of damage index and maximum inter-storey drift. It is worth 
noting that the Pearson’s correlation is used for two random variables X(X1, X2, …, Xn) and Y(Y1, 
Y2,…, Yn). On the contrary, the Spearman's rank correlation is used for the case of both X and Y in 
monotonic ranking scheme [185, 186]. The Pearson’s correlation is the case of the study; thus, it is 
used. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient [185, 186] between the above two variables is defined as  
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in which, X  and Y  are the mean values of Xi and Yi. 
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Figure 6-1. Correlation between maximum inter-storey drift and seismic parameters. 
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Figure 6-2. Correlation between Park and Ang damage indices and seismic parameters. 
The results of correlation analyses are shown in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2. Amongst the 23 
available seismic parameters, Velocity Spectrum Intensity demonstrates the best correlation with the 
damage of structures in terms of either the maximum inter-storey drift or damage index. The 
Housner Intensity provides the second best correlation with the damage of structures, followed by 
Spectral acceleration. Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 show the order of correlation between the seismic 
parameters and the structural damage in terms of maximum inter-storey drift and damage index, 
respectively. It should be pointed out that compared to many others, the conventional and widely 
used seismic parameter, PGA, could not exhibit a good correlation, which is in the order 11 or 12 as 
shown in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3, respectively. Velocity Spectrum Intensity and Housner Intensity 
are the top leading parameters with respect to their degree of correlation while Displacement RMS, 
Peak Ground Displacement, Mean Period, Predominant Period, Specific Energy Density, and 
PGV/PGA are located in the end rows of the Table 6-2 and Table 6-3 demonstrating poor 
correlations. 
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Table 6-2. Correlation order based on maximum inter-storey drifts. 
Seismic parameters Absolute correlation coefficient Order 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity (VSI) (cm) 0.8758 1 
Housner Intensity (cm) 0.8307 2 
Spectral acceleration (g) 0.8228 3 
Spectral displacement (cm) 0.8202 4 
Characteristic Intensity (Ic) 0.7861 5 
Acceleration RMS(g) 0.7683 6 
Spectral velocity (cm/s) 0.7677 7 
Arias Intensity (m/sec) 0.7456 8 
Effective Design Acceleration (EDA) (g) 0.7197 9 
Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) (cm/sec) 0.7166 10 
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) (g) 0.6723 11 
Sustained Maximum Acceleration (SMA) (g) 0.6704 12 
A95 parameter (g) 0.6700 13 
Acceleration Spectrum Intensity (ASI) (g*sec) 0.6565 14 
Cumulative Absolute Velocity (CAV)(cm/sec) 0.5628 15 
Velocity RMS (cm/sec) 0.5563 16 
Sustained Maximum Velocity (SMV) (cm/sec) 0.5200 17 
PGV / PGA (sec) 0.3023 18 
Specific Energy Density (cm2/sec) 0.2531 19 
Predominant Period (Tp) (sec) 0.1667 20 
Mean Period (Tm) (sec) 0.0754 21 
Peak Ground Displacement (PGD) (cm) 0.0732 22 
Displacement RMS (cm) 0.0296 23 
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Table 6-3. Correlation order based on the Park and Ang damage indices. 
Seismic parameters Absolute correlation coefficient Order 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity (VSI) (cm) 0.8449 1 
Housner Intensity (cm) 0.8031 2 
Spectral acceleration (g) 0.7845 3 
Spectral displacement (cm) 0.7840 4 
Characteristic Intensity (Ic) 0.7579 5 
Spectral velocity (cm/s) 0.7313 6 
Arias Intensity (m/sec) 0.7271 7 
Acceleration RMS(g) 0.7239 8 
Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) (cm/sec) 0.7074 9 
Effective Design Acceleration (EDA) (g) 0.6756 10 
Sustained Maximum Acceleration (SMA) (g) 0.6401 11 
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) (g) 0.6280 12 
A95 parameter (g) 0.6251 13 
Acceleration Spectrum Intensity (ASI) (g*sec) 0.6132 14 
Cumulative Absolute Velocity (CAV)(cm/sec) 0.5958 15 
Velocity RMS (cm/sec) 0.5489 16 
Sustained Maximum Velocity (SMV) (cm/sec) 0.5249 17 
Specific Energy Density (cm2/sec) 0.2592 18 
PGV / PGA (sec) 0.2557 19 
Predominant Period (Tp) (sec) 0.1549 20 
Peak Ground Displacement (cm) 0.0934 21 
Mean Period (Tm) (sec) 0.0545 22 
Displacement RMS (cm) 0.0339 23 
6.1 FAR-FAULT MOTIONS 
6.3.3 Selection of far-fault motions 
The software of the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center database [166] is used to 
select far-fault motions in this study. A total of 1040 records with the distance from the stations to 
the fault rupture (Rrup) larger than 20km and up to around 100km are selected. They are from 
different earthquake events, in which a large number of records were obtained, as shown in Table 
6-4.  
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Table 6-4. Earthquake events. 
No. Earthquake event Year Magnitude Number of records 
1 Chi-Chi 1999 7.62 504 
2 Northridge 1994 6.69 248 
3 Whittier Narrows 1987 5.99 172 
4 Loma Prieta 1989 6.93 116 
Total 1040 
6.3.4 Damage and correlation analyses 
Nonlinear time-history analyses of the three-storey non-seismically designed frame were performed 
under the 1040 selected far-fault records and the maximum inter-storey drifts were obtained. This 
was followed by damage analyses using the Park and Ang [4] damage indices. The Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient [185] presented in the previous section was finally applied to the analyses of 
correlations between these structural damage and seismic parameters. The results are presented in 
Figure 6-3 and Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-3. Correlation between the maximum inter-storey drifts and the seismic parameters. 
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Figure 6-4. Correlation between Park and Ang damage indices and the seismic parameters. 
Amongst the 23 available seismic parameters, some correlate well with the structural damage. 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity demonstrates the strongest correlation with the damage of the structures 
in terms of either maximum inter-storey drift or damage index. The next two candidates are 
Housner Intensity and Spectral Acceleration as can be seen from the results shown in Figure 6-3 
and Figure 6-4. These two switch their positions in their correlation with the maximum inter-storey 
drift and the damage index. Six parameters: PGD, PGV/PGA, Displacement RM, Specific Energy 
Density, Predominant Period and Mean Period exhibit poor correlation with structural damage and 
as such are not reliable in order to represent the intensity of a ground motion. The order of 
correlation between the seismic parameters and the structural damage in terms of maximum inter-
storey drift and damage index are shown in Table 6-5 and Table 6-6, respectively. It is worth 
pointing out that positions 13 and 11 of the conventionally used parameter PGA in the Tables show 
the limitation of this parameter in representing the damage potential of far-fault motions. This 
agrees well with the conclusions made by other researchers [169-174]. 
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Table 6-5. Correlation order based on maximum inter-storey drifts. 
Seismic parameters Absolute correlation coefficient Order 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity (cm) 0.8574 1 
Housner Intensity (cm) 0.8159 2 
Spectral acceleration (g) 0.7911 3 
Arias Intensity (m/s) 0.7454 4 
Spectral velocity (cm/s) 0.7444 5 
Characteristic Intensity (Ic) 0.7374 6 
Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) (cm/s) 0.6834 7 
Acceleration RMS (g) 0.6612 8 
Cumulative Absolute Velocity (cm/s) 0.6384 9 
Sustained Maximum Acceleration (g) 0.6212 10 
Spectral displacement (cm) 0.6155 11 
Effective Design Acceleration (g) 0.6116 12 
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) (g) 0.6079 13 
A95 parameter (g) 0.6069 14 
Sustained Maximum Velocity (cm/s) 0.5963 15 
Acceleration Spectrum Intensity (g*s) 0.5660 16 
Velocity RMS (cm/s) 0.5264 17 
Specific Energy Density (cm2/s) 0.2729 18 
Peak Ground Displacement (PGD) (cm) 0.2725 19 
Displacement RMS (cm) 0.2322 20 
Mean Period (s) 0.1966 21 
Predominant Period (s) 0.1668 22 
PGV/PGA (s) 0.0901 23 
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Table 6-6. Correlation order based on Park and Ang damage indices. 
Seismic parameters Absolute correlation coefficient Order 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity (cm) 0.8655 1 
Spectral acceleration (g) 0.8183 2 
Housner Intensity (cm) 0.8154 3 
Spectral velocity (cm/s) 0.7735 4 
Characteristic Intensity (Ic) 0.7462 5 
Arias Intensity (m/s) 0.7386 6 
Acceleration RMS (g) 0.6906 7 
Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) (cm/s) 0.6808 8 
Effective Design Acceleration (g) 0.6502 9 
Sustained Maximum Acceleration (g) 0.6491 10 
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) (g) 0.6466 11 
A95 parameter (g) 0.6459 12 
Spectral displacement (cm) 0.6372 13 
Acceleration Spectrum Intensity (g*s) 0.6042 14 
Cumulative Absolute Velocity (cm/s) 0.5987 15 
Sustained Maximum Velocity (cm/s) 0.5760 16 
Velocity RMS (cm/s) 0.5064 17 
Peak Ground Displacement (PGD) (cm) 0.2413 18 
Specific Energy Density (cm2/s) 0.2367 19 
Displacement RMS (cm) 0.2027 20 
Mean Period (s) 0.1686 21 
Predominant Period (s) 0.1493 22 
PGV/PGA (s) 0.0575 23 
6.4 DAMAGE POTENTIAL OF CHI-CHI GROUND MOTIONS 
6.4.1 Ground motions of the 21 September 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake 
Located between the Eurasian plate and the Philippine Sea plate [187] with the slip rate of about 70-
80 mm/year [188-190], Taiwan was hit by the devastating 7.62 magnitude Chi-Chi 1999 
earthquake, leading to significant casualties and damage to properties. Over 2400 people lost their 
lives, 10700 people were injured, over 8500 buildings collapsed, and 6200 buildings were severely 
damaged [191]. The event has since been the subject of many investigations [192, 193].  
In this study, 740 ground motions of Chi-Chi earthquake were selected from the Pacific Earthquake 
Engineering Research Center database [166]. These were recorded at 370 stations with different 
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Rrup as given in Table A - 2 (Appendix). The obtained 740x20=14800 seismic parameters of these 
740 selected records are used for the analyses in Section 6.4.2. 
The closest distance to the fault, Rrup, is defined in Figure 6-5. This parameter, rather than the 
distance to the epicentre, has been recognised to govern the ground motions [192] and used in the 
current seismic codes such as UBC [1].  
 
Figure 6-5. Definition of Rrup [166]. 
6.4.2 Analyses of seismic parameters and damage indices 
The Park and Ang [4] model, together with inter-storey drift, is selected for the analysis. The Park 
and Ang damage indices are obtained when the model is applied to the results of time history 
analyses of the 3-storey frame subjected to the selected ground motions. They are then used for the 
analyses in the following sections. 
Figure 6-6a and Figure 6-6b show the variation of the best seismic parameters of Velocity Spectrum 
Intensity (VSI) and Housner Intensity, respectively. These two parameters demonstrated the best 
correlation with the damage of structures as indicated in the previous sections. The relationship 
between these parameters and Rrup can be approximated by a curve as illustrated in Figure 6-6. It 
should be mentioned that the exceptionally high PGAs or VSIs observed in these figures in regions 
close to the fault refer to the effect of near-fault, distinguished from far-fault earthquake records.  
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Figure 6-6. Variation of a) Velocity spectrum intensity and b) Housner Intensity with respect to 
Rrup.  
Figure 6-7 showed the variation of Peak ground displacement and Predominant period with respect 
to Rrup, which represent two examples of poor correlation parameters. The trends are added in order 
to compare with those in Figure 6-6. Near-fault and far-fault earthquakes are similar in Figure 6-7, 
except only in four records with Rrup close to zero. This would not agree with the UBC [1] method 
in which a modification factor increases as Rrup decreases from 15km to zero to take into account 
the near-fault effect. In addition, a large scatter and an increase of Predominant period with respect 
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to Rrup can be observed in Figure 6-7b. The above mentioned characteristics, together with its lack 
of correlation with damage indices of structures, indicate that these parameters could not reliably 
represent the intensity or the damage potential of an earthquake . 
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Figure 6-7. Variation of a) Peak ground displacement and b) Predominant period with respect to 
Rrup. 
6.4.2.1 Analysis of seismic parameters 
The variations of these 23 parameters with respect to Rrup are divided into intervals varying from 
1.5 to 5km with an increment of 0.5km. In each interval, normal distribution [185] is applied to 
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every seismic parameter. Instead of using the average value, the upper bound of 95% confidence is 
often used for the seismic load. The 95% confidence upper bounds are determined and plotted in 
accordance with Rrup. Normal distribution [185] is shown in Equations 6-2 and 6-3, in which µ is 
the mean, σ is the standard deviation of variables, and x is variable. It is proved that the area under 
the normal distribution curve between z=-1.96 and +1.96 is 95% [185]. Hence, the 95% confidence 
upper bound is determined as shown in Equation 6-4. 
 
21
exp
22
zP
σ pi
 
= − 
 
 (6-2) 
 
x
z
µ
σ
−
=  (6-3) 
 95% _ _ _ 1.96confidence upper boundx µ σ= +  (6-4) 
As indicated before, the two seismic parameters: VSI and Housner Intensity demonstrate best 
correlation with either maximum inter-storey drift or damage indices. As a result, they can reliably 
distinguish different regions of an earthquake, particularly near-fault and far-fault regions. The 
details of the variation of 95% confident upper bounds with respect to Rrup are illustrated in Figure 
6-8. Generally, the values of these seismic parameters reduce as Rrup increases. They can be 
approximately divided into 4 regions including, region 1 with Rrup=1-20km, region 2 with Rrup=20-
40km, region 3 with Rrup=40-110km, and region 4 with Rrup>110km. As is seen, the seismic 
parameters strongly vary and are much higher in region 1 than in any other region. These are more 
stable and slightly vary around their average in the regions far from the seismic source as shown in 
Figure 6-8. It should be noted that the average in region 1 is also added for visual clarity only. 
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Figure 6-8. Variation of 95% confidence upper bounds of a) VSI and b) Housner Intensity with 
respect of Rrup. 
Compared to other regions, the seismic parameters of region 4 appear much smaller. As a result, a 
minimal seismic effect is observed on structures located in this region. In region 3, the seismic 
parameters are quite steady for over 70 kms (Rrup=40-110km) as is seen in Figure 6-8. The seismic 
parameters of region 2 stand slightly higher than those of regions 3 and 4. On the contrary, the 
seismic parameters of region 1 vary and are higher than those of the above regions. This may also 
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result from the near-fault ground motions in this region leading to a significant difference with the 
far-fault records.  
6.4.2.2 Analysis of damage indices 
The maximum inter-storey drifts and Park and Ang damage indices of the frame subjected to 740 
ground motions are plotted with regard to Rrup in Figure 6-9. As observed, their high values in 
region 1 (Rrup=0-20km) indicate the effect of near-fault. 
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Figure 6-9. a) Maximum inter-storey drift; b) Park and Ang damage indices in accordance with Rrup. 
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Figure 6-10 shows the 95% confidence upper bounds of the maximum inter-storey drift and the 
corresponding damage states of the frame. It should be pointed out that the vertical axis is limited to 
10% for the sake of clarity. Based on the damage states, four regions can be roughly classified; 
namely region 1 to region 4. This agrees with the classification based on VSI and Housner Intensity 
mentioned above. As indicated in Figure 6-10, the 95% confidence upper-bound of the maximum 
inter-storey drifts in region 1 are much higher in comparison to the others. In region 1 with Rrup 
varying from 0 to approximately 20km, the maximum inter-storey drift exceeds 4%, indicating the 
collapse of the frames. This can be attributed to the unique characteristics of earthquake in a near-
fault region. For frames located in region 2 with Rrup varying from 20km to 40km, the damage is 
severe but the damage of those located in region 3 is either moderate or severe damage. With Rrup 
larger than 110km, the effect of earthquake on the structure seems to be minimal as only light 
damage occurs in the frames. 
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Figure 6-10. Variation 95% confidence upper bound of maximum inter-storey drift in accordance 
with Rrup. 
Figure 6-11 shows the 95% confidence upper bound of maximum Park and Ang damage indices in 
the frame with regard to Rrup. Overall, it can also be classified into 4 regions similar to those of 
maximum inter-storey drift and seismic parameters shown in Figure 6-10. The damage potential of 
these regions is shown in Table 6-7. 
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Figure 6-11. Variation of maximum Park and Ang damage indices in accordance with Rrup.  
Table 6-7. Four regions of different seismic damage potential. 
Rrup (km) Region / Damage potential level 
0 – 20 1 (highest) 
20 – 40 2 
40 – 110 3 
> 110 4 (lowest) 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter reports on the results on an investigation on the correlation between seismic 
parameters defining a ground motion and the damage potential of that motion represented by 
damage index. In the first part of this investigation, 204 near-fault pulse-type records were selected 
from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center database [166]. Their seismic parameters 
were determined using the software SeismoSignal [47]. The damage indices and the maximum 
inter-storey drifts representing the damage of a case-study RC frame were obtained through time 
history analyses under these 204 near-fault pulse-type motions. Finally, the correlation coefficient 
was calculated in order to provide the degrees of inter-dependency between the damage of structure 
and the seismic parameters. The results showed that Displacement RMS, Peak Ground 
Displacement, Mean Period, Predominant Period, Specific Energy Density and PGV/PGA 
demonstrate poor correlation with the damage of structures. Interestingly, the conventional and 
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widely used parameter of PGA did not exhibit an adequately reliable correlation, while Velocity 
Spectrum Intensity and Housner Intensity provided an accurate correlation with the damage of 
structures in terms of either the maximum inter-storey drift or the damage index. These two - 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity and Housner Intensity - of near-fault pulse-type motions are found to be 
the most reliable parameters when it comes to the evaluation of the seismic damage potential. 
In the second part of this chapter, a series of 1040 far-fault records of different earthquakes were 
selected from the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center database [166]. Their seismic 
parameters were then obtained using the SeismoSignal [47] software. The case-study 3-storey frame 
was then analysed under the selected records to obtain the maximum inter-storey drifts and the Park 
and Ang damage indices. A correlation coefficient was finally employed to provide the degree of 
correlation between the damage to the structure and the seismic parameters. The results showed that 
PGD, PGV/PGA, Displacement RM, Specific Energy Density, Predominant Period and Mean 
Period demonstrate weak correlations with the damage of structures. Velocity Spectrum Intensity is 
the best indicator of the seismic damage potential of far-fault ground motions, followed by Housner 
Intensity and Spectral Acceleration. The results also showed a moderate correlation between the 
conventionally used parameter PGA and the structural damage. This reconfirms the limitation of 
PGA in representing the seismic damage potential of far-fault records, which was previously 
concluded by other researchers [169-174]. 
The third part of this chapter deals with the damage potential of Chi-Chi earthquake ground 
motions. In this part, a set of 740 records of the Chi-Chi earthquake were selected from the Pacific 
Earthquake Engineering Research Centre database [166] and their seismic parameters were 
determined using the SeismoSignal software [47]. The case-study 3-storey RC frame was then 
subjected to these 740 selected ground motions and its potential damage levels were determined 
using maximum inter-storey drift and the Park and Ang damage model. The well-correlated seismic 
parameters and the structural damage indicators were then used to characterise the damage potential 
distributed over the seismic regions with respect to Rrup. Based on the findings, four regions with 
different seismic damage potential are established. The noticeably high seismic parameters and the 
structural damage indices in region 1 in comparison with others, make Rrup of 20km a distinct 
boundary line separating the far-fault and near-fault earthquakes. The Rrup of 20km is proposed for 
seismic design that requires considerations of near-fault effects. These conclusions were made 
based on the selected large set of data from the 21 September 1999 Chi Chi earthquake. It is 
recommended to conduct further studies with more case-studies and different number of stories 
preferably subjecting the structures to a larger set of records in future earthquakes in order to 
evaluate the findings further. 
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Chapter 7. STRENGTHENING STRUCTURES USING FRP 
AND ITS EFFECT ON DAMAGE POTENTIAL 
 
 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Seismic retrofitting is an economical solution for upgrading deficient structures to resist potential 
earthquakes. Prior to the introduction of modern seismic codes in the late 1960s in developed 
countries (e.g. US and Japan) and late 1970s in many other parts of the world (Turkey, China, etc.), 
structures were designed without adequate seismic detailing of reinforcement. Many of those 
structures were mainly designed for gravity loads with low or no emphasis on earthquake loading. 
Such structures are in desperate need of seismic retrofitting, so are those located in near-fault 
regions. Due to the lack of design guidelines, structures located near faults were often designed 
based on guidelines developed for far-fault earthquakes; and this resulted in very vulnerable 
structures when a near-fault earthquake occurs. Vulnerability of these structures were evident in 
major past earthquakes such as the 1994 Northridge, 1995 Kobe, 1999 Chi-Chi, 2003 Bam, and the 
recently occurred 2011 Christchurch earthquakes. Mitigating the seismic hazard of these deficient 
structures using effective strengthening strategies is often more cost-effective method instead of 
replacing them.  
Among different retrofitting techniques, application of advanced building materials such as fibre 
reinforced polymers (FRP) has received great attention in the past decade. Comparing to other 
buildings materials, FRP presents many advantages including high strength, lightweight, ease of 
application, and high corrosion resistance. The material cost is also lowered with time. 
In recent years, numerous research studies have been undertaken to evaluate the effects of FRP in 
upgrading deficient structures. These studies can generally be classified into four groups: (1) 
concrete [194-198]; (2) frame elements such as beams [199-202] and columns [203-212]; (3) joints 
sub-assemblages [156, 213-221] and (4) frames [128, 160, 222-224]. One of the benefits of FRP 
that is less scrutinised is its ability to relocate plastic hinges in RC structures. This ability has been 
confirmed in previous studies conducted by Mahini and Ronagh [220, 221, 225-227] both 
numerically and experimentally. However, the reduced damage potential using this method has not 
been investigated as yet. To fill in this gap, the first part of this chapter aims in this direction. In this 
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part, a deficient RC frame tested by Bracci et al. [127, 148] is selected due to the availability of 
information on the properties of the frame tested with their shake table. Nonlinear time history 
analyses of the SAP2000 nonlinear Link model are conducted to evaluate the damage of the original 
and retrofitted frames subjected to six different seismic levels recommended in the current UBC 
code [1]. The results show that the technique of plastic hinge relocation can result in reducing the 
damage indices and improving the damage states of the frame. The limitations of the technique are 
also described in detail. 
In addition to the technique of plastic hinge relocation, FRP can be also used for several other 
retrofitting objectives such as improving the strength [209, 210] and improving the ductility of the 
frames [144, 160, 209, 210, 228, 229]. However, the effect of FRP confinement effect on reducing 
the potential seismic damage of non-seismically detailed RC frames with inadequate transverse 
reinforcement requires further investigations. The important roles of transverse reinforcement in 
reinforced concrete (RC) structures are 1) to prevent buckling of longitudinal bars; 2) to prevent 
shear failure and 3) to confine the concrete [230]. A large number of buildings in different parts of 
the world can be identified deficient with respect to their transverse reinforcement considering the 
requirements of modern codes. Many of these had been designed and built based on older codes, in 
which the earthquake loads were given a lower emphasis compared to today’s practice while gravity 
loads were considered as the major design loads. Consequently, these structures are not ductile 
enough to absorb seismic energy demand. As a result, they are vulnerable to earthquakes as 
evidenced by the levels of damage in the past events.  
The second objective of this chapter is to explore the effect of FRP confinement in terms of 
reduction of potential damage expressed by the proposed damage index. An 8-storey poorly-
confined (due to inadequate transverse reinforcement) RC structure is chosen for this purpose. The 
large stirrup spacing of this structure does not provide adequate confinement for concrete, and thus 
the seismic design requirement is not satisfied. Consequently, it needs to be retrofitted. Wrapping of 
FRP around the RC column members can result in adequate confinement. A geometrically similar 
structure but with seismically detailed transverse reinforcement to satisfy the “intermediate” 
detailing requirements is also designed. The poorly-confined, the intermediate and the FRP 
retrofitted frames are modelled in SAP2000 using nonlinear LINK elements. Inelastic time history 
analyses are conducted under different seismic intensities recommended in the current seismic 
codes. The damage of poorly-confined and retrofitted frames is compared with each other and with 
that of the intermediate frame. The results show the favourable effect of FRP confinement on 
reducing the potential damage. The comparison reveals that the poorly-confined frame has been 
upgraded to the intermediate frame. 
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7.2 REDUCING THE POTENTIAL SEISMIC DAMAGE OF 3-STOREY REINFORCED 
CONCRETE FRAMES USING PLASTIC HINGE RELOCATION BY FRP 
7.2.1 Designing and modelling of the retrofitted frame 
The retrofitting design is aimed at investigating the effect of plastic hinge relocation using FRP on 
the potential seismic damage of RC structures. A schematic illustration of the FRP retrofitting 
scheme is illustrated in Figure 7-1. Three layers of MBrace CF130 Carbon FRP (CFRP) are applied 
on each column face to relocate the plastic hinges to the cut-off point of FRP. The length of FRP is 
considered to be equal to 2d from the beam face, where d is the dimension of the column. In order 
to prevent debonding, the FRP sheets are wrapped at the ends of FRP columns and at the beam 
faces as shown in Figure 7-1. The mechanical properties of FRP are given in Table 7-1. The FRP 
retrofitted columns are modelled by four elements as shown in Figure 7-2. Element E1 represents 
the RC column without FRP, element E2 represents the RC-column with FRP, element E3 
represents the plastic hinge developed at the end of FRP, and element E4 is a rigid element. The 
model of the retrofitted frame with relocated plastic hinges is shown in Figure 7-3. 
FRP sheets
FRP wraps
 
Figure 7-1. FRP design to relocate plastic hinges in columns. 
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Figure 7-2. Modelling of FRP retrofitted frames. 
 
Table 7-1. Properties of FRP [231]. 
MBrace Fibre Tensile strength, ffr 
(MPa) 
Tensile modulus, Ef 
(MPa) 
Thickness, tf 
(mm) 
CF 130 High tensile carbon 3900 240000 0.165 
 
Figure 7-3. Model of the retrofitted frame with plastic hinge relocation. 
7.2.2 Results and discussions 
The original and retrofitted frames were subjected to nonlinear time history and damage analyses. 
Each frame is subjected to six levels of seismic loads represented by different zones. Figure 7-4 to 
Figure 7-9 illustrate the damage states of the original and the retrofitted frames subjected to these 
seismic levels. It should be noted that those damage states are the average of 14 damage states 
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caused by 14 ground motions representing the seismic levels of the corresponding zones. Also, the 
damage levels presented in Figure 7-4 to Figure 7-9 are provided in Table 4.1. Generally, there are 
positive changes on the potential damage states of the frame. Majority of the damage in the frame is 
reduced to a lower level. However, the distribution of damage in the frame remained the same. 
Noticeably, the first storey suffered most damage while the third storey suffered least damage in 
either the original or the retrofitted frames. The most critical locations of the frames were the two 
inner columns of the first storey. Collapse of these columns may lead to the collapse of the whole 
building.  
  
a) Original  b) After relocating plastic hinges 
Figure 7-4. Damage states of the frame in Z1. 
 
 
a) Original  b) After relocating plastic hinges 
Figure 7-5. Damage states of the frame in Z2A. 
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a) Original  b) After relocating plastic hinges 
Figure 7-6. Damage states of the frame in Z2B. 
 
 
 
a) Original  b) After relocating plastic hinges 
Figure 7-7. Damage states of the frame in Z3. 
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a) Original  b) After relocating plastic hinges 
Figure 7-8. Damage states of the frame in Z4FF. 
 
 
 
a) Original  b) After relocating plastic hinges 
Figure 7-9. Damage states of the frame in Z4NF. 
Figure 7-10 provides a comparison between the maximum damage indices of the original and the 
retrofitted frames. As is observed, damage indices of the retrofitted frame are reduced. The 
reductions seen in the maximum damage indices of the frames located in Z1 to Z4FF are 
approximately similar, and around an average of 0.14. However, a smaller reduction is observed 
when the frame is located in Z4NF as given in Table 7-2. While the technique proves itself to be 
similarly effective in Z1 to Z4FF, it is found to be less effective in near-fault regions. 
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Figure 7-10. Maximum damage indices of the original and retrofitted frame.  
Table 7-2. Reduction of damage indices. 
Zone MaxDIoriginal - MaxDIretrofitted 
1 0.15 
2A 0.14 
2B 0.12 
3 0.14 
4FF 0.15 
4NF 0.08 
Though the technique brings the damage indices of the frame down overall, which is a positive 
change, the distribution of damage is not uniform as columns suffer more damage than the beams. 
7.3 RETROFIT OF 8-STOREY USING FRP CONFINEMENT 
7.3.1 Designing and modelling of the retrofitted frame 
Due to its lower modulus which results in higher displacement ductility, and its comparatively 
lower cost in comparison to CFRP, GFRP is a better choice for the confinement purpose. Therefore, 
the latter is selected in this study. Table 7-3 shows the properties of GFRP materials provided by the 
manufacturer. 
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Table 7-3. Properties of GFRP [208]. 
Tensile strength, ffr 
(MPa) 
Tensile modulus, Ef 
(MPa) 
Thickness, tf 
(mm) 
3241 72379 0.589 
As stated, the objective of this study is to investigate the FRP confinement effect on the potential 
damage of RC structures subjected to earthquakes. The GFRP retrofitting scheme is presented in 
Figure 7-11. The columns are rounded at the corners with a radius of 50mm and then wrapped by 
two layers of GFRP to provide external confinement. It was reported that corner rounding increases 
the effectiveness of GFRP confinement [232]. 
FRP wraps
 
a) GFRP wraps of columns 
Ast
GFRP wraps
r=50mm
 
b) A cross section of columns 
retrofitted by GFRP wraps 
Figure 7-11. Design of GFRP wrap to confine concrete.  
It is worth noting that the plastic hinge location is not affected by the GFRP confinement as 
evidenced by the columns retrofitted using GFRP wrap [209]. Hence, the locations of plastic hinges 
in the retrofitted frame are similar to those of the original frame. The yield stiffness of the GFRP 
retrofitted frame stays similar to the original frame as the longitudinal reinforcement has not 
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changed. This is also evidenced by the author’s analytical results shown in Figure 7-13. Therefore, 
the stiffness of the elastic column elements remains unchanged. The properties of nonlinear LINK 
elements of beams in the original and retrofitted frame are also the same as when FRP retrofit was 
not applied to the beams. However, the nonlinear properties of columns are changed. 
7.3.2 Models of FRP confined concrete 
FRP jacketing can confine the concrete, resulting in a significant increase in the strength and 
ductility of concrete. This has been proven by numerous researchers [194, 195, 233-236] and 
consequently several constitutive material models were developed for the FRP confined concrete 
Their stress-strain models of FRP confined concrete can be divided into two categories: with and 
without internal transverse reinforcement. For the case with internal transverse reinforcement, it 
would be appropriate if two separate models are simultaneously considered: one model for the 
concrete core confined both internally by stirrups and externally by the FRP and another model for 
the concrete cover confined by FRP only. However, this seems to be complicated due to the 
interaction of these internal and external confinements.  
Additionally, the confinement due to FRP is much stronger than that due to transverse 
reinforcement. This is expected as the stress of concrete with a proper FRP confinement increases 
after the strain of around 0.002 (Figure 7-12); however, after this strain, there is a descending 
branch in the stress-strain curve of concrete confined by stirrups as shown in Equation 2-56. 
Furthermore, FRP is often chosen to provide confinement for poorly-confined RC members. Thus, 
the poor confinement of deficient stirrups can be neglected when the FRP becomes effective.  
For simplification, together with the above reasons, the stress-strain models developed for FRP 
confined concrete without internal transverse reinforcement are used in this study. Amongst the 
available models, Lam and Teng [194, 233] model, which was proven to be most suitable for 
circular and rectangular columns [237], has been used in a number of studies [144, 237], and also 
adopted by ACI 440.2R-08 [238]. Hence, this model is selected in the current study.  
Figure 7-12 shows the Lam and Teng [194, 233] model, in which, the stress-strain relationship of 
concrete confined by FRP is described by two regions defined by Equations 7-1 and 7-2. 
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Figure 7-12. Lam and Teng [194, 233] model for FRP confined concrete. 
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where, ft  is the total thickness of the FRP jacket; ,h rupε  is the rupture strain of FRP, and fE  is the 
modulus of FRP. Also, D is the diameter of equivalent circular column defined by  
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in which, b and h are the width and the depth of the cross section, r is the radius of the corner, and 
sρ  is the ratio of longitudinal steel reinforcement in the section. 
7.3.3 Moment-curvature and moment-rotation curves 
Analysis of moment-curvature behaviour up to the ultimate point is performed using the fibre 
model, in which the cross section is discretised into many fibres. Also the strain distribution is 
assumed to be linear while the stress in each fibre is based on the material models with the strain 
defined at the centroid of that fibre. The iterative loops of strain distribution stop when the 
equilibrium conditions are achieved. This procedure is continued until the curvature reaches its 
ultimate. This ultimate condition is considered to be the attainment of the ultimate strain in the 
concrete or longitudinal steel whichever comes first. In the case of confinement by stirrups, the 
ultimate strain of concrete cmε  and that of longitudinal steel smε  are determined by Equations 7-13 
and 7-14, respectively [138, 139]. In case of FRP confinement, cmε  is taken as uε  shown in 
Equation 7-7 in Lam and Teng [194, 233] model. It should be mentioned that in this model the 
rupture strain of the FRP 
,h rupε  is much smaller than its ultimate tensile strain frpε . Based on their 
experimental data, Lam and Teng [194] suggested 
,
0.624h rup frpε ε=  for GFRP. This value is 
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adopted in this study. It is worth mentioning that the ultimate strain of the longitudinal steel shown 
in Equation 7-14 is also applied for the case of FRP confinement. 
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Figure 7-13. Moment-curvature curves of RC sections with and without FRP confinement.  
An illustration of typical moment-curvature curves of RC sections with and without FRP 
confinement can be observed in Figure 7-13. These curves include the cracking, yielding and 
ultimate points. The crack and yield points remain unchanged. The ultimate points are based on the 
lower of the two possible ultimates of the confined concrete and steel. The ultimate point of 
unconfined concrete is also included for the sections without FRP. The moment-curvature curve 
after the ultimate is assumed to drop to 0. After the moment-curvature curves are obtained, a simple 
plastic hinge model with the plastic hinge length lp = h proposed by Sheikh and Khoury [140] is 
used to compute the moment-rotation curves, which are used for the properties of the nonlinear 
LINK elements. 
7.3.4 Results and discussions 
Inelastic time history analyses are performed for the poorly-confined, intermediate frames and the 
FRP retrofitted frame subjected to the scaled ground motions corresponding to seismic intensities of 
0.3g, 0.45g and 0.6g as selected in Section 5.3.1. These results are used to conduct damage analyses 
from which damage indices are obtained for all nonlinear LINK elements in accordance with 14 
ground motions for each intensity. Then, for every LINK element, the average damage index (from 
14 damage indices) corresponding to a seismic intensity is computed. The distribution of damage 
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indices around the frames are plotted in Figure 7-14, 7-16 and 7-18. It should be noted that the 
damage levels presented in these Figures are provided in Table 4-1. The maximum damage indices 
in each storey are determined and plotted in Figure 7-15, 7-17 and 7-19. 
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a) Poorly-confined frame b) Intermediate frame c) Retrofit of the poorly-confined frame 
Figure 7-14. Damage states of the 8-storey frames subjected to seismic intensity 0.3g. 
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Figure 7-15. Distribution of maximum damage indices of the 8-storey frames subjected to seismic 
intensity 0.3g. 
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a) Poorly-confined frame b) Intermediate frame c) Retrofit of the poorly-confined frame 
Figure 7-16. Damage states of the 8-storey frames subjected to seismic intensity 0.45g. 
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Figure 7-17. Distribution of maximum damage indices of the 8-storey frames subjected to seismic 
intensity 0.45g. 
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a) Poorly-confined frame  b) Intermediate frame c) Retrofit of the poorly-confined frame 
Figure 7-18. Damage states of the 8-storey frames subjected to seismic intensity 0.6g. 
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Figure 7-19. Distribution of maximum damage indices of the 8-storey frames subjected to seismic 
intensity 0.60g. 
Figure 7-14 to Figure 7-19 show the damage in terms of damage index of the poorly-confined and 
the FRP retrofitted frames in comparison to the intermediate frame when subjected to different 
seismic intensities. As shown, the fifth storey suffers the most severe damage while the top storey 
experiences the least damage. Also, the damage in the two inner columns is more severe than that in 
the outer columns of the same storey. More damage in storey 1 comparing to storey 2 is due to the 
higher axial forces and moments on the columns of the first storey. Noticeably, the damage of FRP 
retrofitted frame is significantly less than that of the original poorly-confined frame and is almost 
similar to or less than that of the intermediate frame. 
For the seismic intensity of 0.3g, the poorly-confined frame suffers moderate damage while the 
retrofitted frame experiences light damage which is similar to the damage state of the intermediate 
frame. No damage is observed in the beams of these frames. For the seismic intensity of 0.45g, the 
fifth storey of the poorly-confined frame reaches the collapse state while the retrofitted frame 
experiences a moderate damage state that is similar to the damage level observed in the 
intermediate frame. There is no damage or minor damage in beams of the poorly-confined frames 
and the retrofitted frame; though some minor damage is observed in beams of the intermediate 
frame. The FRP confinement effect brings the state of the poorly-confined frame down two damage 
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levels from the collapse to the moderate level. For the seismic intensity of 0.6g, the poorly-confined 
frame collapses while the retrofitted and the intermediate frames suffer severe damage. Generally, 
due to the FRP confinement effect, the damage state of the retrofitted frame is reduced one or two 
damage levels compared to that of the poorly-confined frame. Also, the retrofitted frame suffers less 
damage in comparison to the intermediate frame as can be seen from Figure 7-20. 
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Figure 7-20. Maximum damage indices of the poorly-confined, intermediate frames and the FRP 
retrofit of the poorly-confined frame.  
The reduction of damage indices of the retrofitted frame is significant as shown in Figure 7-20 and 
Table 7-4. The damage index of the retrofitted frame reduces by 0.33, 0.51 and 0.42 compared to 
that of the original poorly-confined frame when subjected to the seismic intensities of 0.30g, 0.45g 
and 0.60g, respectively. This leads to significantly positive changes on damage states and 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the FRP confinement retrofit of the poorly-confined RC frames. 
Table 7-4. Reduction of damage indices. 
Seismic intensity MaxDIoriginal - MaxDIretrofitted 
0.30 g 0.33 
0.45 g 0.51 
0.60 g 0.42 
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7.4 CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter investigated the positive effects of FRP retrofitting of deficient RC structures in 
reducing potential seismic damages. In the first part, a tested RC frame representing a deficient 
building was designed based on older codes and then was analysed nonlinearly in SAP2000. The 
frame was then retrofitted with FRP with the aim of relocating the potential plastic hinges. The 
original and the retrofitted frames were then subjected to six different levels of ground motions 
based on the current UBC code [1]. Damage of the frames was then determined using the proposed 
damage model. The results showed that the technique reduces damage indices and as such makes a 
positive change on the damage states. The effectiveness of the technique was similar for the frames 
located in seismic zones 1 to 4 far-fault, and resulted in approximately 0.14 reduction of the damage 
index. The technique, however, was found to be less effective for structures in the near-fault regions 
(reduction of the damage index around 0.08). Although the damage index after retrofitting was 
reduced by 0.08, the frame remains at the collapse state. Hence, this technique is not recommended 
for upgrading deficient structures located in near-fault regions. 
In the second part, FRP confinement technique was chosen as the strategy for retrofitting. Nonlinear 
time history and damage analyses of an 8-storey frame designed for 3 different conditions including 
poorly-confined, intermediate and FRP confined frames were performed at different seismic 
intensities. The confinement effect of FRP on the damage of the poorly-confined frame was 
investigated in comparison to the intermediate frame. For the poorly-confined frame, the 
confinement effect of the transverse reinforcement was negligible. The results showed that the FRP 
confinement could reduce the damage index of the retrofitted frame by 0.33, 0.51 and 0.42 
compared to that of the original poorly-confined frame when they were subjected to the seismic 
intensities of 0.30g, 0.45g and 0.60g, respectively. Consequently, the damage of the poorly-
confined frame was brought down one or two damage levels. It was also observed that the 
retrofitted frame suffers less damage than the intermediate frame. The findings proved that 
confinement of concrete by the application of external FRP is an appropriate retrofitting solution for 
poorly-confined RC structures with inadequate transverse reinforcement. Implementing this retrofit 
strategy, poorly-confined RC frames can be upgraded to seismically designed frames. The 
significant effect of FRP confinement is worth to be taken into account when retrofitting RC frames 
with deficient transverse reinforcement. 
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Chapter 8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
8.1 SUMMARY 
This thesis including 8 chapters presents the project of seismic damage assessment and FRP retrofit 
of RC structures. Presentation of the thesis has been as follows. 
Chapter 1 introduces the statement of the problem, objectives of the research, and organization of 
the thesis.  
Chapter 2 presents an extensive review of i) damage models for RC structures, ii) damage models 
for concrete, iii) characteristics of near-fault earthquakes, iv) models for concrete and steel, and v) 
methods for scaling seismic records. The first part of this chapter reviews all available DIs and 
investigates their relative merits and limitations with a view to proposing a new DI based on 
residual deformation. Currently available DIs are classified into two categories – non-cumulative 
and cumulative. Non-cumulative DIs do not include the effects of cyclic loading, whilst the 
cumulative DIs indicate the level of damage more rationally as they include the effects of cyclic 
loading which is the case for earthquake excitations. Ideally, a DI should vary within a scale of 0 to 
1 with 0 representing the state of elastic response, and 1 referring to the state of total collapse. A 
number of available DIs do not satisfy this criterion. Damage models for concrete are reviewed in 
the second part of Chapter 2 for the purpose of evaluating the damage based on the damage of 
materials. The third part of this chapter is devoted to a review of near-fault earthquakes due to their 
special characteristics. Models of concrete and steel, and methods for scaling seismic records are 
also reviewed. 
Subjected to earthquakes, RC buildings may sustain damage. Numerous experimental studies have 
been performed to improve understanding of the response of RC structures under earthquakes. 
Many numerical models have also been developed to predict the response of RC buildings to 
earthquakes reasonably accurately. Most of these models, however, are cumbersome and require 
advanced modelling expertise, a commodity one would not expect to find in commercial consulting 
offices readily available. A simplified model that provides similar results at significantly shorter 
computational time and which seems to be preferred by the commercial world would represent an 
important advancement in this area. Chapter 3 addresses this goal using SAP2000 nonlinear Link 
elements to model RC structures subjected to seismic loads, in which models of inelastic hysteretic 
behaviour of RC structures under cyclic loads are employed. Comparisons between the analytical 
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and experimental results show that modelling with nonlinear Link elements of SAP2000 adequately 
captures the behaviour of RC structures.  
In Chapter 4, a new DI based on energy, which in a way combines a number of parameter such as 
force, deformation and number of cycles, is proposed for RC structures subjected to static and 
cyclic loading. Its performance is compared with the most widely accepted DI available in the 
literature. The proposed DI demonstrates a rational way of predicting the damage levels of 
structures. In the later part of this chapter, a new damage model for concrete is also proposed using 
the single parameter of energy.  
Many RC buildings around the world that were designed and built based on older codes, may 
sustain certain level of damage or even collapse when subjected to earthquakes, as has been evident 
in recent earthquakes. Decision on strengthening versus reconstruction can be made based on 
evaluating the potential damage the buildings might suffer as a result of earthquakes. In Chapter 5, 
the new DI for RC structures proposed in Chapter 4 is applied to deal with the issues of 
identification, location, and quantification of the damage imparted to selected 3- and 8-storey RC 
frames subjected to different seismic levels. The results demonstrate the potential of using the new 
damage index to quantitatively identify and locate the probable damage distribution in buildings at a 
probabilistically expected earthquake. The limitation of the parameter drift in the damage 
assessment of structures is presented. The results also confirm the benefit of confinement of 
transverse reinforcement on reducing the damage of RC structures. 
The intensity of a seismic event can be measured using a number of parameters, some of which may 
exhibit a good correlation with the damage sustained by the structures during that event. It is thus 
important to identify the parameters that correlate best with damage. In the first part of Chapter 6, 
204 near-fault pulse-type records from earthquake events that occurred in different regions of the 
world are selected and their seismic parameters are determined. Time history and damage analyses 
of a previously tested 3-storey RC frame subjected to those earthquake motions are performed. The 
aim is to determine amongst several available seismic parameters, the one that has the best 
correlation with and the strongest influence on the structural damage measured by a DI and the 
maximum inter-story drift. A similar procedure is also applied to 1040 far-fault motions and 
presented in the second part of this chapter. In the third part of Chapter 6, almost all available 
records of Chi-Chi earthquake are selected and their seismic parameters are determined. Damage 
analyses of a non-seismically designed RC frame subjected to these motions are performed. The 
best parameters and the structural damage indicators that characterise the damage potential are 
evaluated over the seismic regions based on their closest distance to the fault. Consequently, regions 
with different damage potential are identified and a new definition of near-fault earthquake based 
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on the closest distance to the fault rupture is proposed. The proposal would be useful for engineers 
who wish to decide on whether special requirements are needed in the design due to proximity of 
their structures to a fault. This information is also critically important for investors and insurance 
companies who wish to predict the potential losses due to earthquake induced damage in different 
seismic regions. 
Due to its distinct properties, FRP has become the product of choice in many retrofitting 
applications of existing RC structures. Different applications of FRP for retrofitting include flexural 
and shear strengthening as well as plastic hinge relocation and confinement of poorly-confined 
members. While many studies have been undertaken on the strength enhancement and ductility of 
FRP strengthened members, potential damage of FRP strengthened structures has not been studied 
in the past. The first aim of Chapter 7 is to quantify the effect of plastic hinge relocation techniques 
on the potential damage of a reinforced concrete frame subjected to different seismic levels based 
on current seismic designs. This chapter presents the reduced damage indices, quantifies the 
positive change on the damage states of the frame and provides a “clear picture” for the structural 
damage distribution, location and quantification. This information is useful for the fine tuning of the 
design and allows efficient solutions to be found. The limitation of the technique is also discussed.  
The second objective of Chapter 7 is to investigate the effect of FRP confinement on reducing the 
damage of an 8-storey poorly-confined reinforced concrete frame subjected to different seismic 
intensities. Inelastic time history and damage analyses are performed for the poorly-confined frame 
before and after FRP retrofitting. Analyses are also performed for a geometrically similar frame 
designed with the more restrictive requirements of an intermediate frame in order to be compared 
with the poorly-confined and the retrofitted frames. The results confirm the positive effect of FRP 
confinement which significantly reduces the damage of the poorly-confined frame down one or two 
damage levels. The comparison reveals that the poorly-confined frame has been essentially 
upgraded to the intermediate frame. The results are useful for structural designers working in 
retrofitting area. 
8.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The major contributions of the research are summarized as follows: 
1. A simplified model for nonlinear analysis of RC structures subjected to seismic loads was 
developed. A number of case studies were presented including columns, portal frames, two-
storey, three-storey and 8-storey frames which were tested/analysed by others under 
different seismic loading conditions. The comparison between analytical and experimental 
results was performed in terms of hysteretic behaviour, structural period, inter-storey drift, 
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and maximum storey displacement. The closeness of results showed that the modelling 
adequately captures and provides insights into the inelastic behaviour of RC structures. It 
was shown that modelling with SAP2000 nonlinear Link elements can be simple, yet 
efficient and reasonably accurate, and as such usable by practicing engineers. 
2. A new concept of damage based on residual deformation was proposed and a new damage 
model was developed for RC structures subjected to both static and cyclic loading. Although 
a single parameter of energy was used, it effectively incorporated a number of other 
parameters such as force, deformation, the number of cycles (in case of cyclic loading) and 
frequency content. The proposed DI satisfied the essential characteristics of an appropriate 
damage model and produced rational values for different states of damage. It also showed a 
good agreement with the Park and Ang model at a specific value of modification factor α. A 
damage classification, based on the load-deformation curve, was proposed following the 
performance levels defined in FEMA 356 [9]. A number of simple case studies were 
presented that demonstrate the performance of the proposed model, which can be used as a 
useful tool for the design and assessment of RC structures. 
3. Part of the damage attributed to the local scale (section) relates to the damage sustained by 
the materials of which the section is composed. To address this, a new model for damage 
analysis of concrete was developed. This model, together with available damage models for 
concrete, was used to evaluate the damage of concrete with different strengths. The model 
performed well in comparison with others. However, due to the limitation of time in the 
present research, further study on the application of this model was not carried out. 
4. Though the “drift” parameter due to its simplicity has been widely used in different seismic 
codes around the world, it was herein found not to be a reliable indicator of the state of 
damage for the first storey of RC buildings and also proven not to be a good indicator of the 
damage states of RC frames in general. On the contrary, the results demonstrated the 
potential of using a new damage indicator to quantitatively identify and locate the damage 
distribution in the frames, providing a clear picture of the potential damage state. These 
results showed the superiority of the new damage indicator to the drift.  
5. The effect of transverse reinforcement on the damage states of reinforced concrete frames 
was investigated. It was found that the confinement provided by the transverse 
reinforcement reduces the potential damage considerably. The reduction is significant as the 
damage of intermediate frames can be brought down one or two levels in comparison to the 
poorly-confined frames. 
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6.  The degrees of inter-dependency between seismic parameters and damage indices of the 
three storey frame subjected to 204 near-fault pulse-type records were investigated. The 
results show that Displacement RMS, Peak Ground Displacement, Mean Period, 
Predominant Period, Specific Energy Density and PGV/PGA demonstrate poor correlation 
with the damage of structures. Interestingly, the conventional and widely used parameter of 
PGA does not exhibit a good correlation while Velocity Spectrum Intensity and Housner 
Intensity provided the best correlation with the damage of structures in terms of either the 
maximum inter-storey drift or the damage index. These two - Velocity Spectrum Intensity 
and Housner Intensity - of near-fault pulse-type motions are recommended as reliable 
parameters related to seismic damage potential. 
7. The degrees of correlation between the seismic parameters and the damage indices of the 
three storey frame subjected to 1040 far-fault motions were also investigated. The results 
showed that PGD, PGV/PGA, Displacement RM, Specific Energy Density, Predominant 
Period and Mean Period demonstrate weak correlations with the damage of structures. 
Velocity Spectrum Intensity was the best descriptor of seismic damage potential of far-fault 
ground motions, followed by Housner Intensity and Spectral Acceleration. The results also 
showed a moderate correlation between the conventionally used parameter PGA and the 
structural damage. This reconfirms the limitation of PGA in representing the seismic 
damage potential of far-fault records, which was previously concluded by other researchers 
as well.  
8. A case study of the 21 September 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake was performed and its damage 
potential in different regions investigated. Based on this, it was found that focusing on the 
damage potential, Rrup of 20km is a good boundary line separating far-fault regions from 
near-fault regions. Four regions with different damage potential are established. 
9. It was observed that the plastic hinge relocation technique reduces damage indices and as 
such makes a positive impact on the damage states although it does not change the damage 
distribution in the frame. The effectiveness of the technique was similar for frames located 
in seismic zone 1 to seismic zone 4 far-fault, and resulted in approximately a reduction of 
0.14 in the damage index. The technique, however, was less effective for structures in near-
fault regions (reduction of the damage index was around 0.08). Although the damage index 
after retrofitting reduced by 0.08, the frame remained in the collapse state; hence, this 
technique was not recommended for upgrading deficient structures located in near-fault 
regions. 
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10. The effect of FRP confinement proved to significantly reduce the damage and bring the 
damage of poorly-confined frames down one or two damage levels. The FRP external 
confinement demonstrated an appropriate retrofitting solution for RC structures poorly-
confined by the internal transverse reinforcement. With this retrofitting solution, poorly-
confined RC frames can be upgraded to seismically designed frames. This significant effect 
of FRP confinement is worth to be taken into account when retrofitting RC frames deficient 
in terms of their transverse reinforcement.  
8.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
1. When large set of earthquake records become available in the future, further studies should 
be carried out to generalize the conclusions from the case study of Chi-Chi earthquake. 
2. The damage in the beam-column joints could not be taken into account by the simplified 
model which was developed using the plastic hinge length technique. More accurate models 
shall be developed to overcome this shortcoming. 
3. The effect of internal transverse reinforcement on the extent of confinement was neglected 
in the case of RC members confined by FRP. It would be good to investigate the combined 
confining effect of FRP and transverse reinforcement in future models.  
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APPENDICES 
Table A - 1. Near-fault pulse type motions. 
Name NGA# ScaleF Event Year Station Mag Mechanism 
001 569 1.51 San Salvador 1986 National Geografical Inst 5.8 Strike-Slip 
002 415 1.50 Coalinga-05 1983 Transmitter Hill 5.77 Reverse 
003 316 3.75 Westmorland 1981 Parachute Test Site 5.9 Strike-Slip 
004 645 4.43 Whittier Narrows-01 1987 LB - Orange Ave 5.99 
Reverse-
Oblique 
005 150 2.86 Coyote Lake 1979 Gilroy Array #6 5.74 Strike-Slip 
006 615 4.92 Whittier Narrows-01 1987 
Downey - Co Maint 
Bldg 5.99 
Reverse-
Oblique 
007 407 1.75 Coalinga-05 1983 Oil City 5.77 Reverse 
008 418 3.05 Coalinga-07 1983 Coalinga-14th & Elm (Old CHP) 5.21 Reverse 
009 568 1.67 San Salvador 1986 Geotech Investig Center 5.8 Strike-Slip 
010 250 1.71 Mammoth Lakes-06 1980 
Long Valley Dam 
(Upr L Abut) 5.94 Strike-Slip 
011 319 1.76 Westmorland 1981 Westmorland Fire Sta 5.9 Strike-Slip 
012 529 2.59 N. Palm Springs 1986 North Palm Springs 6.06 Reverse-Oblique 
013 722 5.48 Superstition Hills-02 1987 
Kornbloom Road 
(temp) 6.54 Strike-Slip 
014 2495 2.64 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 CHY080 6.2 Reverse 
015 171 2.23 Imperial Valley-06 1979 EC Meloland Overpass FF 6.53 Strike-Slip 
016 184 1.96 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Differential Array 6.53 Strike-Slip 
017 459 4.30 Morgan Hill 1984 Gilroy Array #6 6.19 Strike-Slip 
018 2627 2.89 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 TCU076 6.2 Reverse 
019 178 3.73 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #3 6.53 Strike-Slip 
020 183 2.34 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #8 6.53 Strike-Slip 
021 181 2.65 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #6 6.53 Strike-Slip 
022 161 6.05 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Brawley Airport 6.53 Strike-Slip 
023 170 3.24 Imperial Valley-06 1979 EC County Center FF 6.53 Strike-Slip 
024 182 2.44 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #7 6.53 Strike-Slip 
025 721 2.64 Superstition Hills-02 1987 
El Centro Imp. Co. 
Cent 6.54 Strike-Slip 
026 2457 5.35 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 CHY024 6.2 Reverse 
027 158 3.78 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Aeropuerto Mexicali 6.53 Strike-Slip 
028 723 2.08 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Parachute Test Site 6.54 Strike-Slip 
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Table A - 1. Near-fault pulse type motions (continued). 
Name NGA# ScaleF Event Year Station Mag Mechanism 
029 3317 6.50 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 CHY101 6.3 Reverse 
030 451 1.33 Morgan Hill 1984 Coyote Lake Dam (SW Abut) 6.19 Strike-Slip 
031 3475 2.58 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 TCU080 6.3 Reverse 
032 174 3.10 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #11 6.53 Strike-Slip 
033 179 2.87 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #4 6.53 Strike-Slip 
034 159 3.26 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Agrarias 6.53 Strike-Slip 
035 185 3.74 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Holtville Post Office 6.53 Strike-Slip 
036 180 2.23 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #5 6.53 Strike-Slip 
037 173 4.40 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #10 6.53 Strike-Slip 
038 1120 1.24 Kobe, Japan 1995 Takatori 6.9 Strike-Slip 
039 821 2.05 Erzican, Turkey 1992 Erzincan 6.69 Strike-Slip 
040 1044 1.18 Northridge-01 1994 Newhall - Fire Sta 6.69 Reverse 
041 1106 1.06 Kobe, Japan 1995 KJMA 6.9 Strike-Slip 
042 1063 1.51 Northridge-01 1994 Rinaldi Receiving Sta 6.69 Reverse 
043 983 1.79 Northridge-01 1994 Jensen Filter Plant Generator 6.69 Reverse 
044 1119 1.20 Kobe, Japan 1995 Takarazuka 6.9 Strike-Slip 
045 292 3.36 Irpinia, Italy-01 1980 Sturno 6.9 Normal 
046 1009 4.37 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Wadsworth VA Hospital North 6.69 Reverse 
047 1013 2.12 Northridge-01 1994 LA Dam 6.69 Reverse 
048 1084 1.16 Northridge-01 1994 Sylmar - Converter Sta 6.69 Reverse 
049 496 2.54 Nahanni, Canada 1985 Site 2 6.76 Reverse 
050 1085 1.55 Northridge-01 1994 Sylmar - Converter Sta East 6.69 Reverse 
051 1086 1.41 Northridge-01 1994 Sylmar - Olive View Med FF 6.69 Reverse 
052 1051 0.98 Northridge-01 1994 Pacoima Dam (upper left) 6.69 Reverse 
053 1050 2.88 Northridge-01 1994 Pacoima Dam (downstr) 6.69 Reverse 
054 1045 2.12 Northridge-01 1994 Newhall - W Pico Canyon Rd. 6.69 Reverse 
055 77 1.47 San Fernando 1971 Pacoima Dam (upper left abut) 6.61 Reverse 
056 838 7.06 Landers 1992 Barstow 7.28 Strike-Slip 
057 1602 1.24 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Bolu 7.14 Strike-Slip 
058 784 5.14 Loma Prieta 1989 Oakland - Title & Trust 6.93 
Reverse-
Oblique 
059 802 3.20 Loma Prieta 1989 Saratoga - Aloha Ave 6.93 
Reverse-
Oblique 
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Table A - 1. Near-fault pulse type motions (continued). 
Name NGA# ScaleF Event Year Station Mag Mechanism 
060 803 3.26 Loma Prieta 1989 Saratoga - W Valley Coll. 6.93 
Reverse-
Oblique 
061 779 1.22 Loma Prieta 1989 LGPC 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 
062 1605 1.65 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Duzce 7.14 Strike-Slip 
063 766 2.87 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #2 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 
064 828 1.09 Cape Mendocino 1992 Petrolia 7.01 Reverse 
065 900 3.80 Landers 1992 Yermo Fire Station 7.28 Strike-Slip 
066 825 2.21 Cape Mendocino 1992 Cape Mendocino 7.01 Reverse 
067 738 2.80 Loma Prieta 1989 Alameda Naval Air Stn Hanger 6.93 
Reverse-
Oblique 
068 879 3.75 Landers 1992 Lucerne 7.28 Strike-Slip 
069 767 2.69 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #3 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 
070 763 3.97 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy - Gavilan Coll. 6.93 
Reverse-
Oblique 
071 765 3.07 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #1 6.93 Reverse-Oblique 
072 764 3.43 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy - Historic Bldg. 6.93 
Reverse-
Oblique 
073 1410 6.83 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TAP003 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
074 1244 2.28 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY101 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
075 1471 6.84 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU015 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
076 1510 3.01 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU075 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
077 1182 1.70 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY006 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
078 1480 5.96 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU036 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
079 1550 5.28 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU136 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
080 1505 1.87 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU068 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
081 1193 4.23 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY024 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
082 1501 4.30 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU063 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
083 1515 2.96 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU082 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
084 1484 3.94 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU042 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
085 1529 2.84 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU102 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
086 1493 3.93 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU053 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
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Table A - 1. Near-fault pulse type motions (continued). 
Name NGA# ScaleF Event Year Station Mag Mechanism 
087 1494 3.87 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU054 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
088 1528 3.01 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU101 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
089 1476 5.19 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU029 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
090 1526 7.84 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU098 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
091 1523 10.48 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU094 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
092 1464 12.50 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU006 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
093 1411 6.37 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TAP005 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
094 1502 6.83 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU064 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
095 1477 6.07 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU031 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
096 1481 4.50 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU038 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
097 1176 2.79 Kocaeli, Turkey 1999 Yarimca 7.51 Strike-Slip 
098 1496 5.11 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU056 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
099 1525 10.63 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU096 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
100 1483 5.26 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU040 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
101 1498 3.95 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU059 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
102 1475 6.77 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU026 7.62 Reverse-Oblique 
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Table A - 2. Seismic records of Chi-Chi earthquake. 
Name NGA# Station 
Rrup 
(km) Name NGA# Station 
Rrup 
(km) Name NGA# Station 
Rrup 
(km) 
001 1197 CHY028 3.1 051 1548 TCU128 13.2 101 1377 KAU050 40.5 
002 1227 CHY074 10.8 052 1184 CHY010 20 102 1477 TCU031 30.2 
003 1231 CHY080 2.7 053 1194 CHY025 19.1 103 1479 TCU034 35.7 
004 1489 TCU049 3.8 054 1203 CHY036 16.1 104 1539 TCU113 31.1 
005 1492 TCU052 0.7 055 1205 CHY041 19.8 105 1544 TCU119 38 
006 1503 TCU065 0.6 056 1246 CHY104 18 106 1552 TCU140 33 
007 1504 TCU067 0.6 057 1480 TCU036 19.8 107 1554 TCU145 35.3 
008 1505 TCU068 0.3 058 1482 TCU039 19.9 108 1594 TTN051 36.7 
009 1507 TCU071 5.3 059 1486 TCU046 16.7 109 1183 CHY008 40.4 
010 1508 TCU072 7 060 1498 TCU059 17.1 110 1196 CHY027 42 
011 1509 TCU074 13.5 061 1500 TCU061 17.2 111 1200 CHY033 43.8 
012 1510 TCU075 0.9 062 1502 TCU064 16.6 112 1210 CHY050 44.8 
013 1511 TCU076 2.8 063 1506 TCU070 19 113 1228 CHY076 42.2 
014 1512 TCU078 8.2 064 1532 TCU105 17.2 114 1232 CHY081 41.7 
015 1513 TCU079 11 065 1534 TCU107 16 115 1248 CHY109 41 
016 1517 TCU084 11.2 066 1180 CHY002 25 116 1258 HWA005 47.6 
017 1520 TCU088 18.2 067 1195 CHY026 29.5 117 1259 HWA006 47.9 
018 1521 TCU089 8.9 068 1206 CHY042 28.2 118 1279 HWA030 47 
019 1528 TCU101 2.1 069 1208 CHY046 24.1 119 1281 HWA032 47.2 
020 1529 TCU102 1.5 070 1209 CHY047 24.1 120 1284 HWA035 48.4 
021 1182 CHY006 9.8 071 1234 CHY086 28.4 121 1286 HWA037 46.2 
022 1193 CHY024 9.6 072 1235 CHY087 28.9 122 1288 HWA039 45.9 
023 1244 CHY101 10 073 1238 CHY092 22.7 123 1289 HWA041 47.8 
024 1490 TCU050 9.5 074 1380 KAU054 30.9 124 1300 HWA055 47.5 
025 1491 TCU051 7.7 075 1476 TCU029 28.1 125 1303 HWA058 45.8 
026 1493 TCU053 6 076 1481 TCU038 25.4 126 1304 HWA059 49.1 
027 1494 TCU054 5.3 077 1483 TCU040 22.1 127 1351 KAU001 44.9 
028 1495 TCU055 6.4 078 1484 TCU042 26.3 128 1478 TCU033 40.9 
029 1499 TCU060 8.5 079 1537 TCU111 22.1 129 1585 TTN040 48.3 
030 1501 TCU063 9.8 080 1538 TCU112 27.5 130 1586 TTN041 45.4 
031 1515 TCU082 5.2 081 1540 TCU115 21.8 131 1181 CHY004 47.3 
032 1519 TCU087 7 082 1542 TCU117 25.4 132 1190 CHY019 50.5 
033 1530 TCU103 6.1 083 1543 TCU118 26.8 133 1212 CHY054 48.5 
034 1545 TCU120 7.4 084 1553 TCU141 24.2 134 1230 CHY079 47.5 
035 1546 TCU122 9.3 085 1186 CHY014 34.2 135 1239 CHY093 49.8 
036 1550 TCU136 8.3 086 1187 CHY015 38.1 136 1262 HWA011 53.2 
037 1551 TCU138 9.8 087 1199 CHY032 35.4 137 1266 HWA015 51.1 
038 1198 CHY029 11 088 1204 CHY039 31.9 138 1267 HWA016 52.2 
039 1201 CHY034 14.8 089 1211 CHY052 39 139 1268 HWA017 51.1 
040 1202 CHY035 12.7 090 1233 CHY082 36.1 140 1272 HWA023 51.1 
041 1488 TCU048 13.6 091 1236 CHY088 37.5 141 1274 HWA025 53.8 
042 1496 TCU056 10.5 092 1240 CHY094 37.1 142 1275 HWA026 52 
043 1497 TCU057 11.8 093 1245 CHY102 37.7 143 1276 HWA027 51.6 
044 1527 TCU100 11.4 094 1270 HWA020 44.5 144 1277 HWA028 53.8 
045 1531 TCU104 12.9 095 1273 HWA024 43.1 145 1280 HWA031 51.5 
046 1533 TCU106 15 096 1283 HWA034 44.3 146 1282 HWA033 53.2 
047 1535 TCU109 13.1 097 1285 HWA036 43.8 147 1293 HWA046 51.8 
048 1536 TCU110 11.6 098 1287 HWA038 42.5 148 1294 HWA048 51.4 
049 1541 TCU116 12.4 099 1301 HWA056 41.1 149 1295 HWA049 50.8 
050 1547 TCU123 14.9 100 1350 ILA067 38.8 150 1296 HWA050 53.3 
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Table A - 2. Seismic records of Chi-Chi Source earthquake (continued). 
Name NGA# Station Rrup (km)  Name NGA# Station 
Rrup 
(km)  Name NGA# Station 
Rrup 
(km) 
151 1297 HWA051 53.6 
 
201 1348 ILA064 72.3 
 
251 1564 TTN008 82.8 
152 1302 HWA057 50.6 
 
202 1349 ILA066 70.3 
 
252 1565 TTN009 83.8 
153 1471 TCU015 49.8 
 
203 1387 KAU069 70.7 
 
253 1566 TTN010 83.9 
154 1526 TCU098 47.7 
 
204 1473 TCU018 66.2 
 
254 1570 TTN015 83.3 
155 1573 TTN020 50.7 
 
205 1558 TTN002 68.7 
 
255 1221 CHY065 83.4 
156 1574 TTN022 53.3 
 
206 1560 TTN004 66.9 
 
256 1223 CHY067 83.6 
157 1243 CHY100 53.5 
 
207 1569 TTN014 63.5 
 
257 1225 CHY070 83.6 
158 1247 CHY107 50.6 
 
208 1577 TTN025 65.8 
 
258 1241 CHY096 82.3 
159 1256 HWA002 56.9 
 
209 1578 TTN026 70.3 
 
259 1311 ILA005 87.2 
160 1257 HWA003 56.1 
 
210 1587 TTN042 65.2 
 
260 1312 ILA006 85.1 
161 1260 HWA007 56.3 
 
211 1590 TTN046 65.9 
 
261 1314 ILA008 84.8 
162 1261 HWA009 56.1 
 
212 1216 CHY059 73.3 
 
262 1319 ILA015 85.4 
163 1263 HWA012 56.6 
 
213 1220 CHY063 72.2 
 
263 1324 ILA030 85.6 
164 1264 HWA013 54.3 
 
214 1226 CHY071 78.7 
 
264 1330 ILA039 86.1 
165 1265 HWA014 55.2 
 
215 1229 CHY078 77.2 
 
265 1332 ILA042 85.7 
166 1269 HWA019 55.6 
 
216 1315 ILA010 80.2 
 
266 1340 ILA052 85.1 
167 1278 HWA029 54.3 
 
217 1318 ILA014 80.7 
 
267 1344 ILA059 86.3 
168 1290 HWA043 58 
 
218 1320 ILA016 82.4 
 
268 1358 KAU012 84.6 
169 1291 HWA044 58.2 
 
219 1321 ILA021 76.9 
 
269 1433 TAP047 84.5 
170 1305 HWA060 57.5 
 
220 1333 ILA043 77.2 
 
270 1466 TCU008 85.1 
171 1375 KAU047 55 
 
221 1334 ILA044 80.5 
 
271 1468 TCU010 82.3 
172 1472 TCU017 54.3 
 
222 1335 ILA046 79.6 
 
272 1222 CHY066 89.5 
173 1523 TCU094 54.5 
 
223 1339 ILA051 79 
 
273 1224 CHY069 86 
174 1525 TCU096 54.5 
 
224 1345 ILA061 78.5 
 
274 1310 ILA004 88.9 
175 1557 TTN001 56.6 
 
225 1346 ILA062 73.2 
 
275 1316 ILA012 88.2 
176 1575 TTN023 54.3 
 
226 1360 KAU018 78.4 
 
276 1328 ILA036 90 
177 1581 TTN031 56.3 
 
227 1361 KAU020 74.5 
 
277 1331 ILA041 88 
178 1582 TTN032 57.6 
 
228 1464 TCU006 72.6 
 
278 1336 ILA048 89 
179 1185 CHY012 59 
 
229 1555 TCU147 71.3 
 
279 1337 ILA049 88 
180 1189 CHY017 59.1 
 
230 1562 TTN006 81.2 
 
280 1342 ILA055 90.3 
181 1207 CHY044 55.1 
 
231 1563 TTN007 82.1 
 
281 1343 ILA056 92 
182 1214 CHY057 56.9 
 
232 1567 TTN012 81.7 
 
282 1392 KAU078 89 
183 1215 CHY058 59.8 
 
233 1568 TTN013 81.3 
 
283 1396 KAU085 86.5 
184 1218 CHY061 58.8 
 
234 1572 TTN018 74.5 
 
284 1427 TAP035 89.9 
185 1237 CHY090 58.4 
 
235 1579 TTN027 76.1 
 
285 1428 TAP036 88.5 
186 1271 HWA022 62.1 
 
236 1580 TTN028 78.5 
 
286 1431 TAP043 91.2 
187 1347 ILA063 61.1 
 
237 1584 TTN036 80 
 
287 1463 TCU003 86.6 
188 1475 TCU026 56.1 
 
238 1592 TTN048 79.7 
 
288 1465 TCU007 88.2 
189 1518 TCU085 58.1 
 
239 1192 CHY023 81.3 
 
289 1522 TCU092 88.1 
190 1576 TTN024 60 
 
240 1250 CHY116 81.3 
 
290 1593 TTN050 89.3 
191 1583 TTN033 59.4 
 
241 1313 ILA007 84.1 
 
291 1309 ILA003 92.8 
192 1588 TTN044 59 
 
242 1317 ILA013 84.1 
 
292 1327 ILA035 93.4 
193 1589 TTN045 61.2 
 
243 1323 ILA027 83.2 
 
293 1376 KAU048 93.6 
194 1188 CHY016 66.7 
 
244 1325 ILA031 83.3 
 
294 1384 KAU063 92.8 
195 1191 CHY022 64.2 
 
245 1326 ILA032 84.2 
 
295 1424 TAP028 96.6 
196 1217 CHY060 68.9 
 
246 1329 ILA037 84.1 
 
296 1425 TAP032 94.8 
197 1242 CHY099 65.3 
 
247 1391 KAU077 83 
 
297 1426 TAP034 92.7 
198 1292 HWA045 63.4 
 
248 1400 NCU 80.4 
 
298 1437 TAP053 92.4 
199 1322 ILA024 67.8 
 
249 1516 TCU083 80.3 
 
299 1452 TAP086 94.2 
200 1338 ILA050 66.9 
 
250 1561 TTN005 82.8 
 
300 1470 TCU014 92.7 
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Table A - 2. Seismic records of Chi-Chi earthquake (continued). 
NameNGA# Station Rrup(km) NameNGA# Station Rrup(km) NameNGA# Station Rrup(km)
301 1559 TTN003 95 326 1389 KAU074 105.6 351 1381 KAU057 113.5 
302 1308 ILA002 97.6 327 1395 KAU083 111 352 1383 KAU062 113.5 
303 1356 KAU010 98.2 328 1399 KAU088 110.2 353 1390 KAU075 116.6 
304 1362 KAU022 98.9 329 1410 TAP003 102.4 354 1398 KAU087 113.1 
305 1386 KAU066 100.4 330 1411 TAP005 106.9 355 1429 TAP041 110.9 
306 1397 KAU086 96.6 331 1412 TAP006 105.7 356 1432 TAP046 118.3 
307 1409 TAP 100 332 1414 TAP008 104.5 357 1438 TAP059 119.3 
308 1415 TAP010 101.3 333 1416 TAP012 101.8 358 1439 TAP060 121.2 
309 1419 TAP017 98.9 334 1417 TAP013 102.6 359 1446 TAP077 119 
310 1421 TAP021 101.4 335 1418 TAP014 103.5 360 1447 TAP078 120 
311 1423 TAP026 97.6 336 1430 TAP042 106.5 361 1448 TAP079 119.4 
312 1436 TAP052 99.2 337 1434 TAP049 108.1 362 1367 KAU037 136.5 
313 1442 TAP067 97.4 338 1435 TAP051 103.5 363 1368 KAU038 143.2 
314 1444 TAP072 101.7 339 1445 TAP075 109.3 364 1374 KAU046 162.9 
315 1457 TAP097 99.2 340 1453 TAP087 102.6 365 1393 KAU081 162.4 
316 1459 TAP100 100.1 341 1454 TAP090 105.6 366 1394 KAU082 169.9 
317 1307 ILA001 103.2 342 1455 TAP094 109 367 1440 TAP065 122.5 
318 1354 KAU007 107.6 343 1456 TAP095 109 368 1443 TAP069 123.6 
319 1355 KAU008 108.8 344 1458 TAP098 107.8 369 1449 TAP081 123.9 
320 1357 KAU011 101.8 345 1341 ILA054 116 370 1450 TAP083 121.7 
321 1359 KAU015 108 346 1352 KAU003 114.4 
322 1363 KAU030 102.1 347 1353 KAU006 114.9 
323 1382 KAU058 109.2 348 1364 KAU032 112.8 
324 1385 KAU064 100.5 349 1365 KAU033 121 
325 1388 KAU073 110.7 350 1373 KAU044 121.6 
 
 
 
 
 
